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Course Prerequisites

Essential:

SCM600 Processes in Sales and Distribution or

SCM601 Processes in Logistics Execution or

LO020 Processes in Procurement

and

LO620 Pricing in SD

Recommended:

SCM610 Delivery Processes
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Target Group

Audience:
Members of the project team responsible for
transportation processing and shipment cost
processing

Duration: 3 days

 
 
 

Notes to the user 

 These training materials are not a teach-yourself program. They complement the explanations 
provided by your course instructor. Space is provided on each page for you to note down additional 
information. 

 There may not be sufficient time during the course to complete all the exercises. The exercises provided 
additional examples that are covered during the course. You can also work through these examples in 
your own time to increase your understanding of the topics. 
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Course Overview Diagram
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This course will prepare you to:

Describe the functions and processes in
transportation processing and shipment cost
processing

Make the Customizing settings required for
transportation processing and shipment cost
processing

Course Goals
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Course Objectives

At the conclusion of this course, you will be able to:

Describe the role of transportation and shipment
cost processing within the supply chain

Define and create inbound and outbound shipments

Calculate and settle shipment costs

Make the necessary Customizing settings to adapt
your system to meet your specific requirements
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Course Content

Unit 8 The Basics of Shipment Cost
Processing

Unit 9 Controlling Cost Processing

Unit 10 Calculating Shipment Costs

Unit 11 More Functions for Calculating
Shipment Costs

Unit 12 Shipment Cost Settlement

Unit 13 Shipment Costs in the Sales
Process

Unit 14 Connection to Express Delivery
Company

Unit 15 Conclusion

Unit 1 Course Overview

Unit 2 The Basics of Transportation
Processing

Unit 3 Controlling Transportation
Processing

Unit 4 Creating Shipments

Unit 5 Shipment Processing

Unit 6 Additional Functions in
Shipment Processing

Unit 7 Shipment Monitoring

Preface

Appendix
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Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost  documentdocument

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment  documentdocument

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor  shipmentshipment

BillBill shipment costs shipment costs
toto customer customer
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Main Business Scenario

As a member of the project team of a company that
manufactures and sells computers, you are
responsible for the implementation of R/3 in the
area of transportation and shipment cost
processing.

Your task is to compare the transportation
processing requirements of your company with the
options available in the SAP R/3 System.

To do this, you test the various functions
supporting shipments and shipment costs and
familiarize yourself with the possible Customizing
settings.
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Overview of the processes in logistics execution

Position of the shipment and shipment costs in these
processes

The shipment document and its structure

Organizational units in the shipment

Contents

The Basics of Transportation Processing
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Transportation Basics: Unit Objectives

Identify the shipment as a component of the
process chains in logistics

Describe the structure of the shipment document
and locate important information in it

Work with the different screens for the shipment
document

Explain the organizational units that are important
for the shipment

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Transportation Basics: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost  documentdocument

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment  documentdocument

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor  shipmentshipment

BillBill shipment costs shipment costs
toto customer customer
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Transportation Basics: Business Scenario

The computer manufacturer organizes shipments
for inbound deliveries from vendors to its own
plants.

It also plans shipments for outbound deliveries to
customers.

A lot of information is needed for planning and
further processing. This information, which
includes the forwarding agent, routes, and notes, is
recorded in a separate document.

The resulting shipment costs are then calculated.
The forwarding agent receives a credit memo.

Shipments are planned and processed within a
specific organizational unit, that is, the
transportation planning point.
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Logistics Execution

Production warehouse

Distribution center

Production facilities

Customer

Border

Vendor

Warehouse

 
 
 

 The Logistics Execution (LE) component models the logistics processes of a company. It covers the 
entire process chain from the vendor through the warehouses, production facilities, and distribution 
centers to the customer. 

 These processes include: 

 The goods receipt process: Goods pickup from the vendor and putaway 

 The goods issue process: Picking and outbound delivery of the goods to the customer 

 Internal warehouse processes such as posting changes, stock transfers, and inventory 

 The transportation process: Inbound and outbound shipments and shipment cost calculation and 
settlement 
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From plant to customer Outbound shipmentsFrom plant to customer Outbound shipments

Transportation processing
refers to the shipment of

goods ...

Transportation processing
refers to the shipment of

goods ...

From plant to plant Shipment for stock transferFrom plant to plant Shipment for stock transfer

From vendor to plant Inbound shipmentsFrom vendor to plant Inbound shipments

Shipments in R/3

 
 
 

 A shipment is a collection of inbound or outbound deliveries that are shipped together. The inbound or 
outbound deliveries of the shipment therefore have the same shipping conditions. 

 Effective transportation processing is required so that deliveries are shipped on time and are received on 
schedule at the customer's site. 

 The R/3 Transportation application component provides essential functions for transportation and 
shipment cost processing for goods issues and goods receipts. 
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Shipments in Logistics Execution

PO
Processing

Inbound
Delivery

Goods
Receipt

Invoice
Verification

Sales Order
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Outbound
Delivery

GoodsIssue
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Inbound
Shipment

Outbound
Shipment
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Vendor Customer

 
 
 

 Inbound shipments are an integral part of the process chain in Procurement (MM Purchasing) and are 
processed based on inbound deliveries. 

 The basis of the procurement process is the purchase order. The subsequent document is the inbound 
delivery that is used by the vendor to confirm the delivery. The inbound delivery is an R/3 document 
and is created with reference to the purchase order. 

 The inbound delivery is the basis for creating the inbound shipment, that is, the shipment of the ordered 
goods from the vendor to the company's plant.  

 Goods receipt is then posted. Invoice verification completes the purchasing process. 

 Outbound shipments are part of the Sales and Distribution (SD) process and are processed based on 
outbound deliveries. 

 The basis of the Sales and Distribution process is the sales order. The subsequent document is the 
outbound delivery, which documents the shipping of the goods. 

 The outbound delivery is the basis for creating the outbound shipment, that is, the shipment of the 
goods from the company's plant to the customer. 

 Goods issue is then posted and the invoice is created. 

 Shipments can also be used for stock transfers between plants. 
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Transportation and Shipment Cost Processing in
Detail

Create shipment
document

Process shipment:
planning and completion

Create shipment cost
document

Calculate shipment costs

Transfer shipment costs;
settle with service agent

Monitor shipment:
lists and shipment info

Transportation Processing

Shipment cost processing

Bill shipment costs
to customer

 
 
 

 R/3 transportation and shipment cost processing includes transportation processing, shipment cost 
calculation, and shipment cost settlement. 

 A shipment document is created based on the inbound or outbound deliveries.  

 Other shipment processing activities include shipment planning and completion. The tasks are therefore 
associated with both planning and executing. 

 Tools are available to support shipment monitoring during planning and execution. They include lists, 
graphical transportation information, and the transportation information system (TIS). 

 Shipment cost processing begins with the creation of the shipment cost document. 

 The shipment costs are automatically calculated in this document. 

 The costs are transferred so that accruals can be posted and assignments made in Controlling (CO). 

 Settlement is completed with the service agents through the payment of the invoice or creation of a 
credit memo. 

 You can copy the costs resulting from the shipment and calculated in the shipment cost document into 
customer billing documents, and thus include the costs of transportation in the invoice to the customer. 
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The Shipment Document and Its Functions

Record planned and
actual dates/status

information

Record shipment
characteristics

Determine shipment
stages

Grouping of inbound or
outbound deliveries in

shipments

Create output
(EDI/documents)

04.06.
12.06.

Shipment Document
 Functions

Packing/loading

Service
Service  agent

agentMode of
Mode of  tra

nsport

transport

Plan Act.
C

B

A

Freight costs
estimate

 
 
 

 The shipment document is the central document that is used to model shipments in the R/3 System. It 
contains all information necessary for organizing and carrying out a shipment. 

 The shipment document provides the following functions: 

 Combining inbound deliveries to form inbound shipments 

 Combining outbound deliveries to form outbound shipments 

 Assigning service agents, modes of transport, shipment types, and so on 

 Planning and monitoring deadlines 

 Specifying shipment stages 

 Cross-delivery packing and creation of handling units 

 Creating output and shipping papers 

 Recording shipment-relevant texts 

 Recording partner information 

 Freight cost estimating 

 Shipment tendering 
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 Freight costs estimate 
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Structure of the Shipment Document

 0000001234                  Nordspeed      1000                  18,586 0

  0080004903                                                    1200        8,386

  0080004879                                                    1000        3,200

  0080004905                                                    1000        7,000

TPPt: Wt/kgService AgentShipments and Deliveries ShPt

Shipment
Header:
General data for the
entire shipment

Items:
Inbound or
outbound
deliveries in the
shipment

 
 
 

 The shipment document contains general data that applies to the whole document, such as shipment 
type, transportation planning point, route, deadlines, and status information. This information is 
displayed in the shipment header. 

 Since the shipment is a collection of inbound or outbound deliveries that are shipped together, the items 
of the shipment correspond exactly to the inbound deliveries in the case of inbound shipments, and to the 
outbound deliveries in the case of outbound shipments. 
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Overviews in the Shipment Document

Shipments and
deliveries: Screen
for transportation
planning

Overview of the
current shipment:
 Dates
 Stages
 Partners
 Texts
 Status
 Duration & distance
 Dangerous goods
 Tender status
 Additional data
 Freight cost estimate

Output for the
shipment

Means of trans.
and packaging
material:
Packing and
loading screen

Shipment DocumentShipment Document

 
 
 

 In the shipment document, there are several screens for processing the shipment. 
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Organizational Structures in Transportation

Storage
location

ABB
C

B

Plant

Shipping point

1
   2   3

4
   5   6  7

   8   9   10   11   1213   14
   15   16   17   18   19 20   21
   22   23   24   25   26   27   28
   29   30  31

Loading pointWarehouse
number

Company Code

Transportation
planning point

Inventory
Management/
Stockkeeping

Shipping/Transportation

 
 
 

 Transportation processing requires several organizational units. These units reflect the organizational 
structure of the company. 

 A company code is a self-contained unit with its own financial accounting. The company code is the 
element for which a complete set of accounts is drawn up (a subsidiary within a group, for example). 

 Plants are elements that sub-divide a company code from a logistics point of view. A plant produces 
goods or provides goods for distribution (production plant, distribution center, for example). Each plant 
is assigned to a single company code. 

 In terms of Inventory Management, plants are sub-divided into one or more storage locations (for 
example, raw material storage area, finished products storage area, or open storage area.). 

 By assigning  plant-storage location combination (s) to a warehouse number, you establish the link 
between Inventory Management and Warehouse Management. 

 The most important organizational element for shipping is the shipping point. It reflects the location or 
the group of people that is responsible for carrying out shipping activities. Each delivery is processed by 
a single shipping point. A shipping point  is assigned to one or more plants. A shipping point can be 
further sub-divided into loading points. 

 Transportation planning points process shipments. They are assigned to one company code and are 
not linked to the other organizational units. 
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Physical Structures of Goods Movements

Storage type 005:
Fixed Bin Picking
Area

Goods
receipt area

Warehouse Number 010

Goods
issue area

Storage type 001:
High-rack storage

Storage type 004:
Bulk storage

Goods 
Receipt

Goods 
Issue

Dock Door 2

Dock Door 1

Dock Door 3

Dock Door 4

 
 
 

 If you are using the WM warehouse management system or Lean WM, the physical processing of 
goods receipts and issues involves more organizational units. 

 Goods are received at a dock door. From here, the goods are identified in the goods receipt area. 
Afterwards goods receipt is posted, and the goods are put away in the warehouse (in a storage type). 

 When goods are issued, they are transferred from the storage type to the goods issue area. Afterwards 
goods issue is posted, and the goods are loaded at a dock door. 

 The dock door is copied into the outbound delivery document at the line item level under the Loading 
and Shipment tab. 
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The Transportation Planning Point

Transportation
Planning Points

1010
Hamburg

International
 shipment by 

sea

1011
Hamburg

 Rail
shipments

1200
Dresden
 Truck

Shipments

Planning and
Processing
Shipments

Company Code

 
 
 

 The transportation planning point is the central point within the company that plans, processes, and 
monitors shipments. It can be a location or a group of people responsible for processing. 

 Each shipment is created and processed by a single transportation planning point. 

 You can freely define the transportation planning points to meet your corporate requirements, for 
example, in terms of the location or the mode of transport. 

 The transportation planning point is defined for a specific company code in Customizing. This 
assignment of the planning point to the company code is important for shipment cost calculation and 
settlement. 
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Identify the shipment as a component of the
process chains in logistics

Describe the structure of the shipment document
and locate important information in it

Work with the different screens for the shipment
document

Explain the organizational units that are important
for the shipment

You are now able to:

Transportation Basics: Summary
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Data Sheet 

 
 

A model company is used as the basis for the following exercises. This 
company buys, manufactures, and sells computers, hardware, and 
accessories to wholesale and retail customers  in Germany and the USA. 

You are an employee in transportation processing in the project team 
implementing SAP R/3 in your company. in this team, you are 
responsible for transportation and shipment cost processing. 

Your company’s business management requirements have been defined 
and documented. 

 

In the following exercises, you will become familiar with the SAP R/3 
System transportation processing workflow and the organizational 
configuration of the system. You will also practice making the settings 
that allow you to tailor the system to your company’s needs. 

You will be able to try out the individual functions in transportation and 
shipment cost processing in the system. Additionally, you will be able to 
configure the system according to your needs using the Implementation 
Guide (IMG), if necessary. 

 

About the Exercises 
 
Each group has its own data in the training system (see the data table below). 

 

## stands for your group number. 

 

Please note that some of the exercises are sequential. You should therefore work through all the 
compulsory exercises in the specified order. 

 

The optional exercises are additional, and you do not need to complete them in order to continue 
with the subsequent exercises.  Do not start these exercises until you have completed the 
compulsory ones. 
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Data Used in the Exercises 
 

Data Training System IDES System 

Customers:   
Compu-Max, Frankfurt T-S11A## 2145 

PC World, Stuttgart T-S11B## 2146 

Riedel Computer, Munich T-S11C## 2147 

Alpha-Systems, Nuremberg T-S11D## 2148 

S.C.T., Berlin T-S11E## 2149 
 

Vendors:   

Sunny Electronics, Stuttgart T-S11F## 1010 

PAQ Deutschland, Mannheim T-S11H## 1005 
 

Service agents:   

TransLog Shipping, Stuttgart T-S11G## 1925 

Nordspeed, Hamburg 1058 1058 

Schmalenbach Shipping 1930 1930 

ABC Insurance, Frankfurt 1920 1920 

SPEDITRANS Transport GmbH  1106 1106 

Arnold’s Shipping, Dresden 50999 50999 
 

Organizational data:   

Sales organization 1000 1000 

Distribution channel 12 12 

Division 00 00 

Hamburg plant 1000 1000 

Dresden plant 1200 1200 

Hamburg shipping point Z0## 1000 

Dresden shipping point X0## 1200 

Hamburg transportation planning 
point for trucks 

1000 1000 

Dresden transportation planning point 
for trucks 

1200 1200 

International transportation planning 
point - sea 

1010 1010 
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Transaction Data Sheet  
 
Enter your document numbers in the following table. 

Line No. Exercise Document Type Search Term/Refers to Document 
Number 

Unit: The Basics of Transportation Processing 

1 1-2 Inbound shipment 0010 External ID 1: 
GR##-1 

 

2 1-3 Outbound shipment 0001 External ID 1: 
GR##-2 

 

3  Shipment cost document For outbound shipment  

Unit: Creating Shipments 

4 1-1 Inbound shipment 0010   

 

5 

6 

7 

 

1-3 Collective shipments 0002 
Hamburg to: 
    Stuttgart 

    Frankfurt-Stuttgart-Munich

    Berlin 

Created by planning 
proposal 
 

 

_____________ 

_____________ 

_____________ 

 

 

8 

9 

10 

11 

2-2 Single shipments 0001 Created using collective 
processing 

 

_____________ 

_____________
_____________ 

_____________ 

Unit: Basics of Shipment Cost Processing 

 

12 

1-2 Shipment cost document For the collective shipment 
in 1-3 (line 6): 
Hamburg to Frankfurt - 
Stuttgart - Munich  

 

 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1-4 Shipment cost documents Created using collective 
processing for single 
shipments from 2-2 (lines 
8–11) 

 

_____________ 

_____________ 

_____________ 

_____________ 
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Unit: Shipment Cost Calculation 

17 2-2 Shipment cost document For the shipment in 1-1 (line 
4) 

 

18 2-4 
optional 

Shipment cost document For the collective shipment in 
1-3 (line 5) 
Hamburg - Stuttgart 

 

Unit: Shipment Cost Settlement 

19 1-1 External service order For service agent T-S11G##  

20 2-1 Credit memo For service agent T-S11G##  

Unit: Shipment Costs in the Sales Process 

21 1-1 Sales order Customer T-S11A##  

22 2-2 Billing document For shipment cost document 
in the Basics of 
Transportation Processing 
(line 3). 
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The Basics of Transportation Processing Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: The Basics of Transportation Processing 
 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Describe how transportation fits into the processes in logistics 

• Find information in the shipment document 

• Define and assign the organizational units relevant for transportation 
processing in Customizing 

 

 
 

As an employee in transportation processing, you are also a member of 
the SAP R/3 launch team in the transportation area. 

Before you begin setting up the system and trying out its shipment 
processes, you familiarize yourself with SAP R/3 transportation 
processing in general.  

You examine the structure of the shipment documents and identify the 
information they contain.  

Since you also need to familiarize yourself with the organizational 
structures, you learn how they are defined and assigned. 

1-1 First, you need to clarify the role of transportation processing and identify its 
processes. 

1-1-1 Explain the process chains for procurement, and sales and distribution. 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-1-2 What are the individual steps involved in transportation and shipment cost 
processing? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-2 One inbound and one outbound shipment have been created in the system as examples. 

First, display the inbound shipment. 

Search for the document using the F4 help. Use the External ID 1 field as a search 
term.  
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External ID 1: GR##-1. (Note: This search is case sensitive. Capitalize where 
necessary.) 

1-2-1 Which inbound deliveries does the shipment contain? 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-2-2 Record the shipment document number on line 1 on your Transaction Data 
Sheet. 

1-2-3 Find the following information in the shipment document: 

Shipment type:____________________________________________ 

Plant: _____________________________________________________ 

Service agent: ______________________________________________ 

1-2-4 Go to the inbound delivery and search for the following information: 

Delivery date: ______________________________________________ 

Vendor: ___________________________________________________ 

Material number and quantity ordered: ______________________ 

Reference document for inbound delivery items (purchase order): 
_________________________________________ 

1-3 Now display the outbound shipment. Carry out a new search for this one using the 
External ID 1 field. 

External ID 1: GR##-2. (Note: This search is case sensitive. Capitalize where 
necessary.) 

1-3-1 Which outbound deliveries does this shipment contain? 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-3-2 Record the shipment document number on line 2 on your Transaction Data 
Sheet. 

1-3-3 Find the following information in the shipment document: 

Shipment type:  ______________________________________ 

Ship-to address:  ______________________________________ 

Shipping point:  ______________________________________ 

Shipment weight: ______________________________________ 

1-3-4 Display the corresponding document flow.  

What order initiated this document flow? What is its status? 

_________________________________________________________ 
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1-3-5 Check whether the shipment costs have already been calculated for this 
shipment. To do this, check the overall status of shipment cost calculation in the 
shipment header. 

Overall status of shipment cost calculation: 
______________________________ 

Number of the shipment cost document: 

________________________________ 

1-4 True or false?  

1-4-1 A company code is an independent accounting unit. 

1-4-2 Each plant has exactly one shipping point. 

1-4-3 Shipments are processed at a transportation planning point. 

1-4-4 Each transportation planning point must be assigned to a plant. 

1-4-5 Each transportation planning point must be assigned to a warehouse number. 

1-5 Which transportation planning points are defined for company code 1000? 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Go to the address screen for transportation planning point 1000. On which street is it 
located? 

_______________________________________________________________ 
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The Basics of Transportation Processing Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: The Basics of Transportation Processing 
 

1-1 Position of transportation processing and the processes involved 

1-1-1 Procurement process: 

Inbound shipments can take place within the procurement process. They are 
created on the basis of inbound deliveries. They document the transportation of 
one or more inbound deliveries from one or more vendors to the company’s 
own plant. 

Sales process: 

Outbound shipments are found in the sales process. They illustrate the 
transportation of one or more outbound deliveries from your plants to the 
customer. They are created on the basis of outbound deliveries. 

1-1-2 Steps involved in transportation and shipment cost processing: 

1. Create shipment document 
2. Process shipment document (plan and complete) 
3. Monitor shipments 
4. Create shipment cost document 
5. Calculate shipment costs 
6. Transfer shipment costs 
7. Settle shipment costs with the service agent 
8. Bill shipment costs to the customer 

You do not need to complete these steps in the exact order given above. It just 
represents a typical processing scenario. 

1-2 Display inbound shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Display 
Choose the F4 help in the Shipment number field.  

On the selection screen, enter your search term in the External ID 1 field and execute 
the search. 

Choose your shipment from the shipment list. 

1-2-1 Inbound deliveries: 

Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 

One inbound delivery is involved in this shipment. 
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Number: Document numbers will vary 

1-2-2 Record the shipment document number on line 1 on your Transaction Data 
Sheet. 

1-2-3 Information in the shipment document: 

Shipment type: → Goto→Shipment overview  

Shipment type field: Inbound shipment (0010) 

Plant: → Goto→ Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 
Field: Plant: 1000 (Hamburg) 

Service agent: Shipments and deliveries overview screen or Shipment overview 
Service agent: TransLog GmbH (T-S11G##) 

1-2-4 Information in the inbound delivery: 

Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 
Double click on the inbound delivery: 

Delivery date:  Today’s date (Dates may vary) 
Vendor:   T-S11F##  
Material:   T-ATC1, 50 pieces 
Reference document (purchase order): Document numbers will vary 

1-3 Display outbound shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Display 
Choose the F4 help in the Shipment number field.  

In the selection screen, enter your search term in the External ID 1 field and execute 
the search. 

Choose your shipment from the shipment list. 

1-3-1 Outbound deliveries: 

→ Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 

One outbound delivery is involved in this shipment. 
Number: Document numbers will vary 

1-3-2 Record the shipment document number on line o. 2 on your Transaction Data 
Sheet. 

1-3-3 Information in the shipment document: 

Shipment type:  Shipment overview screen:, 
Shipment type field: Individual shipment – Road (0001) 

Ship-to address: Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 
Recipient address field: 60123 Frankfurt 
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Shipping point: Shipments and deliveries overview screen: 
Shipping point field: Z0## (Hamburg) 

Shipment weight: Shipments and deliveries overview screen:  
Total weight field: 467.1 kg  

1-3-4 Document flow: 

Environment → Document flow 

Order number Document numbers will vary 
The status of the order is completed. 

1-3-5 Shipment costs: 

→Goto→ Shipment overview: Shipment cst cal tab 

Overall status of shipment cost calculation: Completely processed 

Number of the shipment cost document: Choose Shipment cost document: 
Document numbers will vary 

1-4 True or false? 

1-4-1 True 

1-4-2 False: A plant can have more than one shipping point. 

1-4-3 True 

1-4-4 False: A transportation planning point is only defined for a particular company 
code and is not linked to other organizational units. 

1-4-5 False: A transportation planning point is only defined for a particular company 
code and is not linked to other organizational units. 

1-5 Transportation planning points for company code 1000: 

IMG: Enterprise Structure → Definition → Logistics Execution → Maintain 
Transportation Planning Point 
Company code 1000: Transportation planning points: 
1000, 1010, 1011, and 1200 

Select the entry 1000: → Goto→ Address 
Street/House number: Altersdorferstr. 13 
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Shipment types

Transportation relevance

Contents

Controlling Transportation Processing
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Controlling Transportation: Unit Objectives

Give an overview of the standard shipment types

Explain the control parameters for the shipment
type

Set transportation relevance for delivery types,
delivery item categories, and routes

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Controlling Transportation: Course Overview
Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment cost documentCreate shipment cost document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipment documentCreate shipment document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

Monitor shipmentMonitor shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer
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Controlling Transportation: Business Scenario

The computer manufacturer handles different kinds
of shipments. For example, it groups outbound
deliveries from Hamburg to customers in south
Germany to form one truck shipment. From Dresden,
it is often cheaper to drive to only one destination
with a shipment. For overseas shipments to the USA,
transportation chains are formed. This also involves
different means of transport.

Whether a shipment should be organized for a
delivery becomes clear at an early stage. For
instance, no shipments are created for over-the-
counter sales, which either deal with ‘outbound
deliveries’ of goods or are used at the request of the
customer.
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Examples of Transportation Scenarios

Shipment by truck from one plant to one
customer

Shipment using several trucks from one
plant to several customers

Shipment by rail from the vendor to the plant

Empty return shipment from the customer to
the plant

Shipments using different modes of
transportation from several plants to several
customers

 
 
 

 A company can use different transportation scenarios, which will be characterized by different 
processing types or means of transport. 

 To model these different kinds of shipments, you can define shipment types in Customizing. 
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Shipment typeShipment type

Leg indicator

Planning profile

Split profile

Copying rule

Number assignment

Shipping type

Completion type

Texts

Output

Leg determination/stage
selection

Update change documents?

Shipment Type

Partners

 
 
 

 The shipment type controls elements in the shipment document and therefore represents a particular 
processing type for a shipment. 

 Shipment type settings include: 

⌧ The leg determination type (automatic leg determination, for example) 

⌧ The completion type (loaded outbound shipment, inbound shipment, for example) 

⌧ The processing control (collective shipment using one mode of transport, for example) 

⌧ The service level (general cargo, grouped load, for example) 

⌧ The shipping type (truck, train, mail, for example) 

⌧ The leg indicator (preliminary leg, subsequent leg, direct leg, for example) 

⌧ Copying data from preceding documents (forwarding agent and route, if unique, for example) 

⌧ Output, text and partner determination procedures 

⌧ Default values for the shipment document (weight and volume unit, planning profile, for example) 

⌧ Setting to cause automatic generation of items in a delivery document for handling units created 
within a shipment  

 You can define your own shipment types to suit your own shipment requirements. 
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Delivery 2
From: Hamburg
To: Frankfurt

Load: B

Delivery 1
From: Hamburg
To: Frankfurt

Load: A

Shipment

AABB

Individual Shipment

Hamburg

Frankfurt

Delivery 1, 2

 
 
 

 An individual shipment has the following characteristics: 

 One or more inbound or outbound deliveries are involved in the shipment. 

 There is one single point of departure and one single destination. 

 In most cases, only one mode of transport is used. 

 A shipment document is created. 

 In the standard system, shipment type 0001 is predefined. Important control parameters in Customizing 
include: 

⌧ Completion type: 1 = Loaded outbound shipment 

⌧ Processing control: 1 = Individual shipment using one mode of transport 

⌧ Leg indicator: 4 = Direct leg 
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Delivery 2
From : Hamburg
To: Frankfurt

Load: B

Delivery 1
From : Hamburg
To: Stuttgart

Load: A

Shipment
Hamburg

Frankfurt

AABB

Stuttgart

Delivery 1AA

Collective Shipment

Delivery 1, 2

 
 
 

 A collective shipment has the following characteristics: 

 One or more inbound or outbound deliveries are involved in the shipment. 

 There are one or more points of departure and one or more destinations. 

 In most cases, only one mode of transport is used. 

 A shipment document is created. 

 In the standard system, shipment type 0002 is predefined. Important control parameters in Customizing 
include: 

⌧ Completion type: 1 = Loaded outbound shipment 

⌧ Processing control: 3 = Collective shipment using one mode of transport 

⌧ Leg indicator: 4 = Direct leg 
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Delivery 3, 6

Shipment 1

Rotterdam New York Harbor

Shipment 3

Delivery 1, 6

Dresden Boston Philadelphia

Preliminary
Legs

Main Leg
Subsequent Legs

Shipment 5

Delivery 3

Shipment 6

Delivery 4, 6

Shipment 4

Transportation Chain

Hamburg

Delivery 1, 2

Shipment 2

Delivery 1, 2

 
 
 

 A transportation chain supports the shipment of inbound or outbound deliveries for which several 
modes of transport are to be used. This means that the deliveries are involved in various subsequent 
shipments. 

 A transportation chain has the following characteristics: 

 One or more deliveries are involved in several shipments. 

 There are one or more points of departure and one or more destinations. 

 Various modes of transport can be used. 

 Several shipment documents are created: preliminary legs, main leg, and subsequent legs. Special 
shipment types are available for this in the system. 

 Example of a transportation chain: 

 The computer manufacturer ships deliveries from Dresden and Hamburg to Boston and Philadelphia: 

 The deliveries from Dresden and Hamburg are shipped separately by truck or rail to Rotterdam: Leg 
indicator 1 = Preliminary leg 

 In Rotterdam, the deliveries are loaded together and shipped to New York: Leg indicator 2 = Main leg 

 In New York, the deliveries are again shipped separately by truck to Boston and by rail to 
Philadelphia: Leg indicator 3 = Subsequent leg 
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Delivery Type Delivery Item 
Category

Out. delivery LF

Cash sale BV

Inb. delivery EL

Standard item TAN

Text item TATX

Inb. delivery ELN

Route of 
the Delivery

Route HH - F

Route HH - M

Northern route

Transportation Relevance

Out. Delivery LF

Transportation
planning status = A

Route HH - F

 
 
 

 The transportation relevance of the delivery type, the delivery item category, and the route in the 
delivery controls whether a shipment can be created or not. 

 So that a shipment can be created, the delivery type must be set as relevant for transportation. 

 Similarly, at least one delivery item category in the delivery must be relevant for transportation. 

 The outbound delivery must contain a route that is relevant for transportation (does not apply to inbound 
deliveries). A route is defined as the connection between a point of departure and a destination point 
with several possible points in between. 

 If all three (or two in the case of inbound deliveries) conditions are met, the delivery has transportation 
planning status A, which means that the delivery document is relevant for transportation. 

 You set transportation relevance in Customizing for Transportation. 
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Controlling Transportation: Summary

You are now able to:

Give an overview of the different standard
shipment types

Explain the different control parameters for the
shipment type

Set transportation relevance for delivery types,
delivery item categories, and routes
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Controlling Transportation Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Controlling Transportation 
 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Define the shipment type control elements 

• Describe the various shipment types 

• Check transportation relevance 

 
 

You have helped the project team define your company’s needs in terms 
of transportation processing. 

Now you familiarize yourself with the shipment types and their control 
elements. You check to make sure the shipment types defined in the 
system sufficiently meet your needs. 

Shipments should always be created for some of your company’s delivery 
types, but not for others. You therefore check the settings for 
transportation relevance in the system. 

 
 

Caution 
For the following exercises, only display the settings. Do not change 
them.  
If you want to test your own settings, copy an existing shipment type and 
change the copy only. 

1-1 Using the control elements, first check whether the predefined shipment type 0010 
(inbound shipment) meets your requirements. 

1-1-1 How can you tell that this is an inbound shipment? 

____________________________________________________________ 

1-1-2 Your inbound shipments are handled by truck. Make sure this setting is correct. 
Which indicator is responsible for this? 

____________________________________________________________ 

1-1-3 The inbound shipment should not be part of a transportation chain. In other 
words, inbound deliveries are involved in one inbound shipment only before 
arriving at their destination. How is this controlled? 

____________________________________________________________ 
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1-2 Now check the collective shipment by road (shipment type 0002). What are the settings 
of the following indicators? Make sure you understand what they mean. 

ShpmtComplType: ___________________________________ 

ProcessControl: ___________________________________ 

Leg indicator:  ___________________________________ 

Leg determination: ___________________________________ 

Adopt route:  ___________________________________ 

Pick check:  ___________________________________ 

1-3 Make sure transportation relevance is set correctly for the different operations relevant 
for transportation in your company. 

1-3-1 The following delivery types are among those used in your company. Check 
that these types are set as relevant for transportation in the system. But don't 
change the settings! 

Delivery LF W 

Returns delivery LR W 

Del. for stock trans. UL W 

Shpg notif. EL W 

1-3-2 Find out whether the frequently-used routes from the Hamburg region to the 
Frankfurt and Stuttgart regions (R00025 and R00030) are relevant for 
transportation processing. 

______________________________________ 
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Controlling Transportation Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Controlling Transportation 
 

 
 

Caution 
For the following exercises, only display the settings. Do not change 
them.  
If you want to test your own settings, copy an existing shipment type and 
change the copy only. 
 

1-1 Controlling the shipment type 0010 (inbound shipment): 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipments → Define Shipment 
Types 
Select inbound shipment 0010 and choose Details. 

1-1-1 Inbound shipment:  

Shipment completion type field: Loaded inbound shipment 

1-1-2 Transportation by truck: 

Shipping type field: 01 Truck 

1-1-3 Not part of a transportation chain: 

Leg indicator field: Direct leg 

1-2 Controlling the shipment type 0002 (collective shipment – road): 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipments → Define Shipment 
Types 
Select inbound shipment 0002 and choose Details. 

ShpmtComplType: Loaded outbound shipment 
ProcessControl: Collective shipment using one mode of transport 
Leg indicator:  Direct leg 
Determine legs: Legs determined according to departure point and  
 itinerary  
Adopt route:  Adopt all stages 
Pick check: no check regarding full picking 

1-3 Check transportation relevance: 
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IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipments → Maintain 
transportation Relevance 
1-3-1 Transportation relevance for delivery types: 

Activity: Maintain transportation relevance for delivery types 

Delivery LF 9 
Returns delivery LR W 

Del. for stock trans. UL W 

Shipping notif. EL 9 

1-3-2 Transportation relevance for routes: 

Activity: Maintain transportation relevance for routes 

R00025 and R00030 are relevant for transportation. 
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Creating Shipments

Criteria for creating shipments

Information relevant for transportation in the orders

Different methods of creating shipments

Collective processing

Planning proposal

Interface to external transportation planning systems

Contents
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Creating Shipments: Unit Objectives

Describe the possible criteria for creating shipments

Use the information relevant for transportation in the
order, explain how to copy it, and pinpoint its
importance for transportation

Create shipments individually

Create shipments using collective processing and
define the necessary processing rules

Define planning profiles and create shipments using
the planning proposal

Describe the connection to external transportation
planning systems

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Creating Shipments: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment documentCreate shipment document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

Create shipment cost documentCreate shipment cost document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Monitor shipmentMonitor shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Create shipment documentCreate shipment document
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Creating Shipments: Business Scenario

In your company, you group inbound and outbound
deliveries together according to certain criteria to
form shipments. For example, all outbound deliveries
that have the same route and means of transport are
shipped together. Sometimes, an employee enters the
means of transport in the order.

To simplify the creation of shipments, the above tasks
are automated as much as possible, and may run
overnight.

If you need to plan shipments manually,for example,
in the case of special shipments, for instance - you
use the default proposed by the system if possible,
which will help you in your planning.
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Example Scenarios for Creating Shipments

Outbound Deliveries via the
Northern Route

Outbound Deliveries by Tank
Trailer

Express Deliveries with
‘Tomorrow’ as Del. date

Outbound Deliveries with
USA as Destination

Shipment
1234
Truck
North route

Shipment
4711

Rail

Shipment
0815

Ship

Shipment
2412

Express
Serv. Quick

 
 
 

 Shipments are collections of inbound or outbound deliveries that are shipped together. The inbound or 
outbound deliveries therefore have the same shipping conditions. 

 Since these shipping conditions may differ according to companies' requirements, there are numerous 
criteria in the R/3 System that you can use to group inbound or outbound deliveries to form shipments. 
These criteria are known as selection criteria. 

 Examples of selection criteria include: 

 Destination: Indicated by ship-to party, location, zip code, country, plant, for example 

 Point of departure: Indicated by shipping point, warehouse number, dock door, vendor, for example 

 Due date: Indicated by transportation planning date, delivery date, loading date, delivery priority, for 
example 

 Transportation planning: Indicated by route, Incoterms, shipping type, forwarding agent, for example 

 Other information relevant for transportation from the order or delivery: Means of transport, means of 
transport category, shipping units, for example 
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Information Relevant for Transportation in the Order

Create a Standard Order: Item Data

Item 10
Material: P1

Shipping 

Means of transport type        V100 Truck

Means of transport                TM-101   Small trans.

Shipping type 01 Truck, road

Special proc. ind. EX Express

Shipping 

 
 
 

 You can enter information relevant for transportation in the order. This allows you to store, for each 
order item, agreements made with the customer about transportation (shipping detailscreen). 

 The following information is available: 

⌧ Means of transport: Indicates the specific vehicle type with which the goods are to be transported, 
such as 20t truck or bulk container. Material master records with a Material Type of Packaging 
Material are maintained for means of transport.  

⌧ Means of transport type: Indicates the category of the vehicle / means of transport, such as truck, 
container, or ship. The means of transport type therefore groups means of transport at a higher level.  
The Means of transport type is defined in the Define Material Group for Packaging Materials table in 
customizing. 

⌧ Shipping type: You can use this to define the characteristics of the mode of transport, such as road, 
rail, or sea. 

⌧ Special processing indicator: Indicates whether there are any special requirements to be met, such as 
express delivery. 

 You can also define the same data in the header of the delivery document on the tab page titled 
Shipment. 
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Copying Information Relevant for Transportation

Order 1

V100
TM-100

Item 10

V110Item 20

Order 2

V110
S-223

Item 10

Out.del. 1

V100 (truck)
TM-100

Customer A

Customer B

Out.del. 2

V110 (ship)

Out.del. 3

V110 (ship)
S-223

Shipment 1
TM-100

DL 1

Shipment 2
S-223
DL 2
DL 3

Split Criteria
Data Transfer

Selection Criteria
Data Transfer

 
 
 

 The information relevant for transportation is copied from the order to the outbound delivery header, and 
thus provides the split criteria for outbound deliveries. For instance, you cannot combine two order 
items that have different shipping types to form an outbound delivery. 

 You can adapt the data transfer and split criteria using the copy control for order to delivery.  

 You can use the information relevant for transportation as selection criteria when you create 
shipments. For example, you can choose to combine outbound deliveries having "truck" as the means of 
transport type and "small transporter" as the means of transport to form one shipment. 

 You can also copy the information from the outbound deliveries to the shipment, if it is unique. For the 
means of transport, a handling unit is created in the shipment (again, only if it is unique). The transfer 
occurs if "Planned" status is set. For this, you need to select an appropriate copy routine in the shipment 
type in Customizing. 

 When the shipments are planned, the system also checks the capacity of the means of transport. If it is 
exceeded, a warning message appears. 
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Options for Creating Shipments

Manually using
Create

Shipment

Automatically
in collective
processing
using the
worklist

Online B/ground

Using an
external

transportation
planning system

Creating Shipments

R/3

TPS
Without
planning
proposal

With
planning
proposal

 
 
 

 The R/3 System contains different ways of creating shipments: 

 You can create shipments manually using the Create shipment function. You can select deliveries 
due for shipping using different selection criteria and create the documents manually. 

 You can also use a planning proposal. This is a pre-defined profile according to whose rules, 
deliveries are automatically combined into shipments and completed with data. 

 The system can also create shipments automatically. To do this, you use a collective processing run 
that is executed online or in batch mode. The system creates one or more shipment documents 
according to different processing rules. 

 If the shipments are created and optimized by an external transportation planning system, such as 
APO TP/VS, you can link to this system with an interface. 
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Creating Shipments Manually

DL 7DL 1

DL 2

DL 3

DL 16

DL 4

DL 10
DL 20

DL 2
DL 8

Shipment
Dest.: Frankfurt
Carr.: 1058
Route HH - F

Manual
Planning and
Processing

Manual
Selection

Create Shipments
Shipments and Deliveries

DL 7
DL 2
DL 16
DL 10
DL 8

$0001

DL 7
DL 16

Shipment
Dest:: Cologne
Carr.: 1245
Route HH - C

 
 
 

 You use the Create Shipment function to determine all deliveries due for shipment within a 
transportation planning point and create the shipment documents online. 

 Deliveries that are due for shipping are all those that are relevant for transportation and have 
transportation planning status A or B (see Controlling Transportation Processing). 

 First, you select the inbound or outbound deliveries for which you want to create shipments. To simplify 
the selection procedure, you can define selection variants and if necessary store them for each shipment 
type in Customizing. 

 The selected delivery documents are then listed in the transportation planning screen. You can then 
manually assign shipments and continue processing them. 
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Shipment
1096

80003539
80003871

Dest:: Nuremberg
        Munich

Shipment
1095

Processing Rules:
Default Settings

Selecting Deliveries
Creating Shipments
Saving Shipments

Log

Automatic
Shipment
Creation

80003611
80003531
80003712

Dest:: Frankfurt

Shipment
1097

80003602
80003609

Dest:: Stuttgart

80003531
Delivery

Frankfurt

80003871
Delivery

Munich

80003539
Delivery

Nuremberg

80003611

Delivery

Frankfurt

80003602
Delivery

Stuttgart

80003712
Delivery

Frankfurt

80003609
Delivery

Stuttgart

Creating Shipments Using Collective Processing

Route: Hessen
F.agent: 1137

Route: Bavaria
F.agent: 1137

Route: Württ.b.
F.agent: 1137

 
 
 

 The system can automatically create shipments either in the foreground or in the background. 

 You can use collective processing to: 

 Create inbound, individual, or collective shipments 

 Make a full truck load (one shipment for each delivery) 

 Create parts of a transportation chain or an entire transportation chain 

 From the shipment list that contains all deliveries relevant for transportation, the system automatically 
selects deliveries and creates the required shipments. You must specify rules that determine shipment 
processing. These are rules that refer to: 

 The type of the shipments 

 The selection of the deliveries 

 The creation of the shipments (grouping deliveries, data and options) 

 The saving of the shipments 

 The processing log 

In the R/3 system the rules are specified by creating ”variants”. 
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Processing Rules for Collective Processing

Combination Criteria:

Combination of deliveries 
to form shipments

DL 2
DL 8

DL16
DL 7

DL 10

Data and Options:

Definition of data that
should be entered into the shipments

Shipment 1 Shipment 2
DL 2,80,16 DL 7,10

Shipment TypeShipment Type
00010001
Service AgentService Agent
10581058
Shipping TypeShipping Type
TruckTruck

1058
Truck

1058
Truck

Selection:
DL1

DL2
DL9

DL3
DL7

Selection of inbound or
outbound deliveries due for
shipping

 
 
 

 In the first step (Default settings) you determine whether the system is to create inbound or outbound 
shipments. All other entry options depend on this selection. 

 In the section Select deliveries you enter the criteria by which deliveries are selected to be processed in a 
collective processing run. To do this, you can enter the name of an existing selection variant, maintain an 
existing variant or create a new variant. 

 Using the Combination criteria option, you determine which rules are to be applied to allocate the 
selected deliveries to shipments. You can, additionally, determine the sort order of the deliveries within 
the shipments and consequently the itinerary. You can also specify capacity limits (min. and max.). 

 Under the Data and options you specify which data is to be included in the shipments created.  

 You can also specify if a shipment is to be saved when errors occur, for example, always save data, do 
not save if warning/error, never save (simulation). 

 Finally you must specify which type of log is to be created during collective processing, for example, 
normal log, detailed log, very detailed log. 
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Creating Shipments with Planning Proposal

Automatic
Planning

Planning
Proposal

Manual
Selection

Create Shipments
Shipments and Deliveries

DL 7
DL 2
DL 16
DL 10
DL 8

$0001 DL 2

Shipment
Dest:: Frankfurt
Carr.: 1058
Route HH - F

DL 7
DL 16

Shipment
Dest.: Cologne
Carr : 1245
Route HH - C

DL 10
DL 8

Shipment
Dest.: Munich
Carr : 1878
Route HH - M

DL 7DL 1

DL 2

DL 3

DL 16

DL 4

DL 10
DL 20

 
 
 

 You can use the planning proposal when you create shipments manually.  

 This function allows the transportation planner to simplify and automate manual planning. 

 You select the deliveries due for transportation manually, as you do when you create the shipments 
manually. You can then choose the planning proposal and the system combines the selected deliveries 
automatically in shipments and completes them with data. 

 Unlike in collective processing, you can change and edit these shipments before they are saved. 
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Planning Profile

Planning Profile: Individual truck shipments

Combination Profile:

Combining the manually
selected deliveries to form
shipments

DL 3
DL 6

DL12
DL 9

DL 18

Data Profile:

Definition of data that
should be entered into the shipments

Shipment 1 Shipment 2
DL 3,6,12 DL 9,18

Shipment TypeShipment Type
00100010
Service AgentService Agent
19301930
Shipping TypeShipping Type
RailRail

1930
Rail

1930
Rail

 
 
 

 The planning proposal arises from a planning profile saved in Customizing in the shipment type. 

 The planning profile contains a combination profile variant. In it, you establish the criteria to be used 
for combining the selected deliveries to form shipments. 

 The planning profile also contains a data profile variant. In the data profile, you define which data 
should be entered into the shipments you have created. For example, you could copy shipment and 
shipping type, service agent, identification or dates. 

 The values proposed by the planning profile can be changed during processing. 

 You can use the same variants for a planning profile as for collective processing, because the planning 
profile is regarded in technical terms as a variant of collective processing for creating shipments. 
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Create
Shipments

Shipment IDocs

Transportation
shipment

R/3 Transportation
Planning System

Delivery
Shipment

Delivery IDocs

Delivery list for 
transportation planning

Function module
for shipment IDoc

Planning
delivery

Deliveries

Transportation Planning Using a Subsystem

 
 
 

 To meet special customer requirements for efficient and optimized transportation planning, you can use 
the LE-TPS interface between the R/3 System and one or more specialized external NON-APO 
transportation planning systems (TPS).  

 The APO Transportation Planning/Vehicle Scheduling (TP/VS) component does not require the use of 
IDocs to transfer data between the R/3 and APO systems. 

 For planning shipments with the help of an external system, the system selects a set of deliveries to be 
shipped in R/3 and sends them to the planning system via the interface. The planning system then 
combines the deliveries to form shipments according to optimization criteria. The shipments are 
transferred back to R/3 via the inteface, which triggers the generation of the shipment documents.  

 The transportation planning system thus combines and changes the shipments. All other processing tasks 
for the shipment (printing documents, reporting the start of shipment, and so on) are performed in R/3 
using standard document processing functions. 

 You link the external system to R/3 by assigning it to a transportation planning point. 

 Communication between the systems is based on ALE technology and the transmission of IDocs. 

 Normally, data transfer is initiated by output determination for deliveries. You must first define a 
corresponding output type (TPS0 as template) for the transportation planning point. 
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Creating Shipments: Summary

You are now able to:

Describe the possible criteria for creating shipments

Use the information relevant for transportation in the
order, explain how to copy it, and pinpoint its
importance for transportation

Create shipments individually

Create shipments using collective processing and
define the necessary processing rules

Define planning profiles and create shipments using
the planning proposal

Describe the connection to external transportation
planning systems
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Creating Shipments Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Creating Shipments 
Topic: Creating Shipments Manually 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Select transportation-relevant inbound and outbound deliveries for 
shipments 

• Create shipments manually 

• Create shipments using the planning proposal 

 

 
 

In certain cases, the transportation planner creates inbound shipments 
from different vendors to the Hamburg plant manually. 

A planning proposal is used to create outbound shipments from the 
Hamburg plant to simplify the work of the transportation planner. 

You test these scenarios and create a single shipment and outbound 
collective shipments. 
 

1-1 In the Hamburg transportation planning point, you create shipments from your vendors 
in Germany to your Hamburg plant. 

1-1-1 Create an inbound shipment. To do this, choose transportation planning point 
1000 and the shipping type inbound shipment. 

Select all inbound deliveries due to be shipped using: 
Vendor: T-S11F## and T-S11H##  
Delivery date: Today minus 7 days until the end of the month 

 

 
 

 
To make your selection using the two vendors, use multiple selection 
(the arrow pointing right at the end of the line). 

1-1-2 The inbound delivery to plant 1200 (Dresden) should not be included in the 
shipment. Move this delivery to the lower section of the Deliveries not assigned 
screen . 

1-1-3 Now save the shipment and note the document number. Record the shipment 
number on line 4 of your Transaction Data Sheet. 
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_________________________ 

1-1-4* Optional 
Change the current display variant for the upper half of the Shipments and 
deliveries screen by selecting one or more fields from the Hidden Fields list to 
meet your requirements. Then save the variant under your group number. 

1-2 In many cases, the sales employee records in the sales order any special requirements 
for transporting the goods or defines the required means of transport. 

1-2-1 Display the order with the purchase order number ##-LO611-03. 

Display the means of transport and the special processing indicator for each 
item. 

 1. Item  MeansTransp.: ___________________________ 

  Spec. processing: ___________________________ 

2. Item  MeansTransp.: ___________________________ 

  Spec. processing: ___________________________ 

1-2-2 Go to the document flow for the order. How many outbound deliveries have 
been created? Why? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-3 For the outbound deliveries from the Hamburg plant, you create shipments using a 
planning proposal. You should identify any deliveries for which the means of transport 
has already been defined in the order, and for the rest, copy the means of transport from 
the outbound deliveries into the shipments.  

1-3-1 You create the shipments in the transportation planning point in Hamburg 
(1000). You use the shipment type for collective shipments by road (0002). 
First select the outbound deliveries to be included in the shipment. 

 Shipping point:  Z0## 
Delivery date: Today’s date minus 7 days until the end of the month 

1-3-2 Move the Frankfurt address delivery that has a weight of 259.500KG to the 
Deliveries not assigned section. 

1-3-3 Now select all these outbound deliveries and choose the planning proposal. 

Which planning profile is proposed? Where does it come from? 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

1-3-4 Display the combination profile by choosing Change. Which criteria are used to 
combine the outbound deliveries? (Don’t change the settings!) 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

1-3-5 Display the data profile. What data is assigned to the created shipments? 
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________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

1-3-6 Now execute the planning proposal. 
How many shipments are created? Why? 

________________________________________________________ 

Go to overview for each shipment and check whether the required information 
has been copied from the data profile. 

Select the shipment label $0001 and delete it using the Remove from Worklist 
icon. 

Save the remaining shipments and note the document numbers. 
 

Destinations Routes Shipment number 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

Record the shipment document numbers on lines 5, 6, and 7 of your Transaction Data 
Sheet. Make sure you record each shipment number on the line matching the itinerary 
of the shipment.  
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Creating Shipments 
Topic: Creating Shipments Using Collective Processing 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Use the shipment worklist to create multiple shipments automatically 

 
 

In Dresden, shipments are usually created automatically using collective 
processing. 

You now carry out collective processing in which you create outbound 
individual shipments for all deliveries due to be shipped from your 
shipping point in Dresden. 

 

2-1 In Dresden, the transportation planning point creates single shipments using collective 
processing. 

Process the shipment worklist for Dresden. Before creating shipments, you must first 
define the processing guidelines. 

2-1-1 First create a new selection variant called DRESDEN##. Define this variant for 
all selection screens. 

The following outbound deliveries should be selected when you use this 
variant. 
Outbound deliveries from the Dresden shipping point (X0##) 
Country of destination: Germany 
Delivery date: Today’s date minus 7 days until the end of the month 
Ext. identification of delivery: NORMAL (Use capitals!) 

Give the variant the description Selection##. 

2-1-2 Since you want to create individual shipments with one destination per 
shipment, group the selected outbound deliveries according to the ship-to party. 
Enter a variant for the grouping criteria by choosing the shipping point and the 
number of the ship-to party as.  

The shipment cannot exceed the maximum weight of 7.5 tons.  
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Give your variant the name DRESDEN## and a variant description of 
Combination##. 

2-1-3 Next, define the data and options for the shipment document. Once again, 
create a variant titled DRESDEN##. Fill in the following fields: 
Transportation planning point: Dresden (1200) 

Shipment type:  Individual shipment – Road (0001) 

Service agent: SPEDITRANS Transport GmbH (1106) 

External ID 1:RUN## 

Status: Planned. 

Leg determination is to be carried out. 

When the variant is saved enter a variant description of Data##. 

Choose Save to save the collective variant. In the screen that appears, enter V## 
as the Variant Name. 

Choose Save. 

Choose Back. 

2-2 Carry out collective processing by using the above variants.  

If you receive any error or warning messages, you should not save the shipments.  

A normal log should be created. 

2-2-1 How many outbound deliveries were found? 

________________________________________________________ 

2-2-2 What shipments were created? Record the shipment document numbers on lines 
8, 9, 10, and 11 on your Transaction Data Sheet. 

________________________________________________________ 

2-2-3 Display one of the shipments that was created and make sure that all the fields 
specified in the Data and options variant have been filled in. 

Transportation planning point: _____________________________ 

Shipment type: _____________________________ 

Service agent: _____________________________ 

External ID 1: _____________________________ 

Status: _____________________________ 
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Creating Shipments Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Creating Shipments 
Topic: Creating Shipments Manually 

1-1 Create an inbound shipment manually: 

Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → Create → 
Single Documents 
1-1-1 Transportation planning point: 1000 (Trsp. Hamburg Truck)  

Shipment type: inbound shipment (0010).  

Edit → Select further deliveries 

Vendors: T-S11F## and T-S11H## 

To make a multiple selection, choose the arrow pointing to the right 
at the end of the line, and enter both vendors as single values. 
Choose Copy. 

Delivery date: Today minus 7 days until the end of the month 

 Choose Execute. 

1-1-2 Move inbound delivery to plant 1200. 

Use drag and drop to move the inbound delivery to the lower half of the screen 
under Deliveries not assigned. 

1-1-3 Save the shipment. Record the shipment number on line. 4 of your Transaction 
Data Sheet. 

1-1-4* Optional  

Change and save the display variant: 

Call the document in change mode: 

Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Change → Single Documents→ Shipments and deliveries 

In the upper half of the screen, choose the Current display variant icon. 

Select your required display fields and their position and length. Choose Copy 
to transfer the settings. 

Choose Save display variant and in the dialog box, enter a name (A##) and a 
description for the variant. 

To access your variant in the future, choose Select display variant. 
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1-2 Display information relevant for transportation in a sales order: 

Logistics → Sales and Distribution → Sales → Order → Display 

1-2-1 Display order: 

Purchase order number: ##-LO611-03 

Choose Search and copy the selected order. 

Go to the detailed screen for the first item: Shipping tab: 

MeansTransp.:  TM-100  

Spec. processing:   

Go to the detailed screen for the second item: Shipping tab: 

MeansTransp.:  TM-101  

Spec. processing: EX 

1-2-2 Display document flow: 

Return to the overview screen 

Environment → Display document flow 

Two outbound deliveries have been created, since both the means of transport 
and the special processing indicator represent split criteria for the creation of 
the delivery. In other words, the information relevant for transportation must be 
unique for each outbound delivery. 

1-3 Create shipments using the planning proposal: 

Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → Create → 
Single Documents 
1-3-1 Transportation planning point: 1000 (Trsp. Hamburg Truck) 

Shipment type: 0002 (Collct. Shipmt. - Road).  

Edit → Select further deliveries 

Shipping point/receiving point: Z0## 

Delivery date: Today minus 7 days until the end of the month 

Choose Execute. 

1-3-2 Move the Frankfurt address delivery that has a weight of 259.500KG to the 
Deliveries not assigned section. 

1-3-3 Choose planning proposal: 

Choose the Select all icon. 

Edit → Automatic planning → Planning proposal 
or Choose the Create planning proposal for selected deliveries icon 

Planning profile: 0002-02 

The planning profile is assigned to the shipment type in Customizing. 
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1-3-4 Combination profile: 

In the Combination profile section, choose Change. 

The outbound deliveries are combined according to shipping point, route, 
means of transport, and special processing indicator. 

The routes are grouped; you can tell this by the fact that the arrow pointing to 
the right at the end of the Route line is activated (the box is green). This means 
outbound deliveries and so on are combined according to this group of routes. 

Choose Back. 

1-3-5 Data profile: 

In the Data profile section, choose Change. 

You want to create collective shipments in transportation planning point 1000. 
Data: 

Service agent:  1058 

Leg determination: Should be performed 

Choose Back. 

1-3-6 Execute the planning proposal: 

Choose Execute. 

Based on the combination criteria, three shipments were created: 
 

Destinations Route(s) Shipment number 

Stuttgart 

 

R00030 Document numbers 
will vary 

Frankfurt - 
Stuttgart - 
Munich 

R00025 
R00030 
R00020 

Document numbers 
will vary 

Berlin 

 

R00001 Document numbers 
will vary 

 
Record the shipment document numbers on line s. 5, 6, and 7 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. Make sure you record each shipment number on the 
line matching the itinerary of the shipment 

All outbound deliveries in the first shipment have routes belonging to the same 
group, and they all have the same means of transport (TM-100). 

The outbound delivery in the second shipment belongs to the same route group 
but has a different means of transport. 

The outbound delivery in the third shipment has a route from a different group. 
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Creating Shipments Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Creating Shipments 
Topic: Creating Shipments Using Collective Processing 

2-1 Process shipment worklist in Dresden: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning 
→Create →Collective Processing 

2-1-1 Create selection variant: 

Selection variant: DRESDEN##.  

Choose Maintn. 

Enter selection criteria:  

Shipping point:  X0## 

Country of destination: Germany (DE) 

Delivery date: Today’s date minus 7 days until the end of  the 
month 
External delivery ID:  NORMAL (Use capitals!) 

Choose the Attributes button, and in the screen that appears, enter Selection## 
in the Description field. 

Choose Save. 

Choose Back twice. 

2-1-2 Create variant for combination criteria: 

Group criteria: DRESDEN## 

Then choose Maintn. 

In the Variants: Change Screen Assignment screen, select the Variant for all 
selection screens and deselect the line with 1000., Choose Continue. 

Select combination criteria:  

Shipping point 

Number of ship-to party 

Capacity limits: 

Max. weight: 7.5 TO 
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Choose the Attributes button, and in the screen that appears, enter 
Combination## in the Description field. 

Choose Save. 

Choose Back. 

2-1-3 Create a variant for data and options: 

Data and options: DRESDEN## 

Choose Maintn. 

Enter the following data in the following fields:  

Transport plan Pt:  1200 

Shipment type: 0001 

Service agent: 1106 

External ID 1: RUN## 

Status  Planned  

Leg determination: Execute leg determination 

Choose the Attributes button, and in the screen that appears, enter Data## in the 
Description field. 

Choose Save. 

Choose Back. 

Choose Save to save the collective variant. In the screen that appears, enter V## 
as the Variant Name. 

Choose Save. 

Choose Back. 

2-2 Execute collective processing: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Create → Collective Processing 

Select the Get Variant icon and then from the list of variants, select your variant. Then 
select Do not save if warning/error, and Normal log.  

Then, carry out collective processing by choosing Execute. 

2-2-1 Number of selected outbound deliveries: 

Four outbound deliveries were found. 

2-2-2 Generated shipments: 

Four shipments were created; numbers will vary. Record the shipment 
document numbers on lines. 8, 9, 10, and 11 on your Transaction Data Sheet. 

2-2-3 Display shipment: 

Place the cursor on one of the created shipments and choose Display document. 
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Transportation planning point: 1200 

Shipment type: Individual Shipment – Road (0001) 

Service agent: 1106 

External ID 1: RUN## 

Status: Planned 
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Shipment Processing

Overview of the activities in shipment processing

Routes and stages

Planned deadlines

Packing and loading

Output and texts

Status settings and activity profiles

Splitting deliveries after shipment creation

Mass maintenance of shipment documents

Freight cost estimating

Contents
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  SAP AG 2003

Shipment Processing: Unit Objectives

Describe the concept of shipment stages and how they are
determined

Define routes, explain how they are determined, and describe
their importance in the shipment process

Assign service agents at header and stage levels

Copy dates from the delivery documents to the shipment
document

Pack and load the goods for shipment

Give examples of output types

Access status information

Define and use activity profiles

Describe the option for splitting deliveries after shipment
creation

Process several shipment documents using mass changes

Perform freight cost estimating

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Shipment Processing: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Process shipmentProcess shipment
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  SAP AG 2003

Shipment Processing: Business Scenario

For instance, you need geographical information about the
shipment process, which you present using shipment
stages.

You need to assign one or more service agents to the
shipment.

You need to plan dates in transportation processing, and to
simplify this task, the system derives these dates from the
deliveries.

You often need to change several shipment documents
simultaneously, for example, to assign a new forwarding
agent.

You want to be able to pack goods and record the loading
process from within the shipment document.

You need to complete a range of organizational
activities before shipment start:
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Shipment Processing: Business Scenario (Cont‘d)

You need to print shipping orders, bills of lading, and
freight lists. You also want to be able to print special notes
for the forwarding agent.

Status settings indicate the stage of processing of a
shipment document. You can only set a status if certain
data is available in the shipment document. When the
status is set, you need to complete other activities, such as
posting the goods issue or generating documents.

You often discover during loading that the capacity of the
means of transport is insufficient. You then need to split the
delivery and distribute it over several shipments.

In many instances, when shipments are created, it is
desirable to know the estimated freight costs that will be
incurred.
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  SAP AG 2003

Functions in Shipment Processing - Scenarios

Determining and 
commissioning the 

service agent

Determining the 
means of transport

Scheduling 
deadlines

Entering
texts/comments

Determining 
the stages

Posting goods issue

Checking in the 
means of transport

Printing documents/
generating output

Loading the means
 of transport

Creating billing 
documents based 
on the deliveriesEstimating freight costs

 
 
 

 Depending on the type of shipment, you may need to process the created shipment documents further. 
Using shipment processing in R/3, you can perform these activities and record related information in the 
shipment document. 

 Most of the activities are optional. Depending on your requirements, you may only actually use some of 
them. 

 Part of the information in shipment processing can be determined based on the shipment type (for 
example, means of transport) or is adopted from the deliveries (for example, shipping units, service 
agent, route and route stages). You can usually change this information manually. 

 You determine other data in the shipment document, for example, deadlines, notes, texts, and so on. 

 In Release 4.6C, you can have the R/3 system display an estimated freight cost for the shipment. 
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Shipment Stages

Leg

Rotterdam  New York

Partner: Forwarding agent

Border Crossing Point

Rotterdam

Partner: Customs agent

Stop
Customs

Load Transfer Point

New York

Partner: Load. supervisor

 
 
 

 Stages contain information on the geographical characteristics of a shipment. This information is 
frequently used as a basis for calculating shipment costs. 

 The system differentiates between the following stage types: 

 Leg: Connection between a starting point and an end point; the starting and end points can be a  
transportation connection point, a shipping point, an unloading point at the customer's or vendor's site, 
and so on. 

 Load transfer point: Location/point where a shipment is loaded/unloaded or transferred from one 
means of transport to another. 

 Border crossing point: Location/point where a shipment crosses the border. 

 For each stage, you can record information, such as the responsible service agent, deadlines, distance, 
shipment cost relevance, freight code, and so on. 

 You can also assign the deliveries to the individual stages. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Entering
stages in the

shipment
document
manually

Adopting the
stages from

the route in the
shipment

header

Determining
the leg

automatically

• Leg
• Load transfer point
• Border crossing

point

• Route definition
• Control parameter
• ‘Adopt route’

• Legs only
• Different leg

determination
procedures

Determining the Shipment Stages

 
 
 

 There are several ways to determine stages in the shipment document. 

 You can manually create the stages on the stage screen of the shipment document. You can use all 
three types of stages as required. 

 One way of simplifying manual entry of stages is to let the system automatically determine the legs. 
However, this function does not involve intelligent route determination.  

- Based on simple rules, the system generates legs only, determining the points of departure, the 
destinations, and some leg-related data such as shipping type, service agent, leg indicator, and 
shipment cost relevance. 

- Using the Determine legs parameter in Customizing for the shipment type, you can control which 
type of leg determination is used. 

 Another way of simplifying stage determination is to adopt the stages from the route in the 
shipment document header. In this case, the stages defined in the route are copied. Using the Adopt 
route parameter in the shipment type, you can control if and which stages are to be adopted. 

- This method of determining stages is highly recommended for recurring operations. It considerably 
reduces the amount of manual maintenance of the stages. 
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The system supports various leg determination procedures.

ExampleExample:: Legs determined according to departure point and itinerary

Shipment S1
Delivery Ship. Point  Ship-to Party

D1 S1 P1
D2 S1 P1
D3 S1 P2
D4 S2 P2

Legs:

S2S2 S1S1 P1P1 P2P2
D4 D4, D1, D2, D3 D4, D3

Automatic Leg Determination

 
 
 

 The system provides several automatic leg determination procedures. There are currently 6 different 
procedures in the standard system. You control leg determination using a leg determination indicator, 
which is defined for the shipment type. 

 Example:  
Leg determination indicator 1: Legs determined according to departure point and itinerary.  
The goods are sequentially picked up at the shipping points (pick-up sequence) and then sequentially 
delivered to the ship-to parties (itinerary). 

 The itinerary (the sequence in which the legs are covered) is derived from the sequence of the 
deliveries in the shipment document. 

 The pick-up sequence is derived from the fact that goods that are unloaded last are loaded first; 
however, you can change this sequence in a dialog box. 

 You can trigger automatic leg determination by: 

 Initiating it directly on the Stages screen in the shipment document 

 Setting status Planned in the shipment header 

 If the leg determination procedures in the standard system do not meet your requirements, you can 
activate a customer enhancement (V56SLDET), which lets you create your own leg determination 
procedure. 
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Straßbourg

Frankfurt

Nuremberg

Munich

Praha

Route

Stage

Cologne

Trade center

Vienna

Border

Strasbourg

Frankfurt

Nuremberg

Munich

Prague

Route

 Stage

Cologne

Trade center

Vienna

Border

Route Definition

 
 
 

 A route is the journey to be covered between a departure point and a destination. 

 A route can be defined in great detail and consist of individual stages, but it can also be a quite general 
description or even simply a destination area. 

 Like a shipment stage, a stage can be a leg, a load transfer point, or a border crossing point.  

 Example: 
The above route consists of 5 stages - 3 legs, 1 load transfer point, and 1 border crossing point.  
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Factory
calendar

Shipping type

Transportation
planning
lead time

Travel duration

Transit time

Transportation
relevance

Distance

DescriptionService agent

RouteRoute

Information in the Route

Allowed
total weight

 
 
 

 You define routes in Customizing. 

 A route can contain many pieces of information that are important to the shipment, for example, 
distance, transportation lead time, travel duration, shipping type, service agent, and so on. 

 In Release 4.6C, you can specify an allowed total weight in the route definition. When this field is 
entered in a route, a message will be displayed for any shipment using the route and having a weight that 
exceeds the allowed total weight.  The allowed total weight field is not used in order or delivery 
processing. 

 If you define stages for the route, you first need to create starting points and destination points for the 
legs, and load transfer points and border crossing points, to provide transportation connection points. 

 At the stage level, you can also define information such as distance, service agent, leg indicator, shipping 
type, travel duration, and total duration. 

 A transportation connection point could, for example, be an airport, a railway station, a harbor, or a 
border crossing point. However, you can also use the connection point to refer to a plant, a shipping 
point, a customer, or a vendor.  

 You set transportation relevance for the route in Customizing for Transportation. 
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The Route in the Shipment

Shipment

Route HH - M

Dep. pt.           Dest.           SA   Distance

Stages

Hamburg       Frankfurt    1058   510 km
Frankfurt       Stuttgart     1930   220 km
Stuttgart        Munich       1930   215 km

Route Definition:

Route HH - M
Stages

Hamburg       Frankfurt    1058   510 km
Frankfurt       Stuttgart     1930   220 km
Stuttgart        Munich       1930   215 km

Dep. pt.           Dest.           SA   Distance

 
 
 

 You can enter a route in the shipment header. This function is optional. 

 If you defined stages for the route, and the Adopt stages from route in shipment header parameter is set 
for the shipment type, the route stages are copied as shipment stages.  
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Shipment

Order

Delivery

Transportation
zone: shipping 

point
Shipping
condition

Transportation
group

Transportation
zone: ship-to

party

From where? How? What? To where?
Route
R150

Route
R160

Adopt redetermine route

Route Determination

Route
R250

Enter another route for the shipment
or

Route Determination

No route in the shipment
or

Adopt the route from the delivery

 
 
 

 The system determines the route for each order item. The following criteria are considered: 

 The departure zone of the shipping point (definition of the shipping point) 

 The shipping condition of the customer (from the customer master of the sold-to party) 

 The transportation group of the material (from the material master) 

 The transportation zone of the ship-to party (from the customer master of the ship-to party) 

 The route can be redetermined in the outbound delivery. In addition to the above criteria, the weight 
group of the delivery is considered. 

 If you are working with routes in the shipment (optional), you can enter a different route here. This 
route must not be identical to one of the routes in the deliveries. 

 It is also possible to adopt the route from the deliveries into the shipment document (if it is the same 
for all deliveries). When status Planned is set in the shipment document, the route and some other 
information are copied.  

 To adopt the route, you must define an appropriate copy routine for the shipment type (in the standard 
system: routine 2, 7, 11, or 12). The system does not automatically determine the route in inbound 
deliveries. You can enter the route manually in the header of the inbound delivery. You can copy it to 
the shipment document in the same way as for outbound deliveries. 
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Deadlines in Shipment

Deadlines in
Shipment Header

Other Deadlines
(header level)

Planned/actual
deadlines:

Planned
Check-in
Loading start
Loading end
Shipment
completion
Shipment start
Shipment end

Operation
Planned
deadlines
Actual deadl.
Reason for
deviation
Locations, etc.

Deadlines per
Stage

Planned/actual
deadlines:

Stage start
Stage end

Deadlines in the Shipment Document

12

9

6

3

11 1

7 5
8 4

210

MO TU WE TH FR SA SU
1
8

15
21
28

2
9

16
22
29

3
10
17
23
30

4
11
18
24
31

5
12
19
25

6
13
20
26

7
14
21
27

 
 
 

 You can record the times and deadlines for planning and executing the transportation activities in the 
shipment document. 

 For standard activities, such as planning, check-in, loading, processing, shipment start and shipment end, 
you can record planned and actual deadlines in the shipment document at header level. You can also 
specify exact times for the deadlines. 

 You can also define planned and actual start and end dates for each shipment stage. 

 Similar to Shipping, you can specify additional individual deadlines that are used for further controlling 
shipment processes. Besides planned and actual deadlines and times, you can also enter operation types, 
reasons for deviations and locations (points). 

 For each shipment document type, you can define a deadline procedure (network profile) for your 
individual deadlines. 
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Adopting Delivery Dates in the Shipment Document

Out. Delivery 1

Load deadline 12.06.
Plan. GI deadline 13.06.
Delivery date 16.06.

Out. Delivery 2

Load deadline 13.06.
Plan. GI deadline 15.06.
Delivery date 17.06.

Shipment

Check-in 12.06.
Load start 12.06.
Load end 15.06.
Ship.completion 15.06.
Shipment start 15.06.
Shipment end 17.06.

Planning

Copy Routine

 
 
 

 In the shipment document, you can have planned deadlines proposed by the system for individual 
shipment activities. You can also copy them from the outbound deliveries belonging to the shipment.  

 In the standard proposal (copy routine 8), the following rule applies for adopting deadlines: 

 Outbound Delivery Shipment 

 Earliest load deadline Check-in 

 Earliest load deadline Load start 

 Last planned goods issue date Load end 

 Last planned goods issue date Shipment completion 

 Last planned goods issue date Shipment start 

 Last delivery date Shipment end 

 You can create other ways of adopting deadlines by writing separate copy routines and defining them in 
the shipment type. 
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Carton TruckContainerWire Basket

Packaging Material

Handling Unit

M1   1 Pc.
M2   5 Pc.

Material
M1   1 Pc.

Material
M2   5 Pc.

Handling UnitPacking

Packaging Materials and Handling Units
4.6C

 
 
 

 For packing, beginning in Release 4.6C, the terms packaging material and handling unit are used. In 
prior releases the terms shipping materials and shipping unit are used. 

 Packaging materials are materials that are used for packing goods. There are different types of 
packaging materials. The material can be packing material (such as a box), or a means of transport (such 
as a truck), or transport equipment (such as a container).  

 A handling unit is a package that results from packing goods into a packaging material. It is a 
combination of goods packed into a packaging material. A loaded container or truck can therefore also 
be a handling unit. 

 Handling units can be further packed. This is referred to as multi-level packing. 
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Delivery D1

M1   1 Pc.
M2   5 Pc.

Delivery D2

M3  2 Pc.

Handling Unit 1

Handling Unit 2

Handling Unit 4

Delivery D3

Handling
Unit 3

Packing and Loading in Shipments
4.6C

 
 
 

 You can perform packing in deliveries and further pack the existing handling units within the shipment. 
For example, you can  pack delivery items that have been packed into cartons then into containers and 
load them onto a truck. Basically, the system provides the same functions as for packing deliveries. 

 Characteristics of packing from within the shipment: 

⌧ Cross-delivery packing 

⌧ Packing is adopted from the delivery and cannot be changed. 

⌧ In releases prior to 4.6C, packaging materials cannot be generated as delivery items; as a result, 
inventory management is not  possible for packaging materials.  In 4.6C, customizing options exist 
that allow the creation of delivery line items from packaging materials created in packing within a 
shipment document and thus inventory management is possible. 

 If you already defined a means of transport in the order or outbound delivery, you can adopt it in the 
shipment (if it is the same for all deliveries). A handling unit is then created for it in the shipment (see 
previous unit). 

 For packaging materials of the type "means of transport", you can define additional information such as 
the driver's name and nationality. 
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FAXFAXExamples of output
in shipments

GeneralGeneral shipment shipment
document (ALTR)document (ALTR)

Freight billFreight bill

Railroad waybillRailroad waybill

AWB (AirAWB (Air waybill waybill))

BillBill of of lading lading

Freight listFreight list

Shipping orderShipping order

Handling unitHandling unit
outputoutput

Output in Shipments (Examples)

 
 
 

 Output types are communication aids that support information exchange between business partners 
and/or employees. 

 You can define transportation output to meet your requirements and copy it into the shipment document. 
Some output examples are given above. 

 In the standard system the general shipment document ALTR and the billing of lading CMR are already 
defined as output types. 

 The condition technique is used for output determination (output determination is explained in detail in 
Course LO650). 
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Driver Information

General Notes

Loading Notes

Notes to Forwarding Agent

Caution! Do not tilt!

Load 1 must be delivered before 11.30 to customer 1,
dock door 2.

Dock door 2 is at the southern entrance of plant 3.
Best way to get there is via Main Road.

Text in the Shipment Document (Examples)

 
 
 

 Texts can contain essential information on the shipment process. You can define texts as required at 
header level for each shipment.  

 The text type in the shipment document is controlled using a text determination procedure that can be 
assigned to each shipment type. 
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Processing 
Status of 
Shipment

Status information in the shipment
document header:

Overall status

Planned
Check-in
Loading start
Loading end
Shipment completion
Shipment start
Shipment end

Check-in

Completed

Completed

Not completed

Not completed

Not completed

Not completed

Not completed

Status Information in the Shipment Document

 
 
 

 When the transportation activities such as planning, checking in, loading, and so on, are finished, you 
can set a status. As soon as the status is set, the activity is considered completed. 

 Thus you always know the current processing status of a shipment and can quickly provide information. 

 You can set the status by: 

 Choosing the corresponding pushbutton; the current date is adopted as the actual date. 

 Entering the actual date; the status is then set by the system. 

 A traffic light symbol displays the overall status of the shipment. 

 Red: Planned status is set. 

 Yellow: Check-in status is set.  

 Green: Shipment Completion status is set.  

 Note: For shipment cost calculation, status Planned must be set as a minimum. 
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Activity Profiles

Planned
?

Service Agent ?

Route

Driver ?

Identification

Shipment
Completion

Status: Activity Profile:

Post goods issue
Initiate billing

Plan002

Check005

Shipment Type: 0002 Coll. shipment by road:

 
 
 

 When you change the status of a shipment document, the system can implement automatic activities 
and check for particular data. This is controlled by the activity profile.  

 In the activity profile, you determine which activities the system should run when the status is activated. 
For example, goods issue can be posted for the deliveries in the shipment, billing documents or output 
can be created. 

 You can also define that when you set a status, a dialog box appears requesting data. For instance, you 
may want a dialog box to appear during planning in which you specify a service agent. 

 You define the activity profiles in Customizing and assign them to shipment types. You can create 
your own activity profile for every shipment type and every status. 
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Delivery Split after Shipment Creation - Basics

 Delivery 1

18 containers

 Delivery 3

6 containers

 Delivery 1

5 containers

 Delivery 2

7 containers

Result 1

Remainder

Original
Delivery

Result 2

 
 
 

 You may need to divide a delivery to form several shipments if, for instance, the whole delivery cannot 
be loaded onto a truck. However, in SAP R/3, you cannot assign deliveries to shipments by item. To 
solve this problem, the function subsequent delivery split has been created. 

 Using the delivery split function, you call up a list from which you can select delivery items, partial 
quantities of items, or handling units that need to be removed from existing deliveries, and split them. 

 When you split a delivery, there will be a remainder and one or more new deliveries called results.  

 The subsequent delivery split function is also used in shipping. For more detailed information about this 
topic, see the shipping documentation. 
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Subsequent Delivery Split in Shipments

 

Shipment 1340                   9,3
Delivery 80003425 3,5

Shipment 1340

Delivery 80003584 5,8

7,5

Deliveries without shipment

 

Shipment 1340                   6.4 t
Delivery 80003425 3,5

Shipment 1340

Delivery 80003584 2.9 t

Deliveries without shipment
Delivery 2 2.9 t

Subsequent Delivery Split

Delivery 80003584
Item 10 I  M-567 2 Pc.        5.8 t

Split quantity: 1 Pc.

 
 
 

 To split the delivery from within the shipment, call the split delivery function from the transportation 
planning screen, and split off the required quantity. When the shipment is saved, the system 
automatically creates further outbound deliveries for the selected quantities ( = results). Whether the split 
deliveries remain in the shipment or not depends on your Customizing settings.  

 You can split the delivery before or after shipment planning.  
Example: 

 Before planning: You already know when you create the delivery that it needs to be split. 

 After planning: You discover when the goods are being loaded that the delivery needs to be split. 

 The type of split is controlled using split profiles, which you define in Customizing and assign to the 
shipment type. You define one profile for delivery split before planning and one for after planning. 
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Mass Maintenance of Shipment Documents

Allocate forwarding
agent ontime

trucking
to all shipments

using the northern
route

Allocate forwardingAllocate forwarding
agentagent  ontimeontime

truckingtrucking
to all shipmentsto all shipments

using the northernusing the northern
routeroute

Selection

Shipments
Route North

Ontime

Shipment
Route North
Fwd.agent: 
Ontime

Shipment
Route North
Fwd.agent: 
Ontime

Shipment
Route North
Fwd. agent: 
Ontime

Fwd. agent:
Ontime

 
 
 

 You may have to change several shipment documents simultaneously. The mass change function 
enables you to change data in several shipment documents at once. 

 Select the shipments required according to certain criteria and make the changes. 

 Example:  
A forwarding agent that has agreed to take care of several shipments is unable to do so. You select all 
the documents that have this forwarding agent and assign them to a different forwarding agent.  
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Estimated Freight Costs
4.6C

 
 
 

 As of Release 4.6C, it is possible to calculate and display the estimated freight costs for a shipment. 

 The following functions are provided by the estimated freight costs simulation: 

 Calculation and display of the total shipment cost. 

 Detailed display of the simulated shipment cost document. 

 Display of the processing log. 
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Shipment Processing: Summary

Describe the concept of shipment stages and how they are
determined

Define routes, explain how they are determined, and describe
their importance in the shipment process

Assign service agents at header and stage levels

Copy dates from the delivery documents to the shipment
document

Pack and load the goods for shipment

Give examples of output types

Access status information

Define and use activity profiles

Describe the option for splitting deliveries after shipment
creation

Process several shipment documents using mass changes

Calculate estimate freight costs

You are now able to:
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Shipment Processing Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Processing 
Topic: Processing Shipments Individually 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Perform various planning and processing activities in shipment 
documents that have already been created 

 

 
 

Once the shipments have been created, various planning and 
organizational activities must be carried out for the shipments. Service 
agents must be chosen, stages must be determined, and outputs must be 
created, and so on. 

Before the shipment leaves the plant, you want to record processing 
information in the shipment document. 

1-1 The same forwarding agent always handles the inbound shipments from vendors to the 
Hamburg plant. This forwarding agent always uses a particular route. This route also 
provides the basis for calculating shipment costs, soyou work with routes in the 
shipment header for the inbound shipments.  

1-1-1 First create a new route called RZ00##. 

 Description: Inbound shipment route TransLog ## 

1-1-2 For each of your vendors (T-S11F## and T-S11H##), define a connection point. 
Enter the number of the vendor as the description of the connection point. 

 
 

 
When you create the connection point, enter the appropriate vendor 
directly as a reference. 

1-1-3 Create the stages of your route. 

Stage 1:  Shipment leg from T-S11F## to T-S11H## 

  Service agent:  T-S11G## (TransLog) 

  Distance:  135 km  

Stage 2:  Shipment leg from T-S11H## to plant 1000 

  Service agent:  T-S11G## (TransLog) 
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  Distance:  580 km  

Mark both stages as relevant for shipment costs. 

1-2 You would now like to plan the inbound shipment created in the Creating Shipments 
unit, Exercise 1-1 (see line 4 on the Transaction Data Sheet). Call it up in change 
mode. 

1-2-1 In the shipment overview, enter the route you have just created. Then go to the 
Stages tab in lower part of the screen. Which shipment stages have been 
created? Why? 

________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________ 

1-2-2 Determine which inbound deliveries are included in each stage. 

Stage 1: ______________________________________________ 

Stage 2: ______________________________________________ 

1-2-3 The goods should be handled with care during shipment. Create a text note to 
this effect for the forwarding agent. 

1-2-4 Now that you have completed your organizational activities, you set the 
Planned status. In the dialog box that appears, make sure all the required entries 
have been made for the status to be set. 

1-2-5* Optional 
Which function is responsible for making the dialog box appear when Planned 
status is set? 

________________________________________________________ 

Where is this set? 

________________________________________________________ 

Go to the relevant settings in Customizing and check them. 

1-3 You now plan the collective shipment, Hamburg - Frankfurt - Stuttgart - Munich, 
which you created using the planning proposal (see line 6 on the Transaction Data 
Sheet). 

1-3-1 Go to the Stages tab. Which stages have been created? What setting formed the 
basis of the creation of these stages? 

 Stage 1: _______________________________________________ 

 Stage 2: _______________________________________________ 

 Stage 3: _______________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________________ 

1-3-2 Due to exceptional circumstances, a different forwarding agent handles the 
shipment from Frankfurt. You therefore assign the service agent Schmalenbach 
shipping (1930) to stages 2 and 3. 
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1-3-3 For the entire shipment, you take out additional transportation insurance against 
other dangers such as theft and indirect losses. In the partner screen of the 
shipment header, enter the insurance company with the number 1920 as partner 
and the partner role Insurance. 

1-3-4 Now set the Planned status. In the dialog box that appears, select the activity 
Copy means of transport type from delivery, but do not redetermine the legs. 

1-3-5 Go to the Means of transport and packaging material screen. What has 
happened because you copied the means of transport?  

_________________________________________________________ 

1-3-6 Which shipment outputs were found? What status do they have? 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-3-7 After you have carried out all necessary activities, set the Shipment completed 
status in the shipment header. In the dialog box that appears, you need to enter 
the name of the truck driver. 

1-3-8 Save your document. What activities are performed in the background? 

________________________________________________________ 

1-3-9 Now go back into change mode for this shipment. Check the output processing 
status on the output screen. 

________________________________________________________ 

1-3-10* Optional 

In Customizing, display the setting responsible for executing the relevant 
activities when Shipment completed status is set. 

1-3-11* Optional 

Using one of the outbound deliveries involved in the shipment, check whether 
the activities have actually been carried out.  

 
 

 

The best way to do this is to go to the document flow of the 
outbound delivery. 

1-4* Optional 

Process the collective shipment, which was created using the planning proposal, from 
Hamburg to Stuttgart (see line 5 on your Transaction Data Sheet.). Call it up in 
change mode. 

1-4-1 Since there are no more planning activities to be completed, you set the 
Planned status now.In the dialog box that appears, select the activity Copy 
means of transport type from delivery, but do not redetermine the legs. 

1-4-2 Go to the packing screen. First, pack the computers in cartons (packaging 
material PK-100). To do this, choose New handling unit if full. 
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1-4-3 Now pack the cartons in the predefined Truck handling unit. 

 
 

 
To do this, choose Overview - Pack handling unit. Mark them all 
PK-100 and pack them in packaging material TM-101. 
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Processing 
Topic: Mass Maintenance of Shipment Documents 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Process several shipment documents simultaneously using mass 
maintenance 

 

 
 

 
To simplify your daily tasks, you use the mass maintenance function as 
often as possible. It enables you to change several shipment documents at 
the same time. 

2-1 The forwarding agent that has been handling your individual shipments from Dresden 
has recently become very unreliable. You would therefore like to assign your 
shipments, which you created using collective processing, to a different forwarding 
agent. To do this, call up the mass maintenance function. 

2-1-1 First select the documents you want to change 

Service agent:  1106 

Shipping point at departure: X0## 

Created by:  LO611-## 

2-1-2 Now assign the new service agent 50999 (Arnolds Shipping) to all the selected 
documents. 

2-1-3 All the selected shipments are assigned the order number of the forwarding 
agent as the container ID: 50999-123##. 
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Shipment Processing Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Processing 
Topic: Processing Shipments Individually 

1-1 Create a new route with points: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Basic Transportation Functions → 
Routes → Define Routes → Define Routes and Stages 

1-1-1 Define routes: 

Choose New entries. 

Route:  RZ00## 
Description:  Inbound shipment route TransLog ## 
Rel.Transport: Select 

Choose Save. 

1-1-2 Define connection points: 

In the dialog structure, choose Transportation connection point. 

Choose New entries. 

First connection point: 

Points:  T-S11F## Sunny Electronics 
→ Tab: Reference customer/vendor 
Vendor:  T-S11F## 
 
Choose Save. 
Choose Back. 

Second connection point: 

Points:  T-S11H## PAQ 
→ Tab: Reference customer/vendor 
Vendor:  T-S11H## 

Choose Save. 
Choose Back. 

1-1-3 Define stages for the route: 

In the dialog structure, choose Route Stages. 
In the dialog box that appears, enter the route you just created: RZ00##. 

First, choose Double-column to go to the double column overview. 
Next, choose the Add new entry icon 
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Stage 1: 

Dep.point:  T-S11F##  
Dest.point:  T-S11H## 
Shipping type: 01 
Service agent:  T-S11G## 
Distance:  135 
Unit: km 
ShCR: Select 
Choose Back. 

Stage 2: → Choose Add new entry. 

Dep.point:  T-S11H##  
Dest.point:  Werk 1000 
Shipping Type: 01 
Service agent:  T-S11G## 
Distance:  580 
Unit: km 
ShCR: Select 

Save your entries. 

1-2 Plan inbound shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Change → Single Documents 

Enter the number of the inbound shipment found in the Creating Shipments unit in 
Exercise 1-1 (see line 4 in the Transaction Data sheet). 

1-2-1 Enter the route: 

Shipment overview: Processing tab: 
Shipment route: RZ00## 

Lower half of screen: Stages tab: 
Both stages of route RZ00## were copied: 
Stage 1: Stuttgart - Mannheim: From vendor T-S11F## to vendor     
 T-S11H##  
Stage 2: Mannheim - Hamburg: From vendor T-S11H## to plant 1000 

In Customizing, the settings for shipment type inbound shipment (0010) ensure 
that all stages of the route are copied in the shipment header as shipment stages 
(Adopt route indicator). 

1-2-2 Inbound deliveries involved in the stages: 

Lower half of screen: Stages tab: 
Select the stages and choose the Deliveries button at the bottom left of the 
screen. 

Stage 1:  The inbound deliveries from vendor T-S11F## only 
Stage 2:  All deliveries from both T-S11F## and T-S11H## 

1-2-3 Create the header note: Handle with care!!! 
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Lower half of screen: Texts tab: 

Double click on Header note and enter your text on the right hand side. 

1-2-4 Set status: 

Lower half of screen: Deadlines tab: 

Choose Planning. 
In the dialog box that appears, check that the shipment route is entered. 

Choose the Copy button. 

1-2-5* Optional 

The activity profile is responsible for the appearance of the dialog box. An 
activity profile lets you define for each shipment type and each status setting, 
whether a dialog box appears and what data should be requested. Different 
activities, such as posting goods issue and billing, can also be performed. 

 IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation →  Shipments → Define and 
Assign Activity Profiles 
For shipment type inbound shipment 0010, profile 0010-01 is defined for 
Planned status. This means that a dialog box appears containing the shipment 
route field as a required entry field. 

Save the shipment. 

1-3 Plan collective shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Change → Single Documents 

Enter the number of the second collective shipment you created using the planning 
proposal in Exercise 1-3-6 of the Creating Shipments unit. (see line 6 on your 
Transaction Data Sheet.). 

1-3-1 Shipment stages: 

Shipment overview: Lower half of screen: Stages tab: 

Stage 1: Hamburg (Plant 1000) - Frankfurt ( T-S11A##) 

Stage 2: Frankfurt (T-S11A##) - Stuttgart (T-S11B##) 

Stage 3: Stuttgart (T-S11B##) - Munich (T-S11C##) 

The system automatically determined the stages using leg determination; the 
Data and options variant of the planning proposal had the leg determination 
indicator set, so it would be executed automatically when the planning proposal 
was created. 

1-3-2 Assign forwarding agent: 

Shipment overview: Lower half of screen: Stages tab: 

Stage 2:  Overwrite the Forwarding agent field: 1930 
Stage 3:  Overwrite the Forwarding agent field: 1930 

1-3-3 Assign insurance company as a partner: 
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Shipment overview: Lower half of screen: Partner tab: 

Partner function:  Insurance (T.) 
Partner:  1920 

1-3-4 Set Planned status: 

Shipment overview: Lower half of screen: Deadlines tab: 

Choose Planning. 
In the dialog box that appears, choose: 
 - Do not execute leg determination again 
 - Copy means of transport type from the delivery 

1-3-5 Means of transport: 

Shipment overview: →  Goto  Means of transport and packaging matl 

The system copied means of transport TM-100 from the deliveries to the 
shipment. A handling unit was generated for TM-100, into which the goods can 
be packed. 

1-3-6 Output: 

Shipment overview:  Choose the Messages for current shipment icon. 

The system found 2 ALTR messages, one each for forwarding agents 1058 and 
1930. The messages have the status Not processed. 

1-3-7 Set the Shipment completion status: 

Shipment overview: Lower half of screen:→  Deadlines tab: 

Choose Shpmt Completion. 

In the dialog box that appears, enter: 

Driver name: Any (for example, Johnny Miller) 
You can enter data in the other fields, but you do not have to. 

Choose Copy button. 

1-3-8 Save the document: 

The following activities take place in the background: 

- Goods issue is posted for all outbound deliveries involved  
- The ALTR messages are printed 
- Billing documents are created for all outbound deliveries 

1-3-9 Check output: 

Go into the shipment document again. 

Shipment overview:  Choose the Messages for current shipment icon. 

Both messages now have the status Processed successfully. 

1-3-10* Optional 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transport →  Shipments → Define and Assign 
Activity Profiles 
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Profile 0002-05 is defined for shipment type outbound shipment type 0002 with 
Shipment completed status. 
Place the cursor on the relevant field and choose Maintain. 

1-3-11* Optional 

Go to the document flow of the shipment: 
Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation 
Planning → Change → Single Documents 

Enter the number of the collective shipment and choose the Display document 
flow for current shipment icon. 

Place the cursor on one of the outbound deliveries and choose Goto 
→ Document flow 

Now look at the document flow from the point of view of this outbound 
delivery; goods issue is posted and the billing document is created. 

1-4* Optional 
Process another collective shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Change → Single Documents 

Enter the number of the collective shipment going from Hamburg to Stuttgart that was 
created in Exercise 1-3-6 in the Creating Shipments unit (see line 5 on the Transaction 
Data Sheet.). 

1-4-1 Set the Planned status: 

Shipment overview: Lower half of screen:→  Deadlines tab: 

Choose Planning. 
In the dialog box that appears, choose: 
 - Do not execute leg determination again 
 - Copy means of transport type from the delivery 

1-4-2 Packing: 

Shipment overview:  Choose the Means of transport and packaging matl.for 
current shipment icon. 

In the top half of the screen, enter PK-100 as the packaging material. 

In the lower portion of the screen (Material to be packed), choose Select all (to 
the right of the items or at the top left of the lower block) to select all the items 
in the lower half of the screen; also select the handling unit you just created. 

Choose the New handling unit if full icon. 

Each computer is packed in a PK-100 carton. 

1-4-3 Loading the cartons: 

Select the Pack HUs tab. 

Select all items with PK-100 in the lower half of the screen (all handling units 
that can be packed), and select the handling unit TM-101. 
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Choose the Pack icon. 

All cartons are now packed into the truck. 

Choose Save. 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Processing 
Topic: Mass Maintenance of Shipment Documents 

2-1 Mass changes: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Change → Mass Changes 

2-1-1 Select the documents to be changed: 

 On the Shipment List: Collective Change Shipment screen, select according to 
the following criteria: 

 Service agent:  1106 
Shipping point at departure: X0## 
Created by:  LO611-## 

 Choose Execute. 

2-1-2 Assign new service agent: 

 Processing tab:  
In the Reference line, enter forwarding agent 50999. 

 Select all shipments and choose Copy template. 

2-1-3 Assign container ID: 

Identification tab:  
In the Reference line, enter container ID 50999-123##. 

 Select all shipments and choose Copy template. 

 Choose Save. 
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  SAP AG 2002

Internet scenarios:  service agent tendering

Shipment tendering through a freight exchange

Transportation planning in cooperation with the carrier

Tracking information

Dangerous goods management in the shipment

Contents

Additional Functions in Shipment Processing
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Describe the direct communication between shipper
and forwarding agent via the Internet

Set the tendering status in the shipment document

Describe the process of shipment tendering using a
freight exchange via the Internet

Describe how freight carriers can be used to plan
shipments via the Internet

Explain how tracking information can be accessed
by the carrier, customer, and the shipper

Explain how to link to the dangerous goods check
from the shipment document

Explain the procedure for the dangerous goods
check

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

Additional Functions: Unit Objectives
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Additional Functions: Course Overview Diagram

Goods receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost  documentdocument

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment  documentdocument

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor  shipmentshipment

BillBill shipment costs shipment costs
toto customer customer

Process shipmentProcess shipment
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To simplify communication with the forwarding
agent, the computer manufacturer tenders
shipments via the Internet. The forwarding agent
has access to the shipments and can confirm their
status.

Some shipments contain dangerous goods. You
need to check whether and under what conditions
shipments with dangerous goods are permitted.

Additional Functions: Business Scenario
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Internet Scenarios:  Tendering for Forwarding Agents

Forwarding AgentShipper

Acceptance/rejection

Status

Tender/quotation

Detailed information

Internet Internet

 
 
 

 Using the recently developed Internet scenarios, you can tender a shipment created in R/3 and offer it 
to a service agent. Shippers and service agents communicate over the Internet, so the service agent 
needs neither an R/3 System nor EDI.  

 An example of the usual tendering procedure: 

 The shipper creates a shipment in R/3. Before it can be tendered, it must be planned - in other words, 
the service agent and stages must be defined. 

 The shipper offers the shipment to the service agent via the Internet (tendering). 

 The service agent has Internet access to the shipments offered, and can accept them, reject them, or 
accept them under certain conditions. 

 The shipper confirms the acceptance or rejection by the service agent and sends further information if 
necessary. 

 The service agent starts to process the shipment, defining planned data and setting a status for the 
shipment. 

 The forwarding agent can access information about new shipments at any time from the tendering list. 
The forwarding agent can view the processing status of accepted shipments in the status list.  
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Tendering in the Shipment Document

Shipment

Tender

Tend. status

Acc. cond/rej. reason

Tendering text

Tender status

Not offered to any forw. agent/offer cancelled
Offered by shipper
Accepted by forwarding agent
Accepted by forwarding agent with conditions
Rejected by forwarding agent
Confirmed by shipper
Exception as signalized by forwarding agent

Tend. status

 
 
 

 The tender tab in the shipment overview summarizes the most important information about the tendering 
of the shipment. 

 The tendering status indicates the current status of a shipment with respect to negotiations with a 
forwarding agent over the Internet.  

 Certain conditions are defined for setting each individual tendering status. Generally, you can only set a 
status if a forwarding agent is defined at header level in the shipment, if stages are defined, and 
Planned status is set. 

 The shipper makes some status settings, and the forwarding agent makes others. 

 In the Acceptance condition/rejection reason field, you can define the conditions under which a 
forwarding agent can accept a shipment or for what reason the shipment can be rejected.  
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Tendering via Freight Exchange

Shipment,
Max. Price

Sales Order, Invoice Spot Market for
Transportation Services

Carriers

 
 
 

 Freight exchanges provide their members (who include both shippers and forwarding agents) with the 
service of matching shippers who need transporatation services with forwarding agents who provide 
transporatation services. 

 The shipper and forwarding agent exchange information related to the transporation requirements, 
shipping conditions and prices. 

 When the shipment is completed, the freight exchange issues an invoice to the shipper and pays the 
forwarding agent. 

 Generally, transportation planners use the freight exchange service for smaller (Less than truck 
load/LTL) shipments in an environment in which the forwarding agents are seeking smaller shipments to 
complete a load.  In this situation the forwarding agent will be more inclined to perform the service at a 
lower price. 

 When the shipment is tendered to the freight exchange, the shipper specifies the maximum price and a 
time.  A carrier can respond with an offer that can be accepted or rejected by the shipper. 

 The freight exchange tendering process is performed via the Internet through the use of XML 
documents. 
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Transportation Planning by the Carrier

Transportation
Planning

Delivery Information

Planned Shipments

Shipper Carrier

Internet

 
 
 

 In a business scenario in which a carrier works primarily for a particular shipper, collaboration between 
the shipper and carrier can save both partners time and money. 

 The shipper can determine which planning functions are to be performed by the carrier and those that are 
to be retained by the shipper. 

 The entire planning process occurs in the Internet though Web transactions. 

 A typical scenario would be as follows: 

 The shipper offers deliveries to the carrier though an Internet interface using IDocs. 

 The carrier creates shipments on the basis of these deliveries and transmits the planned shipments 
back to the shipper using an EasyWeb transaction. 

 The shipper then decides whether to accept the planned shipments from the carrier or to tender the 
shipments to a different carrier. 

 If the tendering status is set to ”confirmed” by the shipper, an email message can be sent automatically 
to the carrier using output controls. 
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Transportation Planning in Cooperation with the
Carrier

Transportation
Planning

Transportation
Planning
Interface

Delivery Information

Planned Shipments

Acceptance and Confirmation
of Shipments

Self Billing,
Invoice Verification

Shipper Carrier

 
 
 

 Using the Carrier Planning Interface (CPI)  within the tendering function, the forwarding agent and the 
shipper can work together to do transportation planning directly through the R/3 system. 

 The transfer of information between the shipper and forwarding agent is done thru IDocs. The 
forwarding agent receives delivery data via Idoc and transmits the planned or rejected shipments and 
changes back to the shipper via Idoc. 
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Tracking Information

Carrier

Customer

ShipperShipment
Document
in SAP

Internet

Confirmation of the status of
shipment processing in the
system of the shipper

View the shipment status

View the shipment status

The shipper can Call up tracking
information

View the shipment status

Recognize critical situations

 
 
 

 An Internet tracking function is provided that allows data exchange between the shipper, forwarding 
agent and customer. 

 Tracking display for customers: 

 Access shipper’s website using the tracking display to monitor the status of shipments. 

 Customers can search for information using search criteria.  A fixed search mask such as order 
number or customer number can be used as input. 
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Transportation

Dangerous goods

Dangerous Goods and Their Transportation

are materials or items, which because of
their nature
their properties
their state

may pose a threat to humans, animals, or the environment 
when they are transported.
§2 The Transport of Dangerous Goods Act

includes

packing, loading, sending, transporting,
receiving, unloading, and unpacking.

 
 
 

 To satisfy the legal requirements for transporting dangerous goods, you need to perform a check in the 
shipment document to make sure the shipment of the goods is permitted. 

 To do this in the R/3 System, you use the functions in the EH&S component (Environment, Health, and 
Safety). 
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Dangerous Goods Management

Dangerous Goods Management in Logistics
Execution

Order Outbound
Delivery

Shipment

Dangerous Goods
Checks

Shipment of material
on mode of transport
category permitted?

Picking
Packing
Shipping docs
Goods issue

Dangerous Goods
Docs

Del. note, pack list,
tremcard, dangerous

goods label  ..........................
 ..........................
 ..........................

 . . . .              . . . 
 . . . .              . . .

 ..........................
 ..........................
 ..........................

 . . . .              . . . 
 . . . .              . . .

 ..........................
 ..........................
 ..........................

 . . . .              . . . 
 . . . .              . . .Dangerous

Goods
Master

Dangerous
Goods
Master

 
 
 

 Within the logistics process, you can activate dangerous goods management in the order, delivery 
document, or shipment document. 

 The system can then perform various dangerous goods checks, either automatically or on request. For 
instance, you can check whether the transportation of particular materials on a particular mode of 
transport is permitted. This can prevent deliveries or shipments that do not meet safety requirements 
from leaving the company. 

 You can also create dangerous goods documents containing the relevant dangerous goods data. 

 Dangerous Goods Management uses special master data and settings in EH&S. 

 You can make your own settings in Customizing to define when the various checks should be performed 
and how the document should be further processed.  
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Dangerous Goods Master Data

Material Master

Dangerous goods
indicator profile:
• Relevant for dangerous
  goods
• Relevant for DG docs
• Relevant for checks

Dangerous
Goods
Master

Material
DG regulation

(regulations modeled in
system)

Substance
Database

Substance and Reg. Data
Maintenance of:
• Properties
• Compositions
• Classification

Material-
Substance

Assignment

 
 
 

 If a material is considered a dangerous good, you define a dangerous goods indicator profile in the 
material master record (basic data 2). You can then refer to this profile to find out whether a material 
is classified as a dangerous good and whether it requires dangerous goods documents and checks. 

 The dangerous goods master complements the material master and is therefore created for materials 
that are already defined in the system. It contains data that is necessary for performing dangerous goods 
checks and creating dangerous goods documents in accordance with existing law. 

 The substance database is a flexible tool for managing and maintaining data on chemical substances 
and preparations. It contains all substance data and legal data. It thus provides the basis for 
comprehensive environment management. 

 The assignment of a material number and a substance number establishes the link between material data 
and substance data, which means that the dangerous goods master and the substance data can be used in 
the dangerous goods checks. 
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Procedure for Dangerous Goods Checks

Check log

Ship. Document 
Processing

Call DG 
checks

Process the
reactions

Call check log

Determine
check modules
and sequence Process check 

modules

1
2
3
4
5

Check
processor

SD - DGM interface

Call Checks

Return Codes

 Dangerous Goods Checks

 
 
 

 The basic procedure for a dangerous goods check is as follows: 

 When the check is triggered, manually or automatically, the system calls the check processor via an 
interface.  

 The processor determines the data for the dangerous goods check, such as the dangerous goods 
master records, validity areas, and mode of transport categories.  

 The system then processes the different check methods of the check schema. 

 Using return codes, entries are made in the check log, which you can call from the document.  The 
overall reaction is determined from the reactions from the individual check methods.  
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Make changesMake changes
E.g.E.g.  selectselect different different route route

Log

Dangerous Goods Checks in the Shipment
Document

Shipment

Trans.plan.pt 1000
Shipment type 0001
Route USA-N
Stages HH - NY

Deliveries
80001234
80000815

Trigger dangerous goods check

Determining the data and 
processing the DG checks:

Check 1
Shipment permitted

Shipment not
permitted

OverallOverall  reactionreaction::
ShipmentShipment  notnot

permittedpermitted

Check 2

Automatically Manually

 
 
 

 From the shipment document, you can start the dangerous goods check either automatically or 
manually. 

 The automatic start takes place when you save the document, if the document has Planned status. The 
checks are not started if a document is being processed and is already in the database with the status 
Shipment completed. 

 You can start the check manually at any time - irrespective of the document status. However, the 
following information must be available: 

 Transportation planning point 

 Shipment type 

 Shipment stages 

 When the dangerous goods checks are complete, a dialog box appears displaying the message from the 
check method that determines the overall reaction for the check schema. If there are any log entries, you 
can branch to the check log. 

 The check log displays all the messages that appeared while the dangerous goods checks were being 
processed. You can print out the log. 
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 What happens next: You continue processing the document as determined by the Customizing settings 
for the overall reaction. For instance, the document either cannot be saved, or is assigned a blocking 
indicator. 
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Additional Functions: Summary

Describe the direct communication between shipper
and forwarding agent via the Internet

Set the tendering status in the shipment document

Describe the process of tendering shipments via a
freight exchange

Explain how shipments may be planned in
cooperation with forwarding agents

Explain how tracking information related to
shipments can be obtained by customers, carriers,
and shippers

Explain how to link to the dangerous goods check
from the shipment document

Explain the procedure for the dangerous goods
check

You are now able to:
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Shipment Monitoring

Lists for processing and monitoring shipments

Shipment process monitor

Shipment tendering status monitor

Graphical transportation information

Transportation information system (TIS)

Contents
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Shipment Monitoring: Unit Objectives

Generate different lists to obtain information about
shipments

Use these lists as a basis for further shipment
processing

Describe the new Internet miniApps used for
shipment process monitoring and shipment
tendering status monitoring

Use graphical transportation information as a key
source of data

Evaluate existing shipments using the
transportation information system (TIS)

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Shipment Monitoring: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment
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Shipment Monitoring: Business Scenario

The employees in transportation are often required to
quickly provide information on shipments and their
processing status.

To do this, they generate lists of shipments, and also use
them as a basis for further processing the documents.

Transportation planners for shippers and carriers now have
two tools that can be used via the Internet to assist in the
planning and execution of shipments.

A graphical display of shipments and how they are linked
gives you a fast overview of their planning and processing
status.

The transportation manager would like regular analyses on
the planning and processing of shipments. For instance, a
possible analysis might contain all shipments from Dresden
using a particular service agent.
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Information Requirements in Shipment Processing

Which shipments
must be planned;
which must be
completed? 

Does a shipment have
free capacity for an
additional delivery?

What itinerary is
used for a delivery
or shipment? 

ListsLists Shipment informationShipment information
••  GraphicalGraphical
••  InIn list form list form

How many shipments of the
"individual shipment" type left
the Dresden plant this month?

What was the total
weight of our shipments
on the Hamburg to
Munich route?

TransportationTransportation
InformationsInformations  SystemSystem
(TIS)(TIS)
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Shipment Processing Lists

Shipm.
1087

Ship.
1111

Selection Criteria:
Service agent

Route
Shipping type
Identification

Status
etc.

List Types:
• Planning
• Utilization
• Free capacity
• Tendering status
• Check-in
• Shipment completion
• ChangesShip.

1127
Ship.
1097

Ship.
1097

Ship.
1097

Ship.
1091

Ship.
1088

Ship.
1357

Ship.
1097

Shipments in Process Shipment List

Shipment

1088
1097
1111
1127
1357

 
 
 

 The system provides different list types for shipment processing:  

 Planning list: list of all documents with open shipment activities 

 Utilization list: list of all documents that are not fully utilized 

 Free capacity list: list of all documents with a specific free capacity 

 Tendering status list: list of all documents with a particular tendering status 

 Check-in list: list of all documents that must still be checked in 

 Shipment completion list: list of all documents that must be completed 

 Changes list: list of change documents 

 Using different criteria, you can select shipments for these lists. To do this, users can define their own 
selection variants. 

 The list displays the relevant shipments and some important information. 

 You can then edit the list (for example, sort the list) and perform several activities directly from within 
the list. You can also branch to the individual shipments and change them. 
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London

Edinburgh

Walldorf Hamburg

Graphical Display of the Shipment

Order

Delivery

Plan./Act. deadlines

Shipment

Deliveries
Shipments
Weights
Dates
....

Detailed
Inquiry

Graphical Transportation Information

 
 
 

 To give you a better overview of your shipments, the R/3 System comes with transportation 
information, which you can display graphically or in list form. 

 You can call up this information from within the order, the delivery or the shipment. 

 From the graphical display, you can make additional detailed inquiries. 

 For example, you can retrieve the following information: 

 What itinerary is used for a specific delivery or shipment? 

 How many shipments and which shipments are shipped from a transportation connection point? 

 Weight, volume and number of packages 

 Shipping data, shipment deadlines 

 Information on transportation connection points 

and so on 
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Itinerary and Transportation Network

Plant
Hamburg

Warehouse
Hamburg

North

Plant
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Hamburg
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Customer
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Customer
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Customer
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Germany Netherlands USA

L1

L2
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D1, D2

D1, D2, D3

L1

L2

L3

Itinerary of delivery D2

S1

S4

S2
S5

S3

S7

S8

S6

Rotter-
dam

New
York

Transportation network of delivery D2

 
 
 

 The graphical transportation information distinguishes between itinerary and transportation network. 

 The itinerary only displays the shipment stages in which the selected deliveries or shipments are 
involved. 

 The transportation network displays all the shipment stages linked to a delivery or shipment. It 
therefore displays all the shipments belonging to an operation (including preliminary and subsequent 
legs, and so on). 
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Shipment Process Monitor

Set Status

Planned (Total)

Check-in

Loading start

Loading end

Shipment completion

Shipment start

Shipment end

Total

8

2

10

1

Due

2

1

00:00 02:00 04:00 06:00 08:00 10:00 12:00

6

14:00

2

 
 
 

 Using this miniApp you can monitor the processing status of shipment documents for a time span 
specified in the report selection criteria. This report is designed to provide an overview, by process status 
and time, of how much potential work is required based on the number of shipment documents that have 
the selected process statuses. 

 You can use this monitor to help determine the estimated workload during a specific shift in a workday, 
whether more workers are needed during critical time periods and whether adequate equipment is 
available. 

 For each process status selected, the total number of shipments will be displayed, followed by an 
”overdue” field. The overdue field is calculated by taking into account a duration time set by the user. 
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Shipment Tendering Status Monitor

Tender Status

Rejected by forwarding agent

Exception triggered by forwarding agent

New offer from shipper expired

Accepted by forwarding agent with condition

Accepted by forwarding agent

Offer cancelled

Not assigned to forwarding agent

New offer from shipper

Confirmed today

Total

2

3

4

1

1000

2

3

4

1

Warning

1

1

 
 
 

 Monitoring the tendering status of shipment documents for one or more transportation planning points is 
the function of this miniApp. 

 In addition to the transportation planning point, shipments can be selected for the report based on any 
combination of the following: 

 Shipment type 

 Shipping point/receiving point 

 Shipment route 

 Forwarding agent 

 The monitor will list the results of the search by showing for each tender status the total number of 
shipments, followed by the number of shipments per transportation planning point. 

 To better indentify critical areas a warning field is used to report the number of shipments where no 
action has been taken during a user-defined time period (hh:mm). 
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Transportation Information System (TIS)

Transport. Info SystemTransport. Info System

Route and stage
information

Service agent

Materials, weights, 
volumes, and so on

Transportation
planning point/
shipping point

Handling unit/ means
of transport

 
 
 

 The transportation information system (TIS) is a separate information system within the logistics 
information system (LIS). You can use it to produce various analyses and statistics on shipments. 

 There are 6 different standard analyses shipped in the standard system: 

 Shipment 1: Analysis of general shipment characteristics such as service agent, shipment start and 
end, and shipment type 

 Shipment routes: Analyses on routes, such as which route is used and how often 

 Means of transport: Analysis of the main shipping material, such as the capacity utilization of the 
means of transport 

 Shipping data: Analysis of information relevant to shipping, such as how many deliveries of delivery 
type DL were shipped from the Hamburg shipping point 

 Shipment stages: Analysis of individual stages, such as how many trucks go from Hamburg to 
Frankfurt 

 Transportation material: Analysis of individual materials, such as what proportion of the whole 
shipment volume was constituted by material XYZ 
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Shipment Monitoring: Summary

Generate different lists to obtain information about
shipments

Use these lists as a basis for further shipment
processing

Explain the function of the shipment process
monitor and the shipment tendering status monitor

Use graphical transportation information as a key
source of data

Evaluate existing shipments using the
transportation information system (TIS)

You are now able to:
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Shipment Monitoring Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Monitoring 
 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Generate lists for monitoring and processing shipments 

• Display graphical shipment information 

 

 
 

As you process shipments, you often need information about the 
shipment processing status, so you display various lists that provide this 
information. You can also process individual shipments from these lists. 

Use the graphical information system to get a general overview of 
individual shipments. 

1-1 Generate a list of all the shipments you have created that are ready to be completed.  

Using your user, select all shipments with the status 1 to 4. 

To process the shipments from the list, select them and choose Complete. 

Display the logs and examine any errors. 

1-2 You want to know which shipments contain your order with the purchase order number 
##-LO611-02.  

Display the order and call up the shipment information graphic (itinerary). 

1-2-1 List both the point of departure and destination for this shipment. 

______________________________________________________ 

1-2-2 What other points will be included in the itinerary? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-2-3 Which other outbound deliveries are included in this shipment? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-3* Optional 
To identify the times when changes were made to the shipment documents, you want to 
update the change documents. 
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1-3-1 In Customizing, check whether the document update is activated for the 
shipment types 0001, 0002, and 0100. Don’t change the settings! 

1-3-2 Generate a list of change documents using your user LO611-##. 
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Shipment Monitoring Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Monitoring 
 

1-1 Generate shipment completion list: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Execution → Lists → 
Shipment Completion List 
Enter the following selection criteria: 

Overall transport status: 1 to 4 (under Status and deadlines) 
Created by: LO611-## (under Administrative data) 

Choose Execute. 

In the list, select all shipments, and choose Shipment completion. 

1-2 Graphical transportation information in the order: 

Logistics → Sales and Distribution → Sales → Order → Display 
Search for the order by entering the purchase order number ##-LO611-02 in the 
Purchase order number field and choose Search.  

Then choose Environment → Transportation info → Itinerary: Graphic. 

1-2-1 Departure point and destination: 

Point of departure:  Hamburg 
Destination:  Munich 

1-2-2 Other transportation points: 

Frankfurt and Stuttgart 
1-2-3 Other outbound deliveries: 

The outbound deliveries of the collective shipment Hamburg-Frankfurt-
Stuttgart-Munich are also included. 

1-3* Optional  
Change documents: 

1-3-1 Update the change documents: 

IMG: Logistics Execution→ Transportation → Shipments → Define 
Shipment Types 
Go to the detailed screen for shipment types 0001, 0002, and 0010. 
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For all three shipment types, the Write change document for shipment indicator 
is selected, so the update of the change documents is activated. 

1-3-2 Generate a change document list: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation 
Planning → Lists and Logs → -List of Changes 
Make your selection using your user LO611-##. 
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Basics of Shipment Cost Processing

Overview of shipment cost calculation and settlement

Shipment cost relevance

Creating shipment cost documents

Overview of the shipment cost document

Contents
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Shipment Cost Basics: Unit Objectives

Describe the different steps involved in shipment
cost processing in the correct order

State the requirements for shipment cost
calculation

Create shipment cost documents individually and
using collective processing

Explain the structure of the shipment cost
document

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Shipment Cost Basics: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document
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Shipment Cost Basics: Business Scenario

In your company, you calculate the costs arising from
shipments using the different service agents once the
shipment has been completed or later. For this purpose,
you have negotiated several contracts with different rates.

The company wants to set up the R/3 System so that
shipment costs are calculated automatically in
accordance with these contracts. Afterwards, the costs
are transferred to financial accounting and controlling.
The costs are settled by paying the invoice or creating a
credit memo.

You use a separate document for the entire shipment cost
calculation and settlement process.

You usually create the shipment cost documents using
collective processing.
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Shipment Cost Processing in Detail

Shipment

Shipment Cost Document

1. Calculate shipment costs 2.316, - DEM

2. Assign shipment costs to account

3. Transfer shipment costs

4. Settle shipment costs

A B
XX XX

 
 
 

 Shipment cost calculation and shipment cost settlement are available for both outbound and inbound 
shipments. 

 The shipment costs are recorded in a new system document, the shipment cost document. From within 
this document, you can perform the following functions: 

 Calculate the shipment costs 

 Account assignment: Assign the costs in Financial Accounting and Controlling 

 Transfer the costs to FI and CO 

 Settle the costs with the forwarding agent 
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Requirements for Shipment Cost Calculation

The shipment document must
have the necessary overall

status, (at least Planned status)

The shipment document must
be shipment cost relevant Ship. Cost Rel.

Status

Planned Completed

Shipment

 
 
 

 So that you can create a shipment cost document for a shipment, the shipment must be relevant for 
shipment costs (at header and/or stage level). The shipment must also have the required overall status 
set in the definition of the shipment cost type. As a minimum, it must have Planned status. 

 You must execute the following in Customizing:  

 You must define number ranges for the shipment costs.   

 You must define and assign shipment cost types and item categories.  

 For each shipment type, you must set shipment cost relevance for the following shipment elements: 
header, leg, border crossing point, and load transfer point. 
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Creating a Shipment Cost Document

1 : 1

Shipment Cost
Document

1

2

3

Shipment
Document
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 You can create shipment cost documents individually in dialog mode or using collective processing. 

 If you create an individual shipment cost document, you always directly refer to a shipment document. 
For each shipment document, you create exactly one shipment cost document. As a result, there is a 1:1 
relationship between the two documents. 

 Depending on your settings, the system automatically calculates the shipment costs, assigns them to an 
account, and transfers them to Financial Accounting when you create the shipment cost document. 
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Creating Shipment Cost Documents Using
Collective Processing

1 : 1
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 You can also create shipment cost documents using collective processing. The worklist for shipment 
costs contains all shipment cost relevant shipment documents for which shipment costs are due to be 
calculated. 

 In the first step, you use comprehensive selection criteria to select the shipments for which you want to 
create shipment cost documents. 

 The system then uses a one-step process to create exactly one shipment cost document for each of the 
shipments selected (1:1 relationship!). 

 You can start collective processing to run online, for a specific later date or at periodic intervals. 
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Structure of the Shipment Cost Document

Shipment Cost Document

Header

Item 1

Sub-item 1

Item 2

Sub-item 1

Sub-item 2

• Overall status
• Reference data
• Administrative data

• Item status
• Pricing procedure
• Determined pricing date
• Tax data
• Settlement data
• Service procurement

Result of shipment
cost calculation

 
 
 

 The shipment cost document consists of the following sections: 

 Shipment cost header 
The shipment cost header contains general information on the entire document. Status, reference, and 
administrative information is provided. As far as the status information is concerned, the statuses are 
cumulated statuses that are derived from the individual items. 

 Shipment cost item 
The items contain general data for shipment cost calculation and settlement, such as service agent, 
pricing and settlement date, tax amount and tax base amount, and organizational data such as company 
code, plant, and purchasing organization. Each item has its own status for the shipment cost 
calculation, account assignment and transfer functions. 

 Shipment cost sub-item 
Shipment costs are calculated at shipment cost sub-item level. The calculation result is also recorded 
at this level.  
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Items in the Shipment Cost Document

Shipment Shipment Costs

Header
Insurance
ABC Insurance

Stage 1
Hamburg - Frankfurt
Nordspeed forwarding
agent

Stage 2
Frankfurt - Stuttgart
Schmalenbach
forwarding agent

1. Item

2. Item

3. Item

 
 
 

 The shipment cost items either refer to the shipment header or to a shipment stage.  

 For example, an item that refers to the header can include insurance charges for shipment insurance. An 
item that refers to a shipment stage, can include load transfer costs, for example. 

 The function of the items is controlled through the item category. 

 The items can be automatically generated or manually created - depending on the Customizing settings. 
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Shipment Cost Basics: Summary

Describe the different steps involved in shipment
cost processing in the correct order

State the requirements for shipment cost
calculation

Create shipment cost documents individually and
using collective processing

Explain the structure of the shipment cost
document

You are now able to:
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Basics of Shipment Cost Processing Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Basics of Shipment Cost Processing 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Describe how the shipment cost document is organized and where it is 
found 

• Check whether shipment documents are relevant for shipment costs 

• Create shipment cost documents individually online 

• Search for information in the shipment cost document 

• Work through the worklist for shipment cost documents 

 
 

As a member of the SAP R/3 project team, you want to become familiar 
with the function of the shipment cost document in this section.  

In order to create a document, the shipment document must be relevant 
for shipment costs. Check your shipment document to see if it is relevant 
for shipment costs. 

Shipment cost documents can be created either individually or using 
collective processing (worklist). For the most part, your company would 
like to make use of collective processing and only occasionally create 
documents individually. You will practice creating documents using both 
methods in the following exercises. Since the shipment cost document 
contains important information for processing freight, call up some of the 
data from existing documents. 
 

1-1 First, answer the following questions about shipment cost processing. 

1-1-1 What steps are involved in shipment cost processing? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

1-1-2 Describe the structure of the shipment cost document. 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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1-1-3 True or false? 

(1)  You can combine several shipment documents to form one shipment cost 
document. 

(2) The shipment must have at least shipment completed status before a 
shipment cost document can be created. 

(3) Shipment cost relevance must be set for each shipment type before you can 
create shipment cost documents. 

1-2 Create a shipment cost document for the second collective shipment you created by 
planning proposal, Hamburg - Frankfurt - Stuttgart - Munich (see line 6 on the 
Transaction Data Sheet). 

1-2-1 First, check to see if the shipment document is relevant for shipment costs. 
Display the shipment document and go to the Shipment Costing tab in the 
shipment header. 

What is the shipment cost calculation status of this shipment? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-2-2 Now create a shipment cost document for this shipment.  

Save the document and record the document number on line 12 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. 

1-3 Display the shipment cost document you just created. 

1-3-1 How many items are in the document? What does each of them refer to? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

1-3-2 Find the following information in the shipment cost document: 

What is the status of the shipment cost document? 
______________________________________________________ 

• Pricing procedure for the first item:  
___________________________________________________ 

• Net value and taxes for the first item:  
___________________________________________________ 

• Pricing date for the first item:  ___________________________________________________ 

• Invoicing party for the second item: 
___________________________________________________ 

1-4 Now create shipment cost documents using collective processing for the shipments you 
created using collective processing in Exercise 2-2 in the Creating Shipments unit (see 
lines 8 through 11 on the Transaction Data Sheet).  
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Go to the worklist for shipment costs and select the shipment documents relevant for 
shipment costs as follows: 
 
Ext. Identification:  RUN## 
Overall shipment status:  1 to 7 
Created by: LO611-## 

From the list, select your shipments and execute collective processing. Display the log. 

How many shipment cost documents were created? ___________ 
Record the document numbers. 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Basics of Shipment Cost Processing Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Basics of Shipment Cost Processing 
 

1-1 Questions about shipment cost processing 

1-1-1 Steps in shipment cost processing: 

Shipment cost processing begins with the creation of the shipment cost 
document. Within the document you: 

- calculate the shipment costs 
- find the G/L accounts in FI and the CO objects (account assignment) 
- transfer the shipment costs to FI and CO 
- settle the shipment costs with the forwarding agents (invoice verification) 

You can automate most of these steps. 

1-1-2 Structure of the shipment cost document: 

The shipment cost document consists of three levels: 

- Header: Contains data relevant for the entire document, such as status and 
administrative data 

- Items: Establishes the costs that were incurred, their purpose, and with 
whom they should be settled 

- Subitems: The actual calculation takes place at this level. 
Costs are calculated according to condition records defined in the system. 

1-1-3 True or false? 

(1) False; only one shipment cost document is created per shipment document. 

(2) False; the required status can be set for each shipment cost type, but at least 
planned status is required. 

(3) True 

1-2 Create a shipment cost document for the second collective shipment created in Exercise 
1-3-6 in the Creating Shipments unit (see line 6 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

1-2-1 Check shipment cost relevance of shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation 
Planning → Display 
Enter the shipment number of the relevant collective shipment. 

Shipment overview: Top half of the screen: Shipment cost calculation tab: 
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Overall status of shipment cost calculation: Not processed 
1-2-2 Create a shipment cost document: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Create → Single Document 
Enter the shipment number of the above collective shipment. 

Choose Enter. 

Save your document. Enter the document number on line 12 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. 

1-3 Display the shipment cost document: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Display 
Enter the number of the document you just created. 

1-3-1 Items in the document: 

The document contains three items. 

They each relate to one of the three shipment stages. 

1-3-2 Information in the shipment cost document: 

• Status of the shipment cost document: 
Standard Display – Overview: Freight Cost Items; Status tab 
Status: Fully calculated, account assignment fully carried out, not transferred. 

• Pricing procedure for the first item: 
Detail screen for first item, Price setting tab. 
Pricing procedure: SDFC00 

• Net value and taxes for the first item:  
Detail screen for first item, Price setting tab 
Net value: 366.63 UNI 
Tax tab 
Tax: 36.66 UNI 

• Pricing date for the first item:  
Detail screen for first item, Price setting tab. 
Pricing date: Today’s date 

• Invoicing party for the second item: 
Detail screen for first item, Settlement tab. 
Invoicing party: Schmalenbach Shipping, 1930 

1-4 Create shipment cost documents using collective processing for the shipments created 
in Exercise 2-2 in the Creating Shipments unit (see lines. 8 – 11 on the Transaction 
Data Sheet). 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs→ Create → 
Collective Processing 
Select the shipments to be calculated: 
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External ID 1:  RUN## 
Overall shipment status:  1 to 7 
Created by: LO611-## 
Choose Execute. 

Select all the shipments displayed and then choose Execute. 

Go to the log: Choose Log. 
The system generated four shipment cost documents. 

Enter the document numbers on lines 13 through 16 of your Transaction Data Sheet. 
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Controlling Shipment Cost Processing

Shipment cost types

Shipment cost item categories

Cost types

Calculation bases

Contents
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Controlling Cost Processing: Unit Objectives

Describe the roles of the different controlling
elements in shipment cost processing

Explain how item categories are determined in the
shipment cost document

Explain the significance of calculation bases for
shipment cost calculation

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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Controlling Cost Processing: Course Overview
Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer
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Controlling Cost Processing: Business Scenario

Your company calculates shipment costs differently,
depending on the shipment type and the service
agent, as follows:

A simple method, which takes account of general
shipment costs only, is used for individual
shipments.

Calculation is more complex for collective
shipments as the costs include insurance and
loading costs.

With some forwarding agents, you settle costs per
container. Other forwarding agents base their
calculations solely on weight and distance.

In most cases, the system calculates the costs
automatically.
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Shipment Cost Type and Item Category

Shipment Costs

Header

Item

Sub-item

Shipment Cost
Type

 Number range
 Overall shipment status

Item Category
 Parameters for cost calculation
 Parameters for cost settlement

Calculation Base

Control by:

 
 
 

 Shipment cost types and item categories are important control elements of the shipment cost 
document; they contain several control characteristics for the shipment cost document. 

 The shipment cost type controls the document at the header level, for instance: 

 Number ranges 

 Status requirements of the shipment document for creating a shipment cost document 

 The item category contains: 

 Parameters for shipment cost calculation, such as partner functions, date rules, and item procedure 
groups 

 Parameters for shipment cost settlement, such as settlement relevance, account assignment category, 
cost distribution, and origin of CO assignments 

 You define shipment cost types and item categories separately in Customizing.  
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Shipment HeaderShipment Header

Shipment LegShipment Leg

Load Transfer PointLoad Transfer Point

Border Crossing PointBorder Crossing Point

Reference to Cost Types

Cost Types

Shipment Costs

Item

A

B

C

D

 
 
 

 Another control element is the cost type. 

 The cost type characterizes the reference to which a shipment cost item refers. This can be a shipment 
header, a shipment leg, a border crossing point, or a load transfer point. 

 You can control shipment cost relevance by cost type for each shipment type. For instance, you can 
ensure that for an individual shipment the shipment header and shipment leg only are relevant for 
shipment cost calculation. 
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Shipment Costs

Item    Item Cat.

1          0001

2          0002

3          0003

Shipment Cost Type 0001

Cost Type Item Category

 B Leg Transportation costs 0001

 A Header

Insurance 0003 A Header

General costs 0002

Customizing:

 Manually

 auto

 auto

Item Category Determination

 
 
 

 In Customizing you set item category assignment for the shipment cost document. 

 In connection with a cost type, you assign specific item categories to each shipment cost type. You 
also determine whether this item is found automatically by the system or created manually.   

 Example:  

 You define that item category 0003 (insurance) can be entered manually in the shipment cost 
document if shipment cost type 0001 is used and the shipment cost item refers to the shipment header 
(cost type A). However, if the shipment cost item refers to a shipment leg, item category 0001 
(transportation costs) is found automatically. 
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Shipment Cost Item
Net value

    135
Handling Unit

Delivery

Item 01- Hamburg - Frankfurt

Forwarding Agent: Nordspeed

Delivery Item
Sub-item

1

2

3

Document

80001000

80001010

80001010

Net value

763

763

236

Item

10

10

20

Calculation Bases

 
 
 

 The calculation base determines the origin of the data that is used during pricing as a basis for the 
condition type. It also determines which information is available for determining the prices. For all 
calculation bases, the information from the shipment header and possibly the shipment stage and the 
shipment cost item is available. The calculation base also defines how the scale bases such as gross 
weight, net weight, and volume are calculated. If you use the delivery item as the calculation base, for 
example, information from the delivery header and the delivery items is available, but not from the 
handling units. Weights and volumes only refer to the delivery item. 

 The condition type controls which calculation base is used for calculation. 

 When the shipment costs are calculated, the system determines the shipment cost sub-items from the 
different calculation bases of the condition types included in a pricing procedure. The calculation itself is 
then carried out for each sub-item. 

 Note: SAP recommends that you select a calculation base that is only as detailed as necessary - for 
reasons of system load and clarity. For example, if only the total weight and the leg are relevant for you, 
the shipment cost item is totally sufficient as calculation basis. You can nevertheless distribute the costs 
on a more detailed level. Cost distribution does not depend on the calculation base. For example, you 
could calculate the shipment costs using the shipment cost item calculation base and distribute the costs 
at delivery item level. The system distributes the costs by the proportional weight. 
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Shipment Cost Item

Handling Units

Deliveries

Delivery Items

Price per wire basket

  
20 tLeg

Weight

Considering the freight class

Prices depending on ship-to party

Delivery
DeliveryDelivery

2

Delivery
1

Delivery
1 Computer
2 Hard drive
3 Cables

Freight class
01
Freight class
02

Examples of Calculation Bases

 
 
 

 Examples of how to use the calculation bases available: 

 If only the leg and the total weight are relevant for you, it is sufficient to calculate the shipment costs 
at shipment cost item level. This way you achieve high clarity, since additional data from the 
deliveries or the handling units is redundant. 

 If the contracts that you have made with your forwarding agent specify shipment cost calculation by 
wire basket, then you have to use the handling unit calculation base. All weight and volume 
specifications then refer to the handling units. With calculation base "handling unit" (C), a sub-item is 
generated for each handling unit type (one sub-item with 30 wire baskets, for instance). If you want to 
calculate costs per individual handling unit (for package shipping, for instance), you choose 
calculation base E (per handling unit). The system then generates a sub-item for each handling unit 
(20 sub-items for each package, for instance). If the contents of the handling unit is also relevant for 
calculation, you use calculation base F (shipping unit including delivery item). If you calculate the 
shipment costs by ship-to party, but do not need information from the delivery items, you can use the 
deliveries calculation base. 

 If you must consider several freight classes, divisions, or other material information when calculating 
the shipment costs, you need the material data from the delivery item and must therefore calculate the 
costs by delivery item. 
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Controlling Cost Processing: Summary

Describe the roles of the different controlling
elements in shipment cost processing

Explain how item categories are determined in the
shipment cost document

Explain the significance of calculation bases for
shipment cost calculation

You are now able to:
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Controlling Shipment Cost Processing Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Controlling Shipment Cost Processing 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Describe shipment cost type, shipment cost item category and cost 
type as controlling elements of the shipment cost document 

 

 
 

Since the shipment costs are calculated differently depending on the 
shipment type and forwarding agent, various shipment cost types and 
item categories are available in the system. 

You want to check the controlling elements related to these types in 
Customizing and then adapt them to your company’s needs, if necessary. 

1-1 First, take a look at a few controls in Customizing to make sure they meet your needs. 

1-1-1 Which shipment cost type is proposed for the shipment types Individual 
Shipment - Road, Collective Shipment - Road, and Inbound Shipment? 
 

Shipment Type Shipment Cost 
Type 

Individual shipment (0001)  

Coll. shipment by road( 0002)  

Inbound shipment (0010)  

1-1-2 Which cost types in the collective shipment by road (0002) are relevant for 
shipment costs? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-1-3 Find the control for shipment cost type Standard (0001) in Customizing.  

What does the overall status of the shipment document need to be before 
shipment costs can be created with this shipment cost type? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-1-4 List the shipment cost item categories defined in the system. 
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______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

1-1-5 Go to the Assign shipment costs and item categories screen. 
What shipment cost item categories are found under shipment cost type 0002 
for cost type Shipment header? 

______________________________________________________ 

Compare these settings with those of shipment cost type 0001. 

1-2 Display the shipment cost document you created for the collective shipment in the 
previous unit. 

1-2-1 What shipment cost type does this document have? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-2-2 What item category does each item have? And what cost type? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

 
 

Note: 

You can find the cost type of an item by going to the 
shipment cost item detail screen and selecting the Ref. doc. 
tab. 

1-2-3 Go to the detail screen of each item and identify its subitems. What subitems 
were created? Why? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

1-3 For the above collective shipment, you also want to calculate the insurance costs 
incurred. 

1-3-1 Why wasn’t an item for the insurance costs created automatically? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-3-2 Call up the shipment cost document in change mode. 

Create a new shipment cost item with item category 0003, by entering this 
information manually. Create this item with reference to the shipment header. 

Save your document. 
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Controlling Shipment Cost Processing Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Controlling Shipment Cost Processing 

1-1 Controls in Customizing: 

1-1-1 Default for shipment cost types 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs →Shipment 
Cost Document → Shipment Cost Relevance and Default for Shipment Cost 
Type 

 

Shipment type Shipment cost type 

Individual shipment 0001 0002 Simplified 

Coll. shipment by road 0002 0001 Standard 

Inbound shipment 0010 0001 Standard 

1-1-2 Cost types: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Shipment 
Cost Document → Shipment Cost Relevance and Default for Shipment Cost 
Type 
In the dialog structure, choose Define shipment cost relevance for shipment 
type. 

For collective shipment 0002, the cost types Header and Leg are relevant for 
shipment costs. 

1-1-3 Shipment cost type:  

IMG: Logistics Execution →Transportation →Shipment Costs →Shipment 
Cost Document → Shipment Cost Types and Item categories 

Go to the detail screen of shipment cost type 0001:  
Ov.stat.shipmt: Shipment completion (5). 

1-1-4 Shipment cost item categories: 

In the dialog structure, choose Define item categories. 
The following item categories are defined: 
0001: Transportation costs; 0002 General costs; 0003 Insurance ; 0004: 
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Cleaning; 0005 LoadTrns; 0006 Customs 
 

1-1-5 Assign shipment cost types and item categories: 

In the dialog structure, choose Assign shipment cost types and item categories. 

Shipment cost type: 0002 

For cost type A, item category 0002 was found. 

For shipment cost type 0001, you can enter the item categories 0002, 0003, and 
0004 manually for cost type A in the shipment cost document. 

1-2 Display shipment cost document for collective shipment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution →Transportation → Shipment Costs → Display 

1-2-1 Shipment cost type: 

Shipment cost type 0001. 
1-2-2 Item categories and cost types: 

The items each have item category 0001. 

To view the cost types, go to the detail screen of the item. Choose the Ref. docs 
.tab. 
Both items have cost type B (shipment leg). 

1-2-3 Subitems: 

 → Detail screen for the item 

Item 1: 3 subitems 
Item 2: 2 subitems 
Item 3: 1 subitem 

Subitems are created depending on the calculation base of the existing 
condition types. In this case, one subitem was generated for each delivery item 
involved in the respective shipment stage. 

1-3 Change shipment cost document: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Change → 
Single Document 
1-3-1 The item was not generated because of the Customizing setting for shipment 

cost type 0001; the item category Insurance costs with reference to cost type 
Shipment header is not found automatically, but can be manually created. 

1-3-2 Add item: 

On the overview screen, choose Create new item. 

Enter 0000 (shipment header) as the reference item number and 0003 
(insurance) as the item category. 
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Calculating Shipment Costs Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Calculating Shipment Costs 
Topic: Pricing Control 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Describe the pricing settings for shipment cost calculation 

 

 
 

Your forwarding agents and service agents structure their rates very 
differently. They are dependent on a range of influencing factors such as 
distance, weight, and freight class. 

To help you model these rates, you have defined different condition types 
in the system. Now, familiarize yourself with the settings. 

1-1 Practice the Customizing settings for pricing within shipment costs in the following 
exercises. 

1-1-1 Find out which pricing procedure is used in transportation planning point 1000. 

___________________________________________________________ 

What does the procedure determination also depend on? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

1-1-2 Take a quick look at the control elements of the pricing procedure.  

List the condition types this procedure contains. 

1-1-3 Display the condition types.  

Which access sequence is assigned to condition type FB00? 

___________________________________________________________ 

1-1-4 What accesses does this access sequence contain? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

1-2 The calculation base is assigned to condition types in Customizing.  
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Which calculation base do the following condition types have?  

FB00: _______________________________ 

FS00: _______________________________ 

FGE0: _______________________________ 

FV00: _______________________________ 

1-3 Take a closer look at condition type FGE0. 

1-3-1 What calculation type does the condition type have? 

___________________________________________________________ 

1-3-2 What scales are assigned to this condition type? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

1-3-3 Create a new session and go to the master data. Display the scales assigned to 
condition type FGE0. What scale base type and unit of measure do they each 
have? 
  

Scale ID Scale Base Type Unit of Measure 
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Calculating Shipment Costs 
Topic: Shipment Condition Records 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Create shipment condition records 

• Explain the effects of pricing and condition records on the shipment 
cost document 

 

 
 

 

You maintain master data for the different rate agreements with your 
forwarding agents in the form of condition records. 

2-1 You have agreed upon rates with your forwarding agent TransLog, which handles 
inbound shipments. These rates are scaled on the one hand according to weight, and on 
the other according to distance. 

Create a condition record for this forwarding agent for the multi-dimensional condition 
type FGE0.  

Condition type:  FGE0 
Forwarding agent: T-S11G## 
Unit:  UNI 

Go to the Scales screen and enter feasible values in all entry fields in the table. 

2-2 Now create a shipment cost document for the inbound shipment with the forwarding 
agent T-S11G## (from line 4 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

2-2-1 What is the shipment cost type of this document? 

___________________________________________________________ 

2-2-2 Identify which items were created and why. 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

2-2-3 Check whether the system has used the condition record you created. 
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2-2-4 Save the document and record the document number on line 17 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. 

2-3 You have arranged tariffs scaled according to weight with the forwarding agent 
Nordspeed (1058). This calculation includes the break weight. 

2-3-1 What does the term break weight mean?  

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Consult your training material to remind yourself of how break weights are 
calculated in the system. 

2-3-2 Display the outbound shipment the system has already created in Exercise 1-3 
of The Basics of Transportation Processing unit (see line 2 on the Transaction 
Data Sheet). 

How much does it weigh in total? 

___________________________________________________________ 

2-3-3 Display the shipment cost document (which has also already been created) for 
this shipment (see line  3 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

What is the net value of the shipment cost item? 

___________________________________________________________ 

Look at the calculation by going to the pricing screen for the item. 

Look at the relevant condition record.  

Which weight was actually used for the calculation? 

___________________________________________________________ 

2-4* Optional 

 

 
 

To do this exercise properly, you need to have completed the 
optional exercise 1-4 in the Shipment Processing unit (see line 5 on 
the Transaction Data Sheet). 

Besides its weight-dependent tariffs, your forwarding agent, Nordspeed, has tariffs in 
which the shipment costs are calculated based on shipping units.  

2-4-1 Display the associated condition record: 

 Condition type:  FS00 
Key combination: Service agent/tariff zone dep./tariff zone 
target/shipping mat 
Service agent: 1058 
Tariff zone - departure:  DE20 
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Tariff zone - destination:  DE70 
Shipping material:  PK-100 

 Which amount is defined here? 

___________________________________________________________ 

2-4-2 Create the shipment cost document for the collective shipment from Hamburg 
to Stuttgart (see line 5 in the Transaction Data Sheet). 

 Which tariff is used: the weight-dependent tariff or the tariff based on shipping 
units? 

___________________________________________________________ 

 Why? 

___________________________________________________________ 

 Save the document and record the document number on line 18 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. 

2-4-3 Find the settings for this in Customizing. 

  SAP AG 2003

Basics of pricing

Condition records for shipment costs

Shipment comparisons

Break weight calculation

Contents

Calculating Shipment Costs
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Give an overview of shipment cost calculation in
the shipment cost document

Create condition records for shipment rates

Model multi-dimensional rates and scales

Process several shipment condition records
simultaneously using mass maintenance

Describe the shipment comparison function

Explain break weight calculation

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

Calculating Shipment Costs: Unit Objectives
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Calculating Shipment Costs: Course Overview
Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs
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In your company, you calculate shipment costs in
different ways. These different methods of calculation
must be modeled in R/3.

The individual tariff rates depend on the forwarding
agent and other variable factors. You define these
rates as master data.

If the forwarding agent changes its prices, you have
to adjust the rates.

Since there are often many different ways of
calculating costs, you compare these methods and
select the most favorable option. In the same way,
you always choose the most favorable scale level.

Calculating Shipment Costs: Business Scenario
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Overview of Shipment Cost Calculation

Pricing Procedure

1. Basic freight FB00

2. Discount 1 FD00

3. Discount 2 FD10

Condition Type :FB00
Access sequence:MATK

Records for Cond. Type FB00
No valid record available
Valid record available

1300  USD 1 t or more
1100 USD 10 t or more
1000 USD 20 t or more

Scale

Access Sequence:MATK
Condition Tables:
1. Service agent/tariff zone/
    freight class
2. Service agent/tariff zone

Shipment Costs

Conditions
From NY to WA 10 t

FB00 1100 USD
FD00      -100 USD
FD10

Basic freight
Discount 1
Discount 2        -5  %

 
 
 

 In this example, 10 tons of a material are shipped by a forwarding agent from New York to Washington. 
The system is to determine the shipment costs automatically. 

 The system first determines the corresponding pricing procedure. This contains every possible 
condition type within shipment pricing in a particular sequence. 

 The system reads the first condition type in the pricing procedure. The condition type identifies the 
characteristics of a condition.   

 For this condition type, the system determines the assigned access sequence. 

 The system reads the access sequence. In the sequence, the condition tables are accessed at least once.  
The sequence of the condition tables constitutes the search strategy to determine the corresponding 
condition record. 

 The system searches for valid condition records for the condition tables (accesses). A condition record 
contains the actual shipment rates. If no valid condition record exists for the first condition table, the 
system searches for condition records for the second table. 

 When the system finds a valid condition record for a condition table, the condition record is read and the 
corresponding value is copied into the shipment cost document. 

 The system repeats all of these steps for each condition type until the entire pricing procedure is 
processed. 
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Shipment Cost Item Service Agent

Pricing Procedure
SDFC00:

Transportation Planning
Point Shipping Type

FB00 Shipment cost

FB10 Flat rate

FD00 Discount - absolute

FD10 Discount - percentage

          Net value

...

Determining the Pricing Procedure

 
 
 

 All condition types supported for pricing are determined in the pricing procedure. 

 The pricing procedure is determined automatically based on different criteria: 

 Transportation planning point of the shipment 

 Shipping type (grouped in a shipping type procedure group) 

 Forwarding agent (grouped in a service agent procedure group) 

 Shipment cost item category (grouped in an item procedure group) 

 You set pricing procedure determination in Customizing. 
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Condition Records for Shipment Costs

Validity Validity PeriodPeriod
07/01/1999 - 12/31/200207/01/1999 - 12/31/2002

 1000 kg 10 USD per 100 kg
10000 kg   9 USD per 100 kg
20000 kg   8 USD per 100 kg

Condition type: FB00  Basic freight

Service agent: 1120

Tariff zone - departure: DE20

Tariff zone - destination: DE80 

Freight class: B

Level at which 
the condition 

is defined

to
Scale:

 
 
 

 The aim of pricing is to determine prices and surcharges/discounts (= conditions) for a business 
transaction and additionally allow the user to specifically influence these conditions manually. 

 Prices, surcharges, and discounts are stored in condition records. 

 You can define conditions at any level. A level corresponds to the fields in the condition table in which a 
condition record is stored. The level therefore also represents the key fields for the access to a condition. 

 Common levels at which price agreements are made are predefined in the standard system. 

 You can add any levels that you may need. Thus you can make conditions dependent on any fields of a 
business document. 

 By specifying a validity period, you can restrict a condition to a specific period. 

 You can maintain the values within a condition record (price, surcharge, discount) depending on a scale 
(weight-based, volume-based or value-based scale). You can also use multi-dimensional scales. There is 
no limit to the number of scale levels. 

 For each condition record, you can define a lower and an upper limit that will allow you to manually 
change a pricing element within the limits specified. 
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Multidimensional Freight Agreement

MAX

to
100

to
5 MIN

Weight (TO)

D
is

ta
nc

e 
(M

ile
s)

2000
USD

230
USD/TO

250 
USD

 450 
USD

 800 
USD

185
USD/TO

152
USD/TO

127
USD/TO

to
10

to
20

to
25

 3500
USD

 6000
USD

 7100
USD

336
USD/TO

295
USD/TO

252
USD/TO

213
USD/TO

435
USD/TO

373
USD/TO

333
USD/TO

285
USD/TO

to
300

to
500

Freight Cost Agreement with Service Agent ‘Ontime’

 
 
 

 You can maintain multi-dimensional freight agreements and represent them in an easy-to-use freight 
table for the freight cost area.  

 Example: 

 You have agreed on a tariff with your forwarding agent that depends on both the distance and the weight 
of the load to be shipped. You have also agreed on minimum and maximum prices. The following 
freight costs arise from the freight table: 

 A load of  9 tons is transported 320 miles. You determine a price of 373 USD per ton. This gives 
shipment costs of 3357 USD. 

 A load of  4.9 tons is transported 400 miles. A price of 435 USD per ton was determined, giving 
2131.5 USD in total. However, the maximum value is 2000 USD. 

 A load of 1 ton is transported 250 miles. You determine a price of  336 USD but the minimum price is 
450 USD so you charge 450 USD. 
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Multidimensional Condition Types

Condition Type FM00:     Multidimensional

Assigned Scales:

Scale with Basis
D = Gross Weight

Scale values (to):

Distance (mi):

100
300
500

Minimum can be defined

Scale Values (to):

Gross Weight (TO):
5

10
20
25

Scale with basis
R = Distance

Maximum can be defined

 
 
 

 To represent multi-dimensional freight charges, you must define a condition type with the multi-
dimensional calculation type. 

 Several scales (max. 3) can be assigned to this condition type.  

 The scales are defined as master data - regardless of the condition type - and can be assigned to several 
condition types. They have different scale bases, for example, distance, gross or net weight, postal code, 
tariff zone, number of handling units, travel time, total duration. A calculation type is specified for each 
scale level. You can also define minimum and minimum prices. 

 When you create a condition record, the scales assigned to the condition type appear as default values. 
You can however replace these values with others, if necessary. 
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Mass Maintenance of Shipment Condition Records

ConditionCondition  TypeType FB00: FB00:

Service agent: 2266
Date:      01/10/00
Tf zone point of dep: US10
Tf zone destination: US80 to US99

Shipping Point 5000
Tariff zone US10

Eastquick 
Shipping

We are
increasing
our shipment
tarif as of
Oct. 1, 2000
by 5%

 
 
 

 You can change several shipment condition records simultaneously. This enables you to respond 
quickly and efficiently to changes in the forwarding agent's rates. 

 To make the changes, select the condition record to be changed in change mode. Next choose Change 
amount, and enter the percentage or absolute value by which the condition record should be increased or 
reduced. 

 If you would like to make the price change valid after a certain date (if the price is increased by 5%, say, 
as of the first of next month), you should proceed as follows:  

 Using the function Create with reference, create new validity periods for the existing condition 
records. 

 Using Change, call the condition records for the new validity period, and make the changes as 
described above. 
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PricingPricing  ProcedureProcedure SDFC00: SDFC00:
00010001 Weight Weight--depdep.. basic freight basic freight
00050005 Insurance costs Insurance costs
0002 Basic0002 Basic freight freight - -  HandlingHandling  unitunit

Condition Type 0001

Calculation base:

Delivery item

Condition Yype 0002

Calculation base:

Handling unit

Condition exclusion ProcedureCondition exclusion Procedure
Exclusion Group A Exclusion Group B

Net value:  1358 USD NetNet value: value:    1290 USD1290 USD

Cheaper

Shipment Comparisons

Choose the cheaper of the 
two freight types

Exclusion 
Procedure

 
 
 

 The system can carry out two different shipment cost calculations and compare them, automatically 
selecting the most favorable result.  

 Example: 

 You can, for example, create condition types with the delivery items calculation base and condition 
types with the handling units calculation base in the same pricing procedure. You can then define 
condition exclusion groups (A and B) and assign the two condition types with additional discounts to 
the two different exclusion groups. You then assign these exclusion groups to the pricing procedure 
and specify the exclusion process "Best condition between the two exclusion groups". 

 If you now carry out a shipment cost calculation for which the above pricing procedure is determined, 
the system calculates the freight value for exclusion group A and exclusion group B. In the first case, 
the calculation is performed for each delivery item. The final shipment price is 1,358 USD. In the 
second variant, costs are calculated by handling unit. There are 6 pallets. The shipment price is 1250 
USD. Based on the exclusion process, the system selects the most favorable variant and calculates the 
costs by handling unit.  
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Break Weight Calculation

Shipment

Mat. 1    9 t   5 to 10:  6 USD / 100kg
10 to 15 t:  5 USD / 100kg

Shipment Cost Agreement

Calculation 1

Shipment costs: 540 USD

Cheaper

9 x  60 USD/TO
   = 540 USD

Calculation 2

10 t x  50 USD/TO
   = 500 USD

Shipment costs: 500 USD

 
 
 

 The break weight calculation is used to choose the most favorable scale level for the calculation when 
using scaled shipment cost agreements.  

 The break weight is the weight at which it is more favorable to calculate a heavier weight so that you 
reach a higher and cheaper scale level. 

 Example: 

 You have agreed on shipment costs for 60 USD per TO for the scale level 5 to 10 tons to be transported 
but only 50 USD per TO for scale level 10 to 15. 

 A shipment of 9 tons would lead to a price of 540 USD in the scale level 5 to 10. It would be cheaper to 
calculate the shipment costs for a weight of 10 tons so that it reaches the next scale level and therefore 
only costs 500 USD. 
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Break Weight Calculation Customizing

Exclusion 
Procedure

Condition Record for FS00

Condition Type FS00 Condition Type FS10

Scale 51
              

Scale 51

Calculation with
corresponding scale level

Calculation with the next
higher scale level

Ref. cond. type: FS00
Break wt.

 
 
 

 You need two condition types to use break weight calculation. The first is for "normal" shipment cost 
calculations at the correct scale level. The second is for calculating at the next scale level. The system 
uses a condition exclusion procedure to compare the two values and use the cheaper one. 

 You must make the following Customizing settings: 

 Define two condition types. The second must refer to the first and use the same condition records. 

 Assign the same scales to both condition types and activate the break weight indicator for the second 
condition type. For multi-dimensional scales, activate this indicator for the scale in which the break 
weight should be calculated. 

 Define an exclusion condition procedure that chooses the cheapest value. 
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Calculating Shipment Costs: Summary

Give an overview of shipment cost calculation in
the shipment cost document

Create condition records for shipment rates

Model multi-dimensional rates and scales

Process several shipment condition records
simultaneously using mass maintenance

Describe the shipment comparison function

Explain break weight calculation

You are now able to:
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Calculating Shipment Costs Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Calculating Shipment Costs 
Topic: Pricing Control 

1-1 Customizing for shipment cost pricing: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Pricing → Pricing 
Control  
1-1-1 Determine pricing procedure: 

→ Define and assign pricing procedures → Define pricing procedure 
determination for shipment costs 
Select transportation planning point 1000 and choose Determine pricing 
procedure in the dialog structure. 

The pricing procedure SDFC00 is found in all cases. 

Determination also depends on: 

- Item procedure group: Grouping the shipment cost item categories  
- Service agent procedure group: Grouping the forwarding agents 
- Shipping type procedure group: Grouping the shipping types 

1-1-2 Controlling the pricing procedure: 

→ Define and assign pricing procedures → Maintain pricing procedure 

Select the entry SDFC00 and choose Control data  in the dialog structure. 

The procedure contains the following condition types: 
FB00, FBS0, FS01, FS00, FV00, FGE0, SP00, FSP1, FB10, FD00, FD10, 
FT00, and FK00 

1-1-3 Condition types: 

→ Define condition types 

Go to the detail screen for FB00: 

Access sequence: MATK 

1-1-4 Access sequence: 

→ Define access sequences 

Select the entry MATK, and choose Accesses in the dialog structure. 

Access 1:  Table 126: Service agent/TariffZoneDep/TariffzoneDest/Freight Class 

Access 2:  Table 125: Service agent/tariff zone dep./tariff zone target/ 
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1-2 Calculation bases: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Pricing → Pricing 
Control → Define condition types 

Go to the detail screens of each of the condition types below: 
Section: Freight costing: Field: Calc. base 

FB00: B Delivery item 
FS00: C Handling units 
FGE0: D Shipment costs item 
FV00: D Shipment costs item 

1-3 Condition type FGE0: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transport → Shipment Costs → Pricing → Pricing 
Control → Define condition types 

1-3-1 Calculation type:  

Detail screen for FGE0: 

 Calculation type:  Multi-dimensional 

1-3-2 Scales: 

 In the dialog structure, choose Scales for condition types. 

 Scales:  
Scale base D; Scale ID 3 
Scale base R; Scale ID 12 

1-3-3 Master data for scales: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Master Data → Transportation → 
Shipment Costs → Scales → Display 

Enter each scale ID and find out what the fields Scale basis and Scale unit of 
measure contain.  
 

Scale ID Scale Base Type Unit of Measure 

3 D KG 

12 R KM 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Calculating Shipment Costs 
Topic: Shipment Condition Records 

2-1 Create condition record for FGE0: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Master Data → Transportation → Shipment 
Costs → Prices → Create 

Condition type:  FGE0 

Service agent:  T-S11G## 
Unit:  UNI 

Select your entry and choose Scales. 

Confirm the scale assignment and then enter your values in all entry fields in the rate 
table. 

2-2 Create a shipment cost document: 

Note: Make sure the status of the shipment document is set to at least Planned before 
creating the shipment cost document. 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Create→ 
Single Document 
Enter the number of the inbound shipment from Exercise 1-1 in the Creating Shipments unit 
(see line 4 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

2-2-1 Shipment cost type of the document: 
 Shipment cost type:  0001 Standard 

2-2-2 Items: 

 Two items were created, one for each shipment leg. 

This is because of item category determination for shipment cost type 0001. 
The system creates an item with item category 0001 for each shipment leg 
automatically. 

2-2-3 Condition record: 

Go to the detail screen for one of the two items. 

Go to the condition screen for one of the subitems shown under the Shipment 
cost item tab. Notice the condition record FGE0 is used. 

2-2-4 Save the shipment cost document. Record the document number on line 17 of 
your Transaction Data Sheet. 
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2-3 Break-weight: 

2-3-1 The break weight is the weight at which it is more favorable to calculate a 
weight that is heavier than the actual weight so you reach a higher and cheaper 
scale level. 

2-3-2 Display shipment: 

 Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation 
Planning → Display 

Enter the shipment number of the outbound shipment from the unit, The Basics 
of Transportation Processing (see line 2 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

Total weight: 467.1 kg  
2-3-3 Display the shipment cost document: 

 Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Display 

 Enter the number of the associated shipment cost document. 

 Net value of the shipment cost item:  180 UNI 

 Item detail Condition detail: 

Here you can see that calculation using condition type FBS0 is active; this is 
the break weight calculation with a weight of 500 kg.  

The actual calculation using condition type FB00 and the actual weight of 467 
kg are not active, because the break weight value is more favorable. 

2-4* Optional  

Shipment cost comparison: 

2-4-1 Display condition record: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Master Data → Transportation → 
Shipment Costs → Prices → Display 

Condition type:  FS00 

Choose the second key combination (service agent/tariff zone dep/tariff zone 
dest/shipping material). 

Service agent:  1058 
Tariff zone - departure:  DE20 
Tariff zone - destination:  DE70 
Shipping material:  PK-100 
Rate:  6.50 UNI per piece  

Note: If the rate in the condition record is not the same as that listed above, 
change it. Also, make sure the condition record is not deleted.  

2-4-2 Create a shipment cost document: 

Note: You must have completed optional exercise 1-4 in the Shipment 
Processing unit to complete this exercise properly. 
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Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Create→ Single Document 
Enter the number of the collective shipment going from Hamburg to Stuttgart (see line 
5 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

Go to the detail screen of the item. 

Since the rate is active at the handling units level, condition record FS00 (rate 
per handling unit) is used. 

The reason for this is the system ran a shipment cost comparison between 
condition types FB00 and FS00 in the background. This is achieved in 
Customizing using a condition exclusion procedure. 

Save the document and record the document number on line 18 of your 
Transaction Data Sheet. 

2-4-3 See Customizing for condition exclusion: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Pricing → 
Pricing Control → Condition Exclusion 
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More Functions for Calculating Shipment Costs

Geographical influencing factors in shipment cost
calculation

Freight codes and freight classes

Including bulky goods and minimum weights

Determining the pricing and settlement dates

Determining the relevant tax countries

Contents
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More Functions: Unit Objectives

Describe the options for modeling the geographical
aspects of shipment cost calculation

Explain how freight codes and freight classes are
determined

Describe how to include of bulk factors and
minimum weights

Explain how to determine the relevant pricing and
settlement dates in the shipment cost document

Explain how to determine the relevant tax countries
in the shipment cost document

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:
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More Functions: Course Overview Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs
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More Functions: Business Scenario

Your company needs to consider other requirements
when calculating shipment costs:

Most of the tariffs agreed on the forwarding agent
depend on distance or tariff zones.

Some tariffs also depend on the freight class of the
material.

Some service agents also take into account the
bulkiness of the transported goods.

Since the tariffs sometimes depend on the date, the
system must determine the correct pricing date.

It must also determine the correct date for the transfer
to FI and CO.

For tax reasons, it is important that the relevant tax
country is determined automatically.
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Modeling Geographical AspectsModeling Geographical Aspects

Distances Locations and Zones

• Manually in the shipment
document

• Route definition:
   for routes and stages
• Customer enhancement for
   distance determination
   (enhancement V56DISTZ)

• Address data from the
shipment document

• Determination of tariff zones
(combination of postal code
area of a country)

   dependent  upon
-  transportation planning

point
-  service agent
-  shipping type
-  country

Geographical Influencing Factors

 
 
 

 You have the following options available for modeling geographical aspects in the system as part of 
pricing: 

 Distances: 

 The distance is either specified manually in the shipment stage or the shipment header, or adopted 
automatically from the route stage. For automatic distance determination, a customer enhancement 
(enhancement V56DISTZ) is available. 

 Locations and zones 

 You can take data such as country, region, postal code, and transportation zone, which can be used as 
fields to define condition tables, from the address data of the shipment. 

 You can set automatic determination of tariff zones in Customizing. A tariff zone is a combination of 
a postal code area of a country. Tariff zones are defined in terms of the transportation planning point, 
the service agent, the shipping point, and the country. For example, a postal code area is assigned to a 
predefined tariff zone for a combination of transportation planning point, service agent, and so on. 
Depending on your settings, the tariff zone is automatically determined by the system when a 
shipment cost item is created, that is, when a shipment cost document is created, or when an additional 
item is created manually. 
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Railway Freight Code Set

Freight codes:

 9000002    Graphics cards

 9000003    Hard drive

 9001000    PC casings

 9001001    Keyboards

Step 2:

Step 2:

Material Freight Group

Freight cd 9000003
Hard Drives

Determining the Freight Code

Material
master

...

...

...

Customizing

Vendor
Master
Record

Country of Origin

Shipping Type

Forwarding Agent
Freight Group

 
 
 

 Forwarding agents and railroads may use freight codes (and sets of freight codes) to classify the goods 
they have to ship. Freight codes are used for communicating with forwarding agents and are specified in 
the shipment papers. 

 Specific freight codes are defined in each freight code set. 

 Freight codes are determined in two steps: 

1. Automatic determination of the freight code set using the following criteria: 

- Country of origin 

- Shipping type (truck, rail, …) 

- Forwarding agent (forwarding agent freight group in the vendor master) 

2. Automatic determination of the freight code using the following criteria: 

- Freight code set 

- Material (material freight group in the material master) 

 The Material Freight Group is entered in the Sales:General Plant Data view in the Material Master. 
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Railway Freight Code Set

Freight Codes:

9000002    Graphics cards

9000003 Hard drive

9001000    PC casings

9001001    Keyboards

9001002    Speakers

Freight Class  01

Freight Class  02

Freight Classes

...

...

...

Customizing

 
 
 

 You can use the freight class as a criterion for shipment cost calculation. For example, you can create 
condition records for freight rates that specifically refer to a combination of tariff zone and freight class. 

 Within one freight code set, one or more freight codes are assigned to a freight class. 
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Header:Header:
Pricing date:Pricing date:
SettlementSettlement date: date:

Item 1:

Pricing date:
Settlement date:

Item 2:

Pricing date:
Settlement date:

Item 3:

Pricing date:
Settlement date:

•  Automatic determination:

   Item category        Date rule 0005:

10        Processing

20        Loading start

30        Loading end

40        Check-in

•  Can be overwritten manually

Can be maintained manually

Pricing and Settlement Dates

Shipment Cost
Document

 
 
 

 Pricing date: 
The pricing date is the date that determines date-dependent pricing elements, such as conditions and the 
foreign currency rate. 

 Settlement date: 
The settlement date is the date that is used to record the shipment cost item in Financial Accounting 
and Controlling. It is also the date that is considered during tax determination. 

 When a shipment cost item is calculated, the system automatically determines the pricing and the 
settlement date based on the corresponding Customizing settings (defining and assigning date rules).  

 You can only maintain the pricing and settlement dates at header level when you create the shipment 
cost document; afterwards, you cannot maintain or change them. If you maintain dates, they are adopted 
as default dates in the item and overwrite the dates that are automatically proposed by the system. 

 You can change the pricing and the settlement date at item level only to a limited degree: You can only 
change the settlement date as long as the shipment costs are not assigned to an account; you can change 
the pricing date as long as the item is not transferred. 
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The weight to be calculated for bulky goods= 
          Volume * Bulkiness Factor (.0100)

Weight: 10 kg
Volume: 1,200 liters

Bulk Factors and Minimum Weights

 
 

1200 * .01  = 12     12 > 10  =>  12 kg

Packaging Material:   Wire basket
Weight incl. contents:  25 kg 

Minimum weight to be calculated per wire basket:

30 kg            30 > 25  =>  30 kg

 
 
 

 If you are dealing with bulky goods, you have the option of using a weight adjusted in accordance with a 
bulkiness factor, instead of the actual weight, when you calculate shipment costs.  

 You can also specify a minimum weight to be calculated for a particular shipping unit. 

 To do this, you can define bulkiness groups with bulkiness factors and minimum weights. 

 The bulkiness group is determined during calculation using the condition technique of pricing. The 
condition type SP00 is available in the standard system for this purpose.  
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Departure Tax Country Destination Tax Country

Shipment cost item refers to: Shipment cost item refers to:

Shipment header

Shipment leg, load transfer or
border crossing point

Shipment header

Shipment leg

Load transfer, or border crossing pt.

Country of departure
of first shipment leg

Country of departure
of shipment stage

Destination country of
last shipment leg

Country of departure
of shipment stage

Destination country of
shipment stage

Determining the Relevant Tax Country

 
 
 

 When calculating the shipment costs, the system can also determine relevant taxes. 

 To calculate taxes within shipment cost calculation, the system refers to the shipment cost document to 
determine the country of departure and the destination country for tax determination. The following rules 
apply: 

 Departure tax country: 
If the country of departure is not unique, the decisive factor is the reference of the shipment cost item: 

- Item refers to the shipment header: the country of departure of the first leg is used 

- Item refers to a shipment stage (leg, load transfer point or border crossing point): the departure 
country of the shipment stage is used. 

 Destination tax country: 
If the destination country is not unique, the decisive factor is also the reference of the shipment cost 
item: 

- Item refers to the shipment header: the country of destination of the last leg is used as the tax 
country  

- Item refers to a shipment leg: the country of destination of the shipment stage is used as the tax 
country 
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- Item refers to a load transfer or border crossing point: the country of departure of the shipment 
stage is used as the tax country 
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More Functions: Summary

Describe the options for modeling the geographical
aspects of shipment cost calculation

Explain how freight codes and freight classes are
determined

Describe how to the include of bulk factors and
minimum weights

Explain how to determine of the relevant pricing and
settlement dates in the shipment cost document

Explain how to determine the relevant tax countries
in the shipment cost document

You are now able to:
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Overview of the steps involved in shipment cost
settlement

Assigning costs to accounts in FI and CO

Shipment cost transfer to FI and CO

Credit memo procedure

Manual invoice verification

Shipment costs as delivery costs

Contents

Shipment Cost Settlement
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Explain the steps involved in shipment cost
settlement

Give an overview of account determination in FI and
assignment of costs to a CO object

Create a purchase order for external services so the
shipment costs can be transferred

Transfer the shipment costs to FI and CO

Create a credit memo using the credit
memo procedure

Create an invoice manually

Explain the procedure used if shipment costs are to
be considered as delivery costs

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

Shipment Cost Settlement: Unit Objectives
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Shipment Cost Settlement: Course Overview
Diagram

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment

Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs
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Your company wants to post accruals for expected
payments early in the process so that costs are
transferred to FI and CO before the payment is made.

Based on the calculated data, you periodically send
credit memos to the service agents. At the same time,
payables are posted in FI, and the accruals are
dissolved.

In some cases, you verify the invoices received from
service agents and create them in the system.

For inbound shipments, the shipment costs are added
to the material as delivery costs. The costs are then
settled in materials management.

Shipment Cost Settlement: Business Scenario
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RequirementsRequirementsFinancial AccountingFinancial Accounting

Shipment Costs

Item 1 576

Accruals in FI
Assignment in CO Entry/acceptance of

services performed

Invoice/credit
memo

Accruals become payables

A B
XX XX

B 1058
XX XX

Cost center 2556

Transfer

Settlement with
Service Agent

Shipment Cost Settlement with Direct Transfer

 
 
 

 Shipment costs are settled with the service agent by shipment cost item. 

 Settlement includes: 

 Assigning and transferring shipment costs to Financial Accounting, the formation of accruals, and 
the assignment of costs to a CO object. 

 Settlement of costs with the service agent: Posting payables by cancelling the accruals.  

 You need to have entered and accepted the services provided before you can transfer costs to Financial 
Accounting. The system automatically creates the service entry sheet based on a purchase order for 
external services.  

 Before you can settle costs with the service agent, you need to create an invoice using manual invoice 
verification or create a credit memo using the credit memo procedure. 
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1.  Account Assignment

•   G/L account determination
•   Assignment for controlling

2. Transfer to Financial Accounting
•   Purchase order determination
•   Creation of the service entry sheet
•   Establishment of accruals

3. Invoice Creation

•   Credit memo procedure (ERS procedure)
•   Manual invoice verification

Steps During Settlement

 
 
 

 During account assignment the system determines the correct G/L account in Financial Accounting for 
each shipment cost item and the assignment for Controlling. Account assignment can be carried out at 
different levels, depending on how detailed you want to track costs. 

 Transfer to Financial Accounting to establish accruals requires the entry of services performed. 
However, each service entry sheet is based on a purchase order. You must initially have created this 
purchase order for the service agent in Purchasing. During the posting process, services performed are 
accepted; to establish accruals, the system generates an accounting document in Financial Accounting. 
The system creates additional subsequent documents in Financial Accounting. 

 Using the credit memo procedure, also referred to as the ERS (Evaluated Receipt Settlement) 
procedure, you can settle the shipment costs with the service agents without having received invoices 
from them. You can choose from different settlement periods. You transfer the calculated shipment costs 
to Financial Accounting. The invoices are verified by the service agent. If the service agent discovers 
variances, you can post these as subsequent debits/credits. 
 
If you receive invoices from the service agent, you can also verify the invoices manually and create the 
invoices manually. 
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Item Category 0005: Load transfer

Cost type A: Load Transfer point

!   Creating the
     shipment cost item

!   Calculating the
     shipment cost item

!   Assigning the
     shipment cost item

!   Transferring the
     shipment cost item

Automating Calculation and Settlement

 
 
 

 When you assign item categories to shipment cost types in Customizing, you can define the degree of 
automatic processing.                                                                                                                                                             

 When shipment cost documents are created, either individually or using collective processing, the 
shipment cost items are generated based on the predefined degree of automatic processing. This means 
that the shipment cost items can be created automatically, and the shipment costs are calculated, 
assigned or transferred automatically. 
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G/L AccountG/LG/L  AccountAccount

Valuation Grouping CodeValuation Grouping Code Account GroupingAccount Grouping

Shipm
ent C

ost Item
For Each

Chart of AccountsChart of Accounts Transaction KeyTransaction Key Valuation ClassValuation Class

Automatic G/L Account Determination

 
 
 

 G/L account determination is a standard function of Materials Management. 

 To establish accruals and post the payables, the system must first determine the correct G/L accounts in 
Financial Accounting that are to be posted to. 

 G/L account determination is carried out automatically. The system uses the following parameters for 
determining the accounts: 

 Chart of accounts - from the company code of the transportation planning point 

 Valuation grouping code - from the valuation area of the plant that is assigned to the transportation 
planning point and the shipment cost type 

 Transaction key - always GBB 

 Account grouping - from the Customizing setting of the account assignment category 

 Valuation class - from the Customizing setting of the shipment cost item category 

 G/L accounts are determined at shipment cost item level. 
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Account Assignment
Category

Account Assignment
Category

•   Order
•   Cost center
•   Project
...

e.g.

Cost DistributionCost Distribution
•   Shipment cost item

•   Delivery

•   Delivery item

for
each

Origin of CO
Assignments
Origin of CO
Assignments

•   G/L account

•   Delivery, order

•   Delivery, order, G/L account

from

•   Shipment cost item

•   Delivery

•   Delivery item

Assignment for Controlling

 
 
 

 To post to objects in Controlling, the system must first determine the correct objects. The system 
automatically determines these objects in Controlling. The following parameters are important: 

 Account assignment category: 
The account assignment category determines which object is to be posted to (for example, cost center 
or order) and which account assignment data is required.  

 Cost distribution: 
Cost distribution determines the level at which costs are to be transferred, depending on how detailed 
you want to track costs. Possible distributions are by shipment cost item, by delivery, or by delivery 
item. These distributions are completely independent of the calculation bases. If they agree with the 
calculation bases, however, the system distributes the costs according to origin. If the costs are 
distributed to a more detailed level than the calculation base, this is carried out according to the 
proportional weight. For example, you can calculate the costs by shipment cost item and distribute 
them at delivery item level. 

 Origin of CO assignments: 
This parameter defines the origin of the information that is used for determining the CO object. 

 All three parameters are defined in Customizing for each item category. 
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Manual transfer
of individual

shipment cost
items

Transfer of all
shipment cost

documents
using collective

processing

Creating

Transferring

Automatic
transfer when
the documents

are created

1.

2.

Transfer Options

 
 
 

 There are several procedures that you can use for transferring shipment cost documents to Financial 
Accounting.  

 You can manually set the transfer indicator in the shipment cost document for each shipment cost item. 
When the document is saved, it is automatically transferred. 

 You can start a collective processing run to change shipment cost documents (for example, all 
documents created to this date) and transfer the shipment costs of all documents in this collective 
processing run. For reasons of system load, you could also execute this collective processing run 
overnight.                                                                                                                                                                 

 When you create shipment cost documents either individually or using collective processing, the system 
can automatically transfer the shipment items depending on your settings. 
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Purchase
Order

1

Reference
to

Service Entry
Sheet Transfer

to

Purchasing

  Service Agent
  PurchasingOrganization
  Purchasing Group
  Plant
  Item Category

Accruals

Financial AccountingFinancial Accounting

Transfer to Financial Accounting

Service
Acceptance

A B
XX XX

 
 
 

 Transfer to Financial Accounting to establish accruals requires the entry and acceptance of services 
performed. The corresponding sheet is automatically created by the system during transfer.  

 Each service entry sheet is based on an external service order. So that the costs can be transferred to 
Financial Accounting and thus settled, the system must determine a valid service order. This external 
service order must have been created in Purchasing. You can create the service order monthly for the 
service agent.  Important criteria for the service order include service agent, purchasing organization, 
purchasing group, plant, and item category. 

 When the system has automatically determined a valid service order, a service entry sheet is created that 
refers to the service order.  
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Transfer
to

Payables
Variances

Financial AccountingFinancial Accounting

Calculated
Shipment

Costs

Log

Credit Memo

1

2

Send to
Service AgentService Agent

Invoice Verification?

Credit Memo Procedure

B 1058
XX XX

 
 
 

 The credit memo procedure (also referred to as ERS procedure, "Evaluated Receipt Settlement") is 
used to settle shipment costs directly without the need for having received an invoice. 

 On the basis of the calculated shipment costs, you issue a credit memo to the service agent. The payee is 
responsible for verifying this credit memo.  

 The calculated shipment costs are transferred directly to Financial Accounting where the payables are 
posted and the accruals are dissolved. If the service agent finds any variances during invoice 
verification, you post these as subsequent debits/credits. 

 You can create single credit memos, that is, you create a credit memo for each shipment cost item and 
service agent, or you periodically create collective credit memos by service agent. The settlement 
periods for periodic settlement are flexible. 
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Payables

Financial AccountingFinancial AccountingService AgentService Agent

Invoice

1

2

Invoice Verification
?

Manual Invoice Verification

B 1058
XX XX

 
 
 

 When you verify invoices manually, you receive an invoice from the service agent. You manually 
create an invoice in the system, verify this invoice, and post it manually. 
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Y 1058
XX XX

Shipment Costs as Delivery Costs

Purchase
Order
Vendor 1010
M-01  100 Pc20 each

Inbound
Delivery
Vendor 1010
M-01 100 Pc

Transportation

Fwd. Agent      1058
In.del.       18000234

Shipment
Costs
Item 1 1000,-

Goods Receipt

Material M-01 100 Pc
Value of goods 2000.-
Delivery costs 
(freight)  1000.-
Unit costs:     30.-

Invoice Verification
Settlement with fwd. agent

Financial
Accounting

X Y
XX XX

Financial
Accounting

X Y
XX XX

 
 
 

 In the case of incoming shipments or shipments within the company, for example, you can use shipment 
costs as delivery costs. 

 The shipment costs determined in the shipment cost document are not directly transferred to Financial 
Accounting, but are entered in the goods receipt document in MM and added to the relevant material. 

 Example of this type of business process: 

 You create a purchase order for the vendor. You do not yet know what the exact shipment costs are, 
so they are not included in the purchase order. 

 You create an inbound delivery based on the purchase order. 

 You generate an inbound shipment with one or more inbound deliveries. 

 Next you create the shipment cost document. This is only relevant to the calculation, not the 
settlement, of the costs. 

 Whe you post the goods receipt with reference to the inbound delivery, the system refers to the 
shipment costs. In this case, they represent delivery costs. This increases the value of the material, and 
therefore the unit costs as well. 

 You settle the costs with the vendor and forwarding agent using invoice verification in MM. The 
shipment costs are treated as planned delivery costs. 
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Shipment Cost Settlement: Summary

Explain the steps involved in shipment cost
settlement

Set the degree of settlement automation

Give an overview of account determination in FI and
assignment of costs to a CO object

Create a purchase order for external services so the
shipment costs can be transferred

Transfer the shipment costs to FI and CO

Create a credit memo using the credit
memo procedure

Create an invoice manually

You are now able to:
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Shipment Cost Settlement Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Cost Settlement 
Topic: Assigning and Transferring Costs 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Display an external service order for the forwarding agent 

• Identify which G/L accounts and cost centers are found in account 
assignment 

• Transfer the shipment costs to FI and CO 

 

 
 

You want to settle the shipment costs with your service agent. The system 
should determine accounts and cost centers in FI and CO automatically. 
Check the corresponding settings. 

An entry of services performed that refers to a purchase order is 
necessary to transfer the costs to accounting, so you find the purchase 
order and transfer the costs.  

1-1 An entry of services performed that refers to an external service order is necessary in 
order to transfer and settle the shipment costs. This documents and “justifies” the 
purchase of a service. Your purchasing department has already created the purchase 
order.  

Find the purchase order using the list display for the vendor (forwarding agent): 

Vendor:  T-S11G## 
Scope of list:  BEST 

Validity key date:  Today’s date minus 7 days 

 

 
 

To do this, use the following menu path: 

Materials Management → Purchasing → Purchase Order → List 
Displays →By Vendor 

What is the purchase order number? 

__________________________________ 
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1-2 In change mode, call up the shipment cost document you created for the inbound 
shipment in Exercise 2-2 in the Calculating Shipment Costs unit (see line 17 on the 
Transaction Data Sheet). 

1-2-1 Check the status in the header: 

Calculated: __________________________________ 

Assigned: ___________________________________ 

Transferred: ________________________________ 

1-2-2 Go to the account assignment item screen (Item → Account assignment). 
Which G/L accounts and cost centers were found? 

G/L account: ________________________________ 

Cost center: ________________________________ 

1-2-3 To transfer the document to accounting, select the Transfer flag on the 
Settlement tab, and choose Enter. 

1-2-4 Which purchasing document was found for the entry of services performed?  

___________________________________________________________ 

Save the shipment cost document, and then display it. 

1-2-5 What status does the document have now? 

Calculated: __________________________________ 

Assigned: ___________________________________ 

Transferred: ________________________________ 

1-2-6 Display the document flow for the shipment cost document and go from there 
to the Services acceptance materials document. What is the function of this 
document? 

______________________________________________________ 

1-2-7 To display the provisions that appear in accounting, go to the accounting 
document from the materials document. Which accounts were posted to? 

______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Cost Settlement 
Topic: Creating Credit Memos 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Execute the credit memo procedure (ERS procedure) 

 
 

 
Since you agreed to regularly send credit memos to your forwarding 
agent for the amounts incurred, you create a credit memo using the ERS 
procedure. 

2-1 After the costs have been transferred, you settle the shipment costs with the service 
agent directly, without an invoice. You create a credit memo using the ERS procedure. 
To do this, use the invoice verification function in materials management. 

In the selection screen, enter your service agent and the purchase order number referred 
to in the entry of services performed. 

Record the number of the credit memo that was created. 

2-2 To display the entire process once more, return to the shipment cost document. Call up 
the document flow. 

Go to the invoice receipt document. 

Which accounts were posted to? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 
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Shipment Cost Settlement Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Cost Settlement 
Topic: Assigning and Transferring Costs 

1-1 Display the external service order: 

Logistics → Materials Management→ Purchasing → Purchase Order → List 
Displays → By Vendor 

Make your selection using the following data: 

Vendor:  T-S11G## 
Scope of list:  BEST 
Validity key date: Today’s date minus 7 days 

Choose Execute. 

PO number:  Document numbers will vary 

1-2 Change shipment cost document: 

Logistics →Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs →Change → 
Single Document 
1-2-1 Status: 

Status tab: 

Fully calculated, account assignment fully completed, not transferred. 

1-2-2 Account assignment (Check for each line item): 

Select the line item. 

Item detail → Account assignment 

G/L account:  417000 
Cost center:  9030 

1-2-3 Transfer document (You must transfer each line item): 

Item detail → Settlement tab 

Select Transfer and choose Enter. 

1-2-4 Purchasing document for entry of services performed (for each line item): 

→Service procurement tab 

In the Purchasing doc. field, you see the number of the purchase order 
determined in the previous exercise. 

Save the document and display it. 
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1-2-5 Status 

Status tab: 

Fully calculated, account assignment fully completed, fully transferred. 

1-2-6 Document flow for shipment cost document: 

→ Environment → Document flow 

Place the cursor on Services acceptance and choose Display document.  

Services acceptance is a materials management document that documents the 
recording of a service. It is the basis for creating accruals in accounting. 

1-2-7 Display the accounting document: 

In the material document, choose Accounting documents, then choose 
Accounting document. 

The following accounts were posted to: 
417000  Services purchased 
191100  GR/IR clearing – external procurement (accruals)  
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Cost Settlement 
Topic: Creating Credit Memos 

2-1 Create credit memo using ERS procedure: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Freight 
Invoice Check → Logistics Invoice Verification → Automatic Settlement → 
Evaluated Receipt Settlement (ERS) 

Vendor:   T-S11G## 

Deselect the Test run option 

Choose Execute. 

Number of credit memo: assigned by the system 

2-2 Display entire process: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Display 

Enter the number of the shipment cost document then choose Enter. 

Environment → Document flow 

Place the cursor on Invoice receipt and choose Display document.  

The following accounts were posted to: 

T-S11G##:  Liabilities to your service agent 

191100:  Goods Rcvd/Invoice Rcvd 

154000:  Input tax 
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Shipment cost information in the order

Billing the shipment costs to the customer

Contents

Shipment Costs in the Sales Process
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Access shipment cost information in the sales
order

Define shipment cost information and planning
profiles

Create a customer billing document and transfer
the shipment costs from the shipment cost
document

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

Shipment Costs in the Sales Process: Unit
Objectives
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Bill shipment costsBill shipment costs
to customerto customer

Shipment Costs in the Sales Process: Course
Overview Diagram

Bill shipmentBill shipment
costscosts to to

customercustomer

Goods Receipt 
Process

Create shipment costCreate shipment cost document document

Calculate shipment costsCalculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costsSettle shipment costs

Goods Issue 
Process

Create shipmentCreate shipment document document

Process shipmentProcess shipment

MonitorMonitor shipment shipment
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Your sales employees often have to estimate the
shipment costs for a particular shipment as soon as
they create an order, either to give customers
information or to compare different transportation
options.

In most cases, the costs you want to settle with the
customer are those that the shipment actually
incurred. Therefore, you transfer the shipment costs
from the shipment cost document to the customer
billing document.

Shipment Costs in the Sales Process: Business
Scenario
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Shipment Cost Information in the Sales Order

Shipment Cost Profile OR

Truck shipment DM  880
Rail shipment DM 960
Express DM 1350

Sales
Order

Item 1
Item 2
Item 3

Shipment Cost
Information

Net ValuePlanning Profile

 
 
 

 You often need to specify the shipment costs in the order. The shipment cost information function allows 
you to do this. 

 The system runs a simulation in the background to create outbound deliveries as well as shipment and 
shipment cost documents.  

 The shipment costs are calculated from the shipment cost profile stored for each sales document type. 
You can use different variants (planning profiles) for this. The system then calculates the shipment costs 
in different ways. For example, you can determine whether a road or rail shipment would be cheaper. 
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Cost Information Profile and Planning Profile

Planning Profile

Cost Information 
Profile

Doc. 
Type

Shipment type
Transportation planning point
Pricing procedure

Variant for the selection
of deliveries

Combination
criteria

L7D10

Data and options

D10
D10

L16

Shipment type 0001
Service agent 1058

 
 
 

 You define the shipment cost profile in Customizing. It contains default values for the transportation 
planning point, the shipment type, and the shipment cost pricing procedure.  

 Assign this shipment cost profile to one or more sales document types. 

 You can also assign one or more transportation planning profiles to a shipment cost profile. These 
planning profiles are used for creating shipments in collective processing. A planning profile determines 
how deliveries should be combined into a shipment and which data should be entered into the shipment 
document.  

 If you trigger the shipment cost calculation in the sales document, the data used in the simulated 
combination of shipments is the same as the data saved in the order and relevant shipment cost profile. If 
planning profiles have been assigned to the shipment cost profile, their data is also used to calculate 
shipment costs so you can compare the costs of different transportation methods. 
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Settlement of Shipment Costs with the Customer

Order 1
Customer
1234

Out. Delivery 2
400 kg 

Invoice 1 Invoice 2

300300600600

Order 2
Customer
8899

Freight:Freight:

2/3

Shipment
Del. 1 & 2

1,200 kg 

Shipment Costs
Net value 900900

1/3

Item 10:  7500 Item 10:  8989 

Out. Delivery 1
800 kg 

 
 
 

 You can bill the customer for the actual shipment costs that were calculated with the forwarding agent in 
transportation and shipment processing. These shipment costs then appear in the billing document as an 
additional entry.  

 Shipment costs calculated from the delivery items in the shipment cost document are assigned directly to 
their corresponding billing document items. Costs based on other factors, for example, the shipment cost 
items, are distributed among the billing document items according to the proportional weight of the 
delivery items. 
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Controlling Settlement with the Customer

Pricing Procedure SDFC00
Pricing: Shipment costs

Pricing Procedure RVAA01
Pricing: Sales

FB00 Freight class/wt.

Total freight

FS00 Shipping unit

FB10 Discount

FK00 Customer freight

FV00 Insurance

...

Stat.

PR00 Price

Final amount

K007 Customer discount

RC00 Quantity discount

FK00 Customer freight

K004 Material

...

...

Man.
DemurrageFD00

=

=

BillingBilling document copy document copy control control::
Price sourcePrice source "F" "F"

 
 
 

 To bill the customer for the shipment costs, you must do the following in Customizing: 

 You must create condition types with the same name in the pricing procedures for shipment cost 
calculation and billing document pricing. These condition types must be indicated as statistical in the 
shipment cost pricing procedure and as manual in the pricing determination procedure. 

 In the general pricing procedure, you must activate the Specific procedure field. This causes the system 
to redetermine the condition class as well as the statistical indicator. 

 You must also specify the price source at the item level as “shipment costs” in copying control for 
billing documents. This ensures that the conditions are copied from the shipment cost document to the 
billing document. 
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Access shipment cost information in the sales
order

Define shipment cost information and planning
profiles

Create a customer billing document and transfer
the shipment costs from the shipment cost
document

You are now able to:

Shipment Costs in the Sales Process: Summary
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Shipment Costs in the Sales Process Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Costs in the Sales Process 
Topic: Shipment Cost Information in the Order 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Access shipment cost information in the sales order 

 
 

Customers often want to have some idea of what the shipment costs will 
amount to when they place their order. To meet this requirement, you can 
access shipment cost information.  

You can also compare several shipment variants and their shipment costs. 
The customer or sales employee can then decide, for instance, to use the 
cheapest option. 
 

1-1 A customer places an order with you and would like to be informed in advance of the 
approximate shipment costs. 

1-1-1 Create a standard order for your customer CompuMax in Frankfurt: 

 Order type:  Sales order 
Sold-to party:  T-S11A## 
Purchase order number:  234## 
Requested delivery date: Default 
Material: T-ATC1, 25 pieces 
 T-ATD1, 30 pieces 

Save the order. 

1-1-2 Go to change mode in the above order. 

Call up the shipment cost information. 

 Which planning profiles are used? 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-1-3 In the planning profile From order, enter service agent 50999. 

Then access the shipment cost information. 

Compare the values determined by the different calculation methods. 

1-1-4 Display the log. Which documents were simulated in the background? Why? 
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_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-1-5* Optional 

View the combination criteria and the data profile for the different planning 
profiles and check the document simulation. 

1-1-6* Optional 

In Customizing, check which shipment cost information profile is saved for 
sales document type OR. 
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Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Costs in the Sales Process 
Topic: Billing the Shipment Costs to the Customer 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Transfer the shipment costs from the shipment cost document to the 
customer billing document 

 

 
 

You have agreed with some customers to invoice them for the shipment 
costs actually incurred. 

In these cases, you create the customer billing document only when the 
shipment costs for this operation have been calculated fully. To 
distinguish this method of processing from other methods, you use a 
different billing type. 
 

2-1 The shipment costs for the outbound shipment from The Basics of Transportation 
Processing unit (see line 3 on the Transaction Data Sheet) have already been calculated 
fully. 

2-1-1 Check the status at header level of the shipment cost document. 

Calculated: __________________________________ 

Assigned: ___________________________________ 

Transferred: _________________________________ 

2-1-2 What are the calculated shipment costs? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-1-3 Go to the associated shipment document (using the document flow, for 
instance). Note the number of the outbound delivery involved in this shipment. 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-2 Now create the billing document for the outbound delivery.  

2-2-1 Since you want to copy the shipment costs from the shipment cost document to 
the billing document, you use billing type ZFK, Invoice with freight, which has 
the appropriate settings. 
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In the Default data section of the Create billing document screen, 
select the ZFK, Invoice with freight in the Billing type field. 

You enter the outbound delivery number in the Document field 
under Documents to be processed. 

To go to the billing document, choose Execute. 
 

2-2-2 In the billing document, go to the condition screen of the item. 

What is the condition type for the shipment costs called? 

_________________________________________________________ 

 What amount was set in the document for this? 

_________________________________________________________ 
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Shipment Costs in the Sales Process Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Costs in the Sales Process 
Topic: Shipment cost information in the order 

1-1 Shipment cost information in the order 

1-1-1 Create order: 

Logistics → Sales and Distribution → Sales → Order → Create 

 Order type:  OR 

 Sold-to party:  T-S11A## 
Purchase order number: 234## 
Requested delivery date:  Default 
Material: T-ATC1,  25 pieces 
 T-ATD1,  30 pieces 

Save the order. 

1-1-2 Call up shipment cost information: 

Logistics → Sales and Distribution → Sales → Order → Change 

Choose Extras → Shipment cost information 

From order planning profiles 0001-01 and 0002-01 are used. 

1-1-3 Execute shipment cost information: 

In the From order planning profile, enter service agent 50999. 

Then choose Execute. 

The system determines different shipment costs for the three calculation 
methods. 

1-1-4 Display the log: 

Choose Log. 

Two outbound deliveries were simulated, since the items have different 
shipping points. 

The From order calculation method creates a shipment document for each 
simulated delivery document; in this case, two shipment documents and the 
related shipment cost documents were simulated. 

Calculation method 0001-01 also simulates two shipment documents, since a 
separate shipment is created for each shipping point (combination criteria); 
that’s why two shipment cost documents were created in this case too. 
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With calculation method 0002-01, the system simulates one shipment document 
only and one shipment cost document. 

1-1-5* Optional  

Display combination criteria and data profiles: 

Click the magnifying glass at the end of the combination criteria and data 
profile fields. Check the settings. 

1-1-6* Optional 

Customizing: 

IMG: Sales and Distribution → Sales → Sales Documents → Sales 
Document Header → Define Sales Document Types 

Go to the detail screen of order type OR. 

Under Shipping, you will see that the defined shipment cost information profile 
is STANDARD. 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Shipment Costs in the Sales Process 
Topic: Billing the Shipment Costs to the Customer 

2-1 Check shipment cost document: 

2-1-1 Check status: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Display 
Enter the number of the shipment cost document you documented in The Basics 
of Transportation Processing unit (see line 3 on the Transaction Data Sheet). 

Status tab:  

Calculated:  Fully calculated 

Assigned:  Account assignment fully completed 

Transferred:  Not transferred 

2-1-2 Shipment costs: 

Net value:  180 UNI 

2-1-3 Display shipment document: 

→ Environment → Document flow 

Place the cursor on the shipment document and choose Display document. 

To find the number of the outbound delivery, go to the Shipments and 
deliveries overview. 

2-2 Create billing document for the outbound delivery: 

2-2-1 Create billing document using billing type Invoice with freight: 

Logistics → Sales and Distribution → Billing → Billing Document → Create 

In the upper half of the screen, under Default data, select the billing type ZFK, 
Invoice with freight. 

Enter the number of the outbound delivery to be billed and choose Execute. 

2-2-2 Display conditions: 

In the billing document, choose Pricing conditions header. 

The condition type for the shipment costs is called FK00 (shipment costs for 
customer). 
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FK00 amount: 180 UNI; this corresponds to the shipment costs calculated in 
the shipment cost document. 
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Connecting to an Express Delivery Company

Contents

Outbound deliveries involving express delivery companies

Tracking parcels

The express delivery cockpit
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Highlight the special requirements of
transportation processing involving express
delivery companies

Describe the outbound delivery process involving
express delivery companies

Identify the options for tracking parcels

Use the express delivery cockpit

At the conclusion of this unit, you will be able to:

Express Delivery Companies: Unit Objectives
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You ship many of your urgent outbound deliveries
using express delivery companies. You would like
to model the special requirements of this process
in R/3.

You want to track the itinerary of the shipments
and exchange important information with the
express delivery company and the ship-to party.

Since you work with several express delivery
companies, you require different data and settings
for your processing activities.

Express Delivery Companies: Business Scenario
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12.6.  10.05   MA    Picked up
12.6.  10.55   KA    Load transferred
12.6.  12.02   S       Delivered 

Tracking no.
Routing info
Service code
Product code

Express Delivery Companies

Service Agent
Specific Information

Service Agent
Specific Labels

EXPRESS

49211172

XXL 563
Route AB

Manifest

Parcel Tracking

Delivery 
list

 
 
 

 Express delivery companies transport goods quickly and offer the opportunity to track the itinerary of 
the shipments. There are special requirements for processing this kind of shipment, which do not arise 
with ordinary shipments. 

 With express delivery processing in R/3, you can model the special requirements of express deliveries. 
These requirements include the following: 

⌧ Information specific to the service agent recorded in the delivery; refers either to the entire delivery or 
to individual parcels. 

⌧ Printing special labels with the required information (needed for the automatic sorting machines at the 
express delivery companies) 

⌧ Creating the manifest/delivery list (simplifies settlement for the express delivery company and 
eliminates manual entry of shipments; prevents delays) 

⌧ Parcel and status tracking 
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Ship-to Party

Order Confirmation

Purchase order
Purchase Order

Shipper

Order

Outbound Delivery

Optional:
Handling Unit

Express Delivery
Company

Optional:
Transportation

Tracking no.
Routing

Service code
etc.Optional:

Handling Unit

Inbound Delivery Delivery Note
Tracking no.

Goods Issue

Tracking no.

Manife
st

Track
ing st

atu
s

Tracking status

Outbound Delivery Using Express Delivery Company

 
 
 

 When express delivery companies are involved in the outbound delivery process, you usually require 
express delivery information immediately. This information includes the tracking number, routing 
information, the service code, and the product code. This data can be defined either at the outbound 
delivery level or the handling unit level.  

 If an express delivery company is specified in the outbound delivery, the system loads the information 
automatically from the data stored for that company. In the outbound delivery document, there is a 
Parcel tracking tab page for this at the header level.  

 The shipper informs the ship-to party of the tracking number and any other information relevant to the 
express delivery. 

 The shipper can also create a shipment document containing all the shipments for a particular express 
delivery company. On the basis of this shipment document, the shipper can create a manifest and send it 
to the service agent electronically using the shipment IDoc. 

 Both the shipper and ship-to party can monitor the tracking status of the shipments at any time using 
the tracking number and the parcel tracking. 

 You maintain the data for the express delivery companies in the express delivery cockpit. 
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Parcel Tracking

Where is delivery
80001234 shipped
by the express
delivery company,
Quickly?

Parcel Parcel TrackingTracking

Sales document
Purchasing document
Delivery
Shipment number
Shipping unit
Tracking number

80001234

Parcel Tracking

ChangeChange  DeliveryDelivery  80001234:80001234:  HeaderHeader  DetailsDetails

What service code was
determined?

What is the tracking
number of the delivery?

 
 
 

 It is often important to track the itinerary of the shipment (delivery or parcel), and to know at any time 
where the shipment is, its status (such as picked up, load transferred, or delivered), and so on. The parcel 
tracking function allows you to do this. 

 The Parcel tracking tab page in the header details of the outbound delivery gives you the tracking status 
and all other information relating to the express delivery processing of this outbound delivery. 

 A parcel tracking transaction allows you to select documents by order, purchase order, delivery, 
shipment, handling unit, or tracking number. For the selected document, the system also displays the 
tracking status and express delivery company information. 

 The tracking status is also displayed in the document flow, along with the delivery status or status of the 
shipping unit. 

 Another method of tracking shipments is to access the order status using SAP Internet Application 
Components (IAC). From there, you can branch to parcel tracking. This is particularly useful for ship-to 
parties, who can call up the tracking status using the order number. 

 You can also access the status in the background. A workflow connection is possible in this case. In 
exceptional cases, this may mean that processors receive items in their inboxes. 
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Details of Parcel Tracking

Shipping 
Delivery 80005432

Parcel Parcel TrackingTracking

Service code 99 6543 DE
Sender number 777333
Weight code 22
Tracking number    123886622 

Express delievery data fields

Not packed

Floppy disk drive R-1150 10 Pc

QuantityExpr. Field Track. Stat. Location

Tracking status
London, sh.pt 3000 Picked up London
Frankfurt Load transferred Frankfurt
Munich Delivered Munich

 
 
 

 On the Parcel tracking screen, you find detailed information about the tracking status and the data fields 
of the express delivery company, which the system supplies automatically. 

 The data can be displayed both at the outbound delivery level and the handling unit level. There are no 
handling units in the above example, so the data applies to the entire outbound delivery. 

 You can define your own display variants so the information is displayed to suit your needs. 

 From the Parcel tracking screen, you can also request information from the express delivery company 
via the Internet.  
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Express Delivery Cockpit

CockpitCockpit

Weight codes

Service codes

Master Data
Maintenance

Product codes

Number range

URLs

Routing info

Tracking status

Data provider

Control Setup
Metadata

 
 
 

 The express delivery cockpit is the central point for making all the settings relevant to express deliveries. 

 For each express delivery company, you must define which data fields are relevant for it and how they 
should be determined (= metadata).  

 The master data includes the following: 

⌧ Product and/or service codes: Reflect the offering of the express delivery company (speed, services, 
and so on) 

⌧ Routing information: Depends on zip code; used by automatic sorting machines 

⌧ Tracking status: Possible status confirmed in parcel tracking 

⌧ URL links: Destination URLs for XML and URL templates for parcel tracking; documentation 

⌧ Number ranges: For numbers assigned by the express delivery company 

 An XML-enabled setup interface simplifies the setup procedure if you are supported by the express 
delivery company or another data provider. You need to create the express delivery company and assign 
it to a service agent (vendor master record) and shipping points. Next, all the metadata and master data is 
loaded and can be processed manually. 
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Highlight the special requirements of
transportation processing involving express
delivery companies

Describe the outbound delivery process involving
express delivery companies

Identify the options for tracking parcels

Use the express delivery cockpit

You are now able to:

Express Delivery Companies: Summary
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Conclusion

Create shipment cost document

Calculate shipment costs

Settle shipment costs

Monitor shipment

Goods Receipt 
Process

Goods Issue 
Process

Bill shipment costs
to customer

Create shipment document

Process shipment
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Course Objectives

You are now able to:

Describe the position of transportation and shipment
cost processing in the supply chain

Define and create inbound and outbound shipments

Calculate and settle shipment costs

Make the necessary Customizing settings to adapt
your system to meet your specific requirements
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Recommended Follow-up Courses

Dangerous Goods Management (EH&S):
EH300 - Dangerous Goods Management (3 days)

General SD Customizing:
LO650 - Cross-Functional Customizing in SD (3 days)

General MM Customizing:
LO550 - Cross-Functional Customizing in MM (5 days)
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Recommended Follow-up Activities

Go through the exercises using IDES data or your own data

Read the on-line documentation

Read the IMG documentation

Read the release notes
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Concluding Exercise (Optional) Exercises 

 
 

 

Unit: Concluding Exercise (Optional) 
Topic: Customizing Settings for Processing Air Cargo 
Shipments 

 
 

 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Define a new transportation planning point 

• Create a new shipment type 

• Define a planning profile for the shipment type 

• Define an activity profile and assign it to the shipment type 

• Set up shipment cost calculation for the new shipment type 

• Create new condition records 

• Maintain purchasing data for shipment cost settlement 

 

 
 

As well as computers, your computer company sells electronic 
components in smaller numbers to a few customers in Europe. Seventy 
per cent of the shipments, which are usually urgent, are transported from 
Dresden by air.  

You have therefore arranged door-to-door transportation by a special 
international forwarding agent. The forwarding agent picks up the goods 
from your Dresden plant and takes them to the airport. The agent 
organizes the transportation with the air cargo carrier and the issuing of 
the airway bill. Depending on the Incoterms, the agent takes the goods 
from the destination airport to the ship-to party. 

You settle the costs with the forwarding agent per shipment, where one 
shipment can consist of one or more outbound deliveries to a ship-to 
party. You have agreed on a flat rate, which depends on both the country 
of destination and the weight of the shipment. The forwarding agent 
charges a fee for creating the airway bill and for delivering the goods to 
the ship-to party. 

To simplify cost settlement with the forwarding agent, you use the credit 
memo procedure to regularly send credit memos for the shipment costs 
incurred. 

In the following exercise, you will model these requirements in the R/3 
System. 
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1-1 A separate organizational unit handles the processing of air shipments in Dresden.  

You therefore define a new transportation planning point for air cargo. 

To create a new transportation planning point, you copy the existing transportation 
planning point 1200 (Dresden). 

TPPt:  Z0## 
Description:  Air cargo## 
Company code: 1000 

Maintain the address data for the transportation planning point. Do not change the 
address; change the name only. 

1-2 Create a new shipment type that will meet your requirements for processing air cargo 
shipments. 

Call up the existing shipment type Z0##, with the description, ## Air cargo. 

Make the following adjustments to the existing settings: 

1-2-1 Since you want to distinguish the air cargo shipments from the other shipments 
by simply looking at the document number, you assign number range 03 to the 
shipment type. 

1-2-2 The shipment can contain several deliveries for different ship-to parties; you do 
not need to define it as a multimodal shipment, as the forwarding agent controls 
this. It is therefore a collective shipment with one mode of transport. 

1-2-3 Since the shipment is not linked to other shipments, you select the leg indicator 
Direct leg. 

1-2-4 The goods are shipped by airplane. 

1-2-5 Since the shipment costs are to be calculated by shipment, you need a separate 
leg for each ship-to party. To do this, you can use the leg determination type 
Prelim.leg acc. to loading point, suppl.leg acc. to ship-to party.  

1-2-6 The weight unit default should be kilogram and the volume unit default should 
be CDM. 

1-2-7 The deadlines for the outbound deliveries should be copied as planned 
deadlines in the shipment header. You therefore set the Deadlines copy routine. 

All other settings should remain the same. 

Save your entries. 

1-3 You usually create air cargo shipments online. To do this, you select all outbound 
deliveries due to be shipped that were already assigned shipping type Airplane in the 
order.  

To reduce the manual overhead in transportation planning, you define a planning 
profile for your shipment type, which meets the following requirements: 

• The outbound deliveries should be combined to form shipments in accordance with 
your route (= one shipment per route). 
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• Transportation planning point Z0## processes the shipments, which have shipment 
type Z0##. 

• SLL Cargo Services is the forwarding agent assigned to the shipments. 

• The shipping type is Airplane. 

• The shipments are relevant for shipment costs. 

• You need to use leg determination. 

1-3-1 To define the planning profile:  

Call up your shipment type Z0## in change mode. In the Planning profile field, 
enter the description Z0##Plan, and choose Maintain to maintain the profile. 

1-3-2 Selection variant:  

It is not included in the planning profile; choose the existing variant 1000/1200. 

1-3-3 Combination criteria:  

Create the variant Z0##-Route.  

Select the route as the combination criterion. 

1-3-4 Data and options: 

Create the variant Z0##-Cargo. 

Fill out the fields according to the above requirements. 

1-3-5 Save the variant and the shipment type. 

1-4 When the forwarding agent picks up the goods, the shipment is considered completed. 
It is then receive the order number of the forwarding agent, which you should enter in 
the shipment document as container ID. You should post goods issue for all the 
outbound deliveries in the shipment. The sales department creates the billing document 
separately at a later time. 

For your shipment type, define an activity profile that models the above activities when 
the Completed status is set. 

Profile name:  Z0##-05 
Description:  ## Air cargo completion 

1-5 For your shipments with Air cargo type, the shipment costs should be calculated per 
ship-to party. In the shipment, a leg is determined for each ship-to party, and the 
shipment costs are calculated based on the legs. When you process your shipment 
costs, you use the existing shipment cost type Standard. 

1-5-1 Assign the Standard shipment cost type to your shipment type. 

1-5-2 Set shipment cost relevance for your shipment type. Leg-based costs only 
should be calculated. 

1-5-3 Check which item categories the system creates automatically with reference to 
a shipment leg for the Standard shipment cost type.  

_________________________________________________________ 
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1-6 Since the calculation method used for air cargo shipments differs greatly from the 
method used for truck shipments, you use a separate pricing procedure for this shipping 
type. 

1-6-1 Take a look at pricing procedure ZFCL00, which is already defined. List the 
condition types that this procedure contains. 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

1-6-2 Check the controlling elements of the condition types and their access 
sequences. Establish what each condition type is used for. 

1-6-3 Set up pricing procedure determination for your transportation planning point 
Z0##. 

 Item category procedure group: 0001 
Service agent procedure group: No entry 
Shipping type procedure group: 0005 
Pricing procedure:  ZFCL00 

1-7 You define the tariff agreements with SLL Cargo Services as condition records in the 
system. 

1-7-1 First maintain condition records for condition type ZL01 (air cargo tariff). 

 Service agent:  T-S11K## (SLL Cargo Services) 
Unit:  UNI 

Country of dest. 
 
Weight group 

FR DE 

Up to 20 kg 280 200 

Up to 32 kg 450 330 

1-7-2 You should also maintain a flat rate for creating an airway bill. You can use 
condition type ZL02 for this (AWB fee): 

 Service agent:  T-S11K## (SLL Cargo Services) 
Amount:  20 
Unit:  UNI 

1-7-3 Depending on the Incoterms, the goods are transported from the destination 
airport to the ship-to party. The forwarding agent charges a fee for this 
(condition type ZL03). Create a condition record for this as well: 

 Service agent:  T-S11K## (SLL Cargo Services) 
Incoterms:  FH (carriage paid) 
Amount:  60 
Unit:  UNI 
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1-8 For the purposes of settlement, you need to assign the relevant organizational units in 
purchasing to the organizational units in transportation. These settings are required so 
you can create accruals.  

Maintain purchasing data in Customizing for your transportation planning point Z0##: 

Transportation planning point:  Z0## 
Shipment cost type: 0001 
Purchasing organization: 1000 
Purchasing group: 000 
Plant:  1200 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Concluding Exercise (Optional) 
Topic: Testing the Settings 

 
 

At the end of these exercises, you will be able to 

• Test the settings you made in the previous exercise by working 
through the whole transportation and shipment cost processing process 

 

 
 

To check that your settings are correct, you first create shipment 
documents for the relevant outbound deliveries.  

Next, you create the associated shipment cost documents. 

You transfer the shipment costs to accounting, and finally, create a credit 
memo for the forwarding agent. 

 

2-1 Test the settings you have made so far. Create a shipment of the type ## Air cargo in 
transportation planning point Z0##. 

2-1-1 For a list of outbound deliveries relevant for transportation, select according to: 

Shipping point:  X0## 
Shipping type:  05 

2-1-2 Select all these outbound deliveries and execute the planning proposal. 

How many shipments are created? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-1-3 Go to one of the shipments and check whether the data has been copied from 
the data profile. 

Which stages have been created? 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

Which service agent was assigned to the shipments? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-1-4 Set a Planned status for both shipments. Do not redetermine the legs. 
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Check whether the planned deadlines have been copied from the outbound 
deliveries to the shipment. 

Check-in:  ______________________ 

Loading start: ______________________ 

Loading end:  ______________________ 

Shipment completion:  ______________________ 

Shipment start: ______________________ 

Shipment end:  ______________________ 

2-1-5 Assume that the forwarding agent picks up the goods from your plant. Set a 
Shipment completed status. 

What information does the system require you to enter? 

______________________________________ 

Enter any number. 

2-1-6 Save your document.  

What activities are performed in the background? Why? 

2-2 To calculate the shipment costs for both shipments, create shipment cost documents for 
them. 

2-2-1 Create the shipment cost documents individually or using collective processing.  
 

 
 

If you create the documents using collective processing, make sure 
you calculate costs only for your own shipment documents. 

Select the shipment documents using your user! 

2-2-2 What is the shipment cost type of these documents? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-2-3 Identify which shipment cost items were created. 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

Why? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-2-4 Go to one of the items. 

Which pricing procedure did the system determine? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-2-5 Examine the pricing. Check whether the correct amount was calculated. 
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2-3 You now want to create accruals and therefore transfer the shipment costs to FI and 
CO. 

2-3-1 Check one of the shipment cost documents to ensure account assignment has 
been completed fully.  

2-3-2 To transfer the costs, you need a valid external service order. 
In Purchasing, create the purchase order for your forwarding agent. 

Enter the following values: 

Order type:  Standard purchase order 
Vendor: T-S11K## 
Purchase order date: Today’s date 

Organizational data: 
Purchasing organization: IDES Germany 
Purchasing group: Chef, H. 

Item overview:  
Account assignment category: U  
Item category: D 
Short text: Shipping service 
Type of delivery date:  M (month format) 
Delivery date: Current month 
Material group: 007 
Plant: 1200 (Dresden) 
Storage location: 0001 (material storage) 

Item detail: Limits tab: 
Set the No limit flag and enter 10000 UNI as the expected value. 

On the Invoice tab, enter the tax code 1I. 

2-3-3 Now transfer the shipment costs. You can now do this for all shipment cost 
documents using collective processing. 

2-3-4 Check one of the shipment cost documents to make sure the costs have been 
transferred.  

Go to the document flow and view the service acceptance and the associated 
accounting documents. 

Which accounts were posted to? 

_________________________________________________________ 

2-4 You agreed with your forwarding agent to use the credit memo procedure (ERS 
procedure). 

Finally, you create a credit memo for your forwarding agent for all the amounts 
obtained so far. 

2-4-1 Carry out the ERS procedure. 

Vendor:  T-S11K## 
Purchase order:  Purchase order number from Exercise 2-3-2 
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2-4-2 View the invoice receipt in the document flow of the shipment cost document. 
Which accounts were posted to? 

_________________________________________________________ 
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Concluding Exercise (Optional) Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Concluding Exercise (Optional) 
Topic: Customizing Settings for Processing Air Cargo 
Shipments 

1-1 Set up transportation planning point for air cargo: 

IMG: Enterprise Structure → Definition → Logistics Execution → Maintain 
Transportation Planning Point 
Select entry 1200 and choose Copy as 

Overwrite the entry as follows: 

TPPt:  Z0## 
Description:  Air cargo ## 

Choose Enter and maintain the address data on the following screen. 

1-2 Set up the shipment type for air cargo: 

IMG: Logistics Execution→ Transportation → Shipments → Define Shipment 
Types 
Go to the detail screen for shipment type Z0##. 

1-2-1 Number range int. assignment:  03 

1-2-2 Processing control:  Collective shipment using one mode of transport 

1-2-3 Leg indicator:  Direct leg 

1-2-4 Shipping type:  05 

1-2-5 Leg determination:  Preliminary leg per loading point, subsequent leg 
per ship-to party 

1-2-6 Proposal:  
Weight unit: kg 
Volume unit:  cdm 

1-2-7 Copy routine:  8 (deadlines) 

1-2-8 ShTypePrelimLeg: 01 

1-2-9 SubseqLegShType: 01 

1-3 Define planning profile: 

1-3-1 Maintain planning profile for shipment type: 
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IMG: Logistics Execution→ Transportation → Shipments → Define 
Shipment Types 
Go to the detail screen for shipment type Z0##. 

Planning profile:  Z0##Plan 

Choose Maintain. 

1-3-2 Selection variant:  1200 

1-3-3 Combination criteria:  Z0##Route 

Choose Maintain. 

Under Grouping criteria, select the Route field. 

Save the variant and give it a description. 

1-3-4 Data and options:  Z0##Cargo 

Choose Maintain. 

Transportation planning point:  Z0## 
Shipment type:  Z0## 
Service agent  T-S11K## 
Shipping type:  05 
ShpmntCostRel: Select 
Execute leg determination:  Select 

1-3-5 Save. 

1-4 Define the activity profile: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation →  Shipments → Define and Assign 
Activity Profiles 
In the table, enter the profile Z0##05 for shipment type Z0## and the status At 
completion.  

Choose Maintain. 

Select the flag Dialog box for fast entry during setting of status. 

Choose Select fields. 

Set the Container ID field (VTTK-SIGNI) to a required entry. 

Choose Copy. 

Under Post goods issue, select the flag Carry out goods issue posting during save. 

Choose Attributes. 

In the Description field, enter ## Air cargo shipment completion and save the profile. 

1-5 Assign the shipment cost type and set the shipment cost relevance: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation→ Shipment Costs → Shipment Cost 
Document → Shipment Cost Relevance and Default for Shipment Cost Type 

1-5-1 Assign the shipment cost type: 
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Shipment type Z0##:  Shipment cost type 0001 

1-5-2 Set shipment cost relevance: 

In the dialog structure, choose Define shipment cost relevance for shipment 
type. 

 For your shipment type, select the Leg flag. 

1-5-3 Check the item category determination for shipment cost type 0001: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Shipment 
Cost Document → Shipment Cost Types and Item Categories 

 Select the entry 0001 and choose Assign Shipment Cost Types and Item 
categories in the dialog structure. 

 For cost type B (leg), item category 0001 (shipment costs) was found. 

1-6 Check the pricing control and set the pricing procedure determination: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Pricing → Pricing 
Control 
1-6-1 Check pricing procedure ZFCL00: 

→ Define and assign pricing procedures → Maintain pricing procedure 

Go to the control screen of ZFCL00: 

Condition types: ZL01, ZL02, ZL03 

1-6-2 Controlling condition types: 

Define condition types 
Go to the detail screens for the three condition types: ZL01, ZL02, and ZL03. 

ZL01 is the basic rate; access depends on the service agent and the destination 
country of the shipment. 

ZL02 is a surcharge for the creation of the airway bill; it depends on the service 
agent. 

ZL03 is a surcharge for delivery from the destination airport to the ship-to 
party; it depends on the service agent and Incoterms. 

1-6-3 Set up pricing procedure determination: 

→ Define and assign pricing procedures → Define pricing procedure 
determination for shipment costs 
Select transportation planning point Z0## and choose Determine pricing 
procedure in the dialog structure. 

Item procedure group:  0001 
Service agent procedure group:  No entry 
Shipping type procedure group:  0005 
Pricing procedure:  ZFCL00 

1-7 Create condition records: 
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Logistics → Logistics Execution → Master Data → Transportation → Shipment 
Costs → Prices → Create 

1-7-1 Condition record for condition type ZL01: 

Condition type:  ZL01  
Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Destination country:  Germany (DE) 
Unit:  UNI 

Choose Scales. 

In the dialog box, confirm the scale assignment (scale ID 21). 
Maintain the values as in the following table: 

Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Destination country:  France 
Unit:  UNI 

Choose Scales. 

In the dialog box, confirm the scale assignment (scale ID 21). 
Maintain the values as in the following table: 

1-7-2 Condition record for condition type ZL02: 

Condition type:  ZL02  
Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Amount:  20 
Unit:  UNI 

1-7-3 Condition record for condition type ZL03: 

Condition type:  ZL03  
Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Incoterms:  FH 
Amount:  60 
Unit:  UNI 

1-8 Maintain purchasing data: 

IMG: Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → Settlement → 
Assign Purchasing Data 
Choose New entries. 

Transportation planning point:  Z0## 
Shipment cost type: 0001 
Purchasing organization: 1000 
Purchasing group: 000 
Plant:  1200 
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Solutions 

 
 

 

Unit: Concluding Exercise (Optional) 
Topic: Testing the Settings 

2-1 Create a shipment of the shipment type air cargo: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Transportation Planning → 
Create → Single Documents 

Transportation planning point:  Z0## 
Shipment type:  ## Air cargo  

2-1-1 Select outbound deliveries: 

 Choose Select further deliveries. 

 Shipping point:  X0## 
Shipping type:  05 

Choose Execute. 

2-1-2 Execute the planning proposal: 

 Select all outbound deliveries and choose: 

 Create planning proposal for selected deliveries. 

 Choose Execute. 

 Two shipments are created in accordance with the Route grouping criteria. 

2-1-3 Check data: 

Go to the overview screen of one of the shipments (choose Overview of current 
shipment). 

Stages tab: 

Shipment 1:  2 stages 
Shipment 2:  1 stage 

Service agent:  T-S11K## 

2-1-4 Set Planned status and check planned deadlines: 

Go to the overview screen of each shipment (choose Overview of current 
shipment) and set Planned status. Do not redetermine the legs. 

Deadlines tab: 

The system adopts the deadlines from the outbound deliveries as planned 
deadlines for the shipment. 
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2-1-5 Set Shipment completed status: 

Deadlines tab: 

According to the settings in the activity profile, the system should request you 
to enter a container ID. 

Enter any number. 

2-1-6 Save your document. 

The system posts goods issue in the background for all outbound deliveries 
involved in the shipment. 

2-2 Create shipment cost documents: 

2-2-1 Create shipment cost documents individually: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs→ 
Create → Single Document 

Enter each shipment number in turn. 

Create shipment cost documents in collective processing. 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Create→ Collective Processing 

Make your selection using the following: 

Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Created by:  LO611-## 

Select the relevant shipment documents and choose Execute. 

2-2-2 Shipment cost type of the documents: 

Display a shipment cost document: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Display 
Both documents have shipment cost type 0001 (standard). 

2-2-3 Shipment cost items: 

The system created a shipment cost item of item category 0001 for each 
shipment leg. 

According to the Customizing settings for item category determination, the 
system creates shipment cost items (item category 0001) with reference to each 
shipment leg (cost type B). 

2-2-4 Pricing procedure: 

Detail screen for the item 

The system should have found pricing procedure ZFCL00. 

2-2-5 Check pricing: 

Conditions tab 
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The system determined condition types ZL01 and ZL02 with the corresponding 
values; condition type ZL03 is used only if the Incoterms of the delivery are 
FH. 

2-3 Transfer shipment costs: 

2-3-1 Check the account assignment: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Change → Single Document 

Assigned status is C (account assignment fully completed). 

Detail screen for the item 

Choose Account assignment.  

2-3-2 Create an external service order: 
Order type:  Standard purchase order 
Vendor: T-S11K## 
Purchase order date: Today’s date 

Organizational data: 
Purchasing organization: IDES Germany 
Purchasing group: Chef, H. 

Item overview:  
Account assignment category: U  
Item category: D 
Short text: Shipping service 
Type of delivery date:  M (month format) 
Delivery date: Current month 
Material group: 007 
Plant: 1200 (Dresden) 
Storage location: 0001 (material storage) 

Item detail:  
Limits tab: 
Set the No limit flag and enter 10000 UNI as expected value. 

Item detail: 

Limits tab: 
Tax code: 1I 

Save the purchase order. 

2-3-3 Transfer costs: 

Collective processing for all shipment cost documents: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Change→ Collective Processing 

Select the documents using the following: 
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Service agent:  T-S11K## 
Created by:  LO611-## 

Select the documents and choose Execute. 

2-3-4 Check transfer: 

Call up one of the shipment cost documents in change mode: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Change → Single Document 

Transferred status: C 

→ Environment → Document flow 

Place the cursor on Services acceptance document and choose Display 
document. 

The services acceptance document records the service provided by the 
forwarding agent. Accruals were posted based on the services acceptance 
document: 

Choose → Accounting documents → Display accounting document 

The system posted to accounts 417000 and 191100. 

2-4 Issue a credit memo: 

2-4-1 Execute the ERS procedure: 

Logistics→Logistics Execution→Transportation→Shipment Costs→Freight 
Invoice Check→Logistics Invoice Verification→Automatic 
Settlement→Evaluated Receipt Settlement (ERS) 

Vendor:  T-S11K## 
Purchase order:  Purchase order number from Exercise 2-3-2 

→ Choose Execute. 

2-4-2 Document flow for shipment cost document: 

Logistics → Logistics Execution → Transportation → Shipment Costs → 
Display 

→ Environment → Document flow 

Place the cursor on Invoice receipt and choose Display document. 

The system posted to accounts T-S11K## and 191100. 
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User Roles in Transportation
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Archiving

 
 
 

 This role will assigned to the person(s) charges with performing the archiving of transportation 
documents. 
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Transportation Role – Background

 
 
 

 This role is used to execute background processes related to transportation planning and execution. 
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Transportation Role – Capacity Analysis

 
 
 

 Using this role you can run the lists related to capacity utilization of means of transports. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Carrier via Web

 
 
 

 Transportation planners who work for forwarding agents will be assigned this role. 
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Transportation Role – Current Analysis

 
 
 

 This role can be used to provide access to the various lists related to transportation and execution. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Display

 
 
 

 For users who only need to view shipment documents, changes to shipment documents and shipment 
cost documents this role may be assigned. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Execution

 
 
 

 This role provides the user with the ability to list completed and registered shipments and the ability to 
track the delivery status of shipments. 
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Transportation Role – External TPS

 
 
 

 Submission of master and delivery document data to an external transportation planning system is the 
function of this user role. 
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Transportation Role – Maintain Master Data

 
 
 

 Various route-related functions and as well as access to the express delivery cockpit is provided by this 
user role. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Maintain Shipment Cost Doc.

 
 
 

 Use of this role will give the user the ability to create, change and display shipment cost documents. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Maintain Conditions

 
 
 

 The purpose of the role is to give the user the ability to create, change and display the various condition 
records used in shipment costing. 

 Another function provided by this role is the ability to create, change and display scales used in multi-
dimensional freight rates. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Monitor Planning

 
 
 

 This role gives the user access to the shipment document planning worklist, logs generated by 
transportation planning and to the monitors used in tendering and shipment processing. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Monitor Shipment Costs

 
 
 

 Contained within this role are accesses to various lists related to shipment cost document creation, 
calculation and processing. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Others

 
 
 

 This role provides the transactions to previous versions of the create, change and display of shipemt 
documents. 
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Transportation Role – Planning

 
 
 

 Using the planning role, the user has the ability to create, individually or collectively, shipment 
documents. 

 In addition, this role provides access to the change and display functions for shipment documents. 

 Another function provided by this role is the ability to display the change logs for shipment documents.  
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Statistical Analysis

 
 
 

 This role provides access to the various reports defined in the Transportation Information System. 

 The statistical analysis reports provide aggregated data from shipment documents. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Collaborative Planning

 
 
 

 If collaborative freight planning is being performed this role will be assigned to users that participate in 
the process. 

 Collaborative freight planning is a process in which the shipper and the forwarding agent work together 
to plan and execute transportation activities related to shipment documents. 
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  SAP AG 2003

Transportation Role – Rules

 
 
 

 This role provides the menu selections to create the variants for creating shipment documents in 
collective processing and the selective display of the logs created by collective processing. 
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Glossary 
 

Settlement date Date on which the item is entered in Financial Accounting or 
Controlling. The settlement date is also used in tax determination. 

Activity profile Activity profiles are used to define the activities that are performed 
in the shipment document as soon as a particular status is set.  

Inbound delivery Delivery document used to process a delivery from a vendor to your 
company’s own plant. The inbound delivery is the basis for all 
putaway and goods receipt activities. 

Outbound delivery Delivery document used to process a delivery of goods to the 
customer. The outbound delivery is the basis for all shipping 
activities. 

Tender Invitation to a forwarding agent to complete a shipment. 

Calculation base The calculation base determines the origin of the data that is to be 
used in pricing as the basis for a condition type.  
Example: delivery, delivery item, shipping unit, shipment cost item 

Purchase order Request from a purchasing organization to a vendor or plant to 
deliver a certain quantity of material or to perform certain services at 
a certain time. 

Company code The smallest organizational unit for which a complete self-contained 
set of accounts can be drawn up for purposes of external reporting. 
The process of external reporting involves recording all relevant 
transactions and generating all supporting documents required for 
financial statements. 

Customizing Method used in the R/3 System to tailor standard functions to meet a 
company’s specific business requirements. 

Service agent Business partner that provides a service for a company. Examples of 
service agents include forwarding agents, insurance companies, 
carriers, and cleaning companies. 
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Implementation Guide 
(IMG) 

The Implementation Guide is a tool for configuring the SAP System 
to meet customer requirements. You can use it to make settings in all 
applications in the SAP System. 
It is structured according to the application components. Within the 
application components, the work steps are listed in the sequence in 
which you process them.  

Purchasing 
organization 

Organizational unit within Logistics, subdividing an enterprise 
according to the requirements of Purchasing. A purchasing 
organization procures materials and services, negotiates conditions of 
purchase with vendors, and bears responsibility for such transactions.

Express delivery 
company 

Express delivery companies transport goods quickly and offer the 
opportunity to track the itinerary of the shipments. 

Express delivery 
cockpit 

The express delivery cockpit is the central point in Customizing for 
making all the settings relevant to express deliveries. 

Shipment cost 
document 

A document that contains all the data relevant to shipment costs. In 
the shipment cost document, you can refer to the elements of a 
shipment for which you want to calculate shipment costs separately. 
From the shipment cost document, you can calculate shipment costs, 
assign them to accounts, and transfer them to FI and CO. 

Shipment cost type Classifies different types of shipment cost documents that require a 
different kind of processing by the system. 

Shipment cost item 
(category) 

The shipment cost item contains data for shipment cost calculation 
and settlement. The shipment cost item category classifies different 
types of items that require a different kind of processing by the 
system. 

Shipment cost subitem The shipment costs are calculated at subitem level. The shipment 
cost subitems are determined in accordance with the calculation 
bases in the pricing procedure for the shipment cost item.   

Shipment cost 
comparison 

The system can compare the results of two different methods of 
calculating shipment costs, and can automatically choose the cheaper 
option. 

Freight code Freight codes are used to classify goods that are to be transported.  

Freight code set Set of freight codes listed by an association of forwarding agents or a 
railroad, for instance. 

Freight class A freight class can be used as a criteria for calculating shipment 
costs. Freight codes can be grouped in freight classes within a freight 
code set. 

Credit memo 
procedure (ERS 
procedure) 

The credit memo procedure is used to settle the shipment costs 
without receipt of an invoice. It involves issuing a credit memo to the 
service agent. 

Pricing procedure Set of rules for pricing. 
The pricing procedure defines the conditions permitted for pricing 
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for a particular business transaction, and specifies the sequence in 
which they should be considered. 

Condition Agreement defining prices, surcharges and discounts, tax and other 
costs according to the influencing factors selected (such as vendor, 
customer, customer group, vendor sub-range, material, and service). 
It remains valid for a specified period.  

Condition type Defines the characteristics of a condition. 
In pricing, for example, different condition types are used to 
distinguish between a discount that refers to a net price and a 
discount that refers to a gross price. 

Condition record Data record that stores conditions, or condition supplements. 

Account assignment Specification of which accounts to post to from a business 
transaction. 

Account assignment 
category 

The account assignment category specifies settlement receivers, in 
other words, it defines to which objects costs should be posted and 
what account assignment data is required. 
Examples: Asset, cost center, cost object, and G/L account 

Cost type A reference in the shipment document relating to a shipment cost 
item. This can be a shipment header, a shipment leg, a border 
crossing point, or a load transfer point. 

Loading point Place within a shipping point where goods are loaded. 

Warehouse number Alphanumeric key that defines a complex warehousing system 
consisting of different organizational and technical units (storage 
areas). 

Storage location An organizational unit facilitating differentiation between the various 
stocks of a material within a plant. 

Storage type A physical or logical subdivision of a complex warehouse (= 
warehouse number), distinguished by the warehouse procedures used 
or its organization form or function. 
Examples: Goods receipt area, goods issue area, picking area, and 
high rack storage area. 

Service entry sheet List of services performed by a vendor based on a purchase order, 
containing service descriptions and details of quantities and values. 

Parcel tracking You can use parcel tracking to monitor precisely the route taken by a 
shipment (delivery or parcel). 

Planning proposal The planning proposal allows the MRP controller to simplify and 
automate manual planning. If you create or change shipments 
manually, the planning proposal provides predefined profiles 
according to whose rules the deliveries are combined into shipments 
and completed with data. 

Pricing date Date that determines date-dependent pricing elements such as 
conditions and exchange rates. 
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Invoice verification Term for the entry and checking of incoming (vendor) invoices. In 
invoice verification, vendor invoices are compared with the purchase 
order and the goods receipt, and are checked in three ways: content, 
price, and quantity. 

Route Distance to be covered between a beginning point and an end point. 
A route can be made up of several stages. 

Break-weight The break weight is the weight at which it is more favorable to 
calculate a heavier weight so that you reach a higher and cheaper 
scale level. 

Special processing 
indicator 

Indicator that triggers a special type of processing for a shipment or a 
special method of calculation for shipment costs.  
Examples of special processing are express deliveries and special 
tariffs. 

Division An organizational unit based on responsibility for sales or profits 
from saleable materials or services.  
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Tariff zone A tariff zone is a combination of a postal code area of a country. 
Tariff zones are defined in terms of the transportation planning point, 
the service agent, the shipping point, and the country. 

Shipment (document) A combination of goods created at a transportation planning point 
that are transported together from the points of departure to the 
corresponding destinations. It is the basis for planning, carrying out, 
and monitoring actual physical transportation of goods. 
A distinction is made between shipments for the transportation of 
goods from vendors to the company (inbound shipments) and 
shipments for the transportation of goods from the company to 
customers (outbound shipments). 

Shipment completion The goal of shipment completion is to have performed all the steps 
required to be able to send a shipment to the customer. Shipment 
completion tasks include weighing the shipment, loading, and 
posting goods issue. 

Shipment stage Stages contain information on the geographical characteristics of a 
shipment. These stages include: 
• Legs: Link between a starting and a finishing point 
• Load transfer point: Point where a shipment is transferred from 
one means of transport to another 
• Border crossing point: Point where a shipment crosses the border 

Shipment type A shipment type indicates the type of processing to be used for a 
shipment. The shipment type contains all the key characteristics that 
determine how a shipment is handled. 
Examples: Individual shipment, collective shipment, and main leg. 

Transportation 
planning 

Organizational and planning activities completed in advance of a 
shipment. 

Transportation 
planning point 

An organizational unit in Logistics for planning and processing 
transportation activities. 
It organizes the responsibilities of a company according to, for 
instance, shipment type, mode of transport, or regional departments. 

Shipment information 
(graphical or in list 
form) 

To provide a better overview of the shipment of different deliveries, 
an information system is available that allows you to call information 
in list or graphical form. 

Transportation 
information system 
(TIS) 

The transportation information system is part of the logistics 
information system (LIS) and can be used to analyze actual data and 
record planning data. 
The TIS is a tool that lets you collect data from the shipment 
documents, summarize it, and evaluate it. 
Different standard analyses are available. 

Sales organization Organizational unit within Logistics that structures a company 
according to its sales requirements. A sales organization is 
responsible for selling materials and services. 
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Shipping type Indicator that shows which means and mode of transport are used to 
carry out a shipment of goods. 

Handling unit Combination of materials that are packed together in a packaging  
material at a particular time. A handling unit is assigned a unique 
identification number. 

Packaging material Material used for packing and transporting products. 
Example: Cartons, boxes, containers, pallets, and truck. 

Shipping point: Organizational unit in Logistics that carries out shipping processing. 
The shipping point is the part of the company responsible for the type 
of shipping, the necessary shipping materials, and the means of 
transport.  

Sales area A sales area is a specific combination of sales organization, 
distribution channel, and division. 

Distribution channel Channel through which goods reach customers. 

Plant Organizational unit in Logistics that subdivides the company from 
the point of view of production, procurement, and materials planning. 
A plant is a place where materials are produced or goods and services 
are provided. 

Access sequence Search strategy for determining a condition record. 
The access sequence defines the order in which the system searches 
for condition records. 
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